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HEARING ON THE PERUVIAN POPULATION
CONTROL PROGRAM
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1998

HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS AND HUMAN
RIGHTS

Washington, DC.
The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:20 p.m., in room
2167 Rayburn House Office Building; Honorable Christopher H.
Smith [chairman] presiding.
Representatives Present: Smith and Burton.
Staff present: Grover Joseph Rees, staff director.
Mr. SMITH. At this hearing of the Subcommittee on International
Operations and Human Rights we will hear testimony of shockin
human rights violations in the country of Peru, a country witg
whose government and people the United States has a close and
friendly relationship. Indeed, I should begin by saying that I myself
consider the Foreign Minister of Peru, Eduardo Ferrero, a personal
friend. I have had cordial meetings with President Alberto Fujimori
both in Lima as well as in Miami, and I have a special feeling for
the Peruvian people.
One of the obligations imposed by friendship, however, is honesty. I hope that today's hearing will help us to know the truth
both about the Peruvian population program and about the U.S.
role, if any, in this program. To that end, we invited the Peruvian
Embassy in Washington to send a witness to this hearing, but our
invitation has been declined. The Embassy is invited to submit a
written statement which will be made a part of the record.
[This statement appears in the appendix.]
Peru is a heavily Roman Catholic country with one of the lowest
per capita incomes in the Western Hemisphere. Its population density is also relatively low. Until 1995, the family planning program
operated by the Government of Peru was not a particularly high
priority among that government's health programs. Sterilization
was illegal except when necessary to preserve health.
In July 1995 President Fujimori announced that family planning
would be a major priority for the government. Shortly thereafter,
the Congress legalized sterilization as a method of family planning.
In spring and summer of 1996 government health workers began
to conduct sterilization campaigns, often styled "ligation fairs" and,
to a lesser extent, "vasectomy fairs", primarily in areas that were
poor and/or rural. Reports began to appear shortly thereafter of
sterilizations without consent or without informed consent. These
(1)

reports came from the Catholic Church, from human rights organi-

zations, from feminist groups, and eventually from the government's own ombudsman.
Critics of the government program alleged:
That sterilizations are performed pursuant to prescribed national
and regional goals rather than to patient demand;
That women, particularly those who are extremely poor and/or illiterate, are often pressured into undergoing tubal igations;
That these women are not given adequate information about the
risks and disadvantages of the surgery or about the availability of
alternative methods of family planning;
That women are not encouraged to take time to make a considered decision about whether they want an operation that is permanent and likely to be irreversible;
And that the surgery is often performed in substandard facilities,
with resulting medical complications.
There have also been reports that consent to sterilization has
been imposed as a condition of receipt of food in government operated food programs, including programs supported by the United
States, and that health workers in some locations have been paid
a bonus for each woman they persuade to undergo a sterilization.
In January I asked my staff director and chief counsel of the
Subcommittee, Grover Joseph Rees, to travel to Peru in order to investigate these charges. He met with doctors, human rights workers, government officials, and several of the victims themselves.
His report made the following conclusions:
That the government had announced goals or quotas for the
number of people to be sterilized nationwide, in particular regions,
and even in particular hospitals.
That these goals emanated from a very high level in the central
government.
That health officials, doctors, and other health workers would
generallyy feel an obligation to meet these goals and would fear that
their contracts would not be renewed if they failed to meet those
goals.
That other abuses, such as lack of informed consent, pressure to
consent, bonuses per woman sterilized, and trading food for consent, were probably not mandated by the central government but
were the natural outcome of the mandate that the goals must be
met.
I also asked Mr. Rees to determine the extent, if any, to which
U.S. foreign assistance funds might be supporting the abuses in the
Peruvian population program. His conclusions were as follows:
The U.S. family planning program in Peru is the largest in the
Western Hemisphere and one of the largest in the world. It is conducted primarily through non-governmental organizations but also
consists in some aid to programs of the Government of Peru.
To its credit, the USAID Office of Population, Health and Nutrition made efforts to distance itself and its funds from the sterilization campaigns as soon as they became evidence in 1996.
Unfortunately, these efforts consisted mostly of private meetings
and communications with government officials, foreign donors, and
a few NGO's. The sterilization campaigns themselves, in contrast,
were widely publicized, as was USAID's close and long-time asso-

ciation with the Government of Peru's family planning program. So
manyPeruvians have the impression that the United States supported the program in its entirety, including the sterilization campatough USAID has made efforts to ensure that its assistance
to the Peruvian Government does not support the sterilization campaigns, USAID continues to provide family planning assistance to
the government and to NGO's that work closely with the government. In addition to broad support for the Ministry of Health infrastructure that might inadvertently assist the sterilization campaigns, this assistance has included several training courses for
doctors in the technical aspects of performing vasectomies and
tubal Iigations.
The USAID Food for Peace program in Peru, whose programs are
far more extensive than those of the Office of Health, Population,
and Nutrition, has been a focus of allegations that poor women
were promised food in exchange for their consent to be sterilized.
In the face of these allegations, the USAID officials who manage
the Food for Peace program failed to make vigorous efforts to ensure that no such abuses could occur. Indeed, Food for Peace operates a large targeted feeding program through an NGO that also
conducts family planning programs for the Government of Peru.
This NGO conducts its feeding programs in many of the same
small rural medical posts in which the sterilization campaigns are
conducted. In smaller posts the same government worker may be
charged with distributing U.S. food and running the sterilization
campaigns.
On January 6, 1998, after the sterilization campaigns and associated abuses had been widely publicized, the director of our USAID
office in Lima wrote a letter
the Minister of Health stating that
"our desire to collaborate in to
the area of family planning is based
on the free, voluntary and informed choice of contraceptives ... not
in the pursuit of quantitative targets by method for a particular
service provider or group of service providers, especially where
tubal ligation and vasectomy are concerned."
The letter went on to list remedial measures on which "we need
to be able to count ... as soon as possible" to ensure that no U.S.
food was traded for sterilization and that family planning programs
of the Peruvian Government were not conducted pursuant to goals,
quotas, or what the government has called "referential numbers."
Mr. Rees' report makes the following recommendations, which I
strongly endorse and I hope USAID will discuss today:
(1) Discontinue all direct monetary assistance to the Government
of Peru's family planning programs until it is clear that the sterilization goals andrelated abuses have stopped and will not resume.
(2) Discontinue in-kind assistance to the government family planning program unless it is clear that such assistance will not assist
or facilitate, either directly or indirectly, the sterilization campaigns or related abuses.
(3) Discontinue public expressions of support for the government's family p planning program, for instance, joint Ministry of
HealthIUSAIDbillboards encouraging Peruvians to limit their families, that could easily be misconstrued as expressions of support
for the sterilization campaigns.

(4) Dissociate the United States from the sterilization campaigns,
goals, quotas, and associated abuses far more publicly than has
been done up to now.
(5) Discontinue the use of words and actions that lend themselves to the accusation that USAID still favors population control
over family planning.
(6) In choosing non-governmental organizations as grantees or
contractors, use only those who will work independently of the government and who have not shown a preference for sterilization over
other birth control methods.
(7) Discontinue the distribution of food through government medical .posts or in cooperation with entities closely associated with the
sterilization campaign.
(8) Contract for an independent audit to determine whether any
U.S. assistance to the government or NGO's has been used in support of the sterilization campaigns.
(9) Consult with a broader spectrum of voices-within Peru on
family planning needs and concerns.
(10) Finally, notify congressional oversight committees of problems as soon as they appear.
I am well informed that the USAID Mission in Lima kept its superiors in Washington posted as events unfolded. Yet USAID in
Washington did not see fit to inform this Subcommittee or any of
the other committees with jurisdiction over foreign assistance programs, although they surely knew we would have been interested.
This problem is not unique to Peru. When I asked about similar
allegations of forced sterilizations in Mexico in 1996, our USAID
representative assured us loudly and clearly that this doesn't happen here.
Mr. Schneider, you might recall I brought that up to you after
I returned from that trip.
It now appears, according to reports described in the State Department 1997 Country Report on Human Rights Practices for
Mexico, that she has been mistaken. I hereby make a standing request that the Subcommittee on International Operations and
Human Rights, which has the jurisdiction for oversight of these issues, be informed of any reports USAID may have or receive of coercion, lack of informed consent, or other abuses anywhere in the
world. I would very much appreciate it if you would do that.
I would like to now ask our first witness for today's hearing,
Mark Schneider, the Assistant Administrator for Latin America
and the Caribbean for the U.S. Agency for International Development, as well as a board member of the Inter-American Foundation, if he would present his testimony to us at this time.
STATEMENT OF MARK SCHNEIDER, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN, U.S.
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me just say before I begin that I want to take this opportunity to say that I have
read the statements of some of the women who will follow me to
testify today. I just want to say that one can only express sorrow
and frustration; sorrow at the fact that those events occurred with
respect to those women, and frustration in not having been able to

stop them from happening. It's unacceptable and it cannot be excused. I think that we alI have to redouble our efforts to ensure
that it doesn't happen again even if the instances are one, two, or
a handful.
I want to thank you for the opportunity to appear today. I know
that we are in agreement that the human rights of women must
be given the highest priority in Peru, that any effort to abridge
those rights runs directly counter to the values and foreign policy
of the United States.
The Government of Peru has just announced this week, as I
mentioned previous to the session, a number of very important concrete steps that should return their family planning program to a
sound foundation. Those copies have now been given to the Committee.
As of yesterday, we received the following news that the Government of Peru will:
First, discontinue campaigns in tubal ligations and vasectomies.
Second, make clear to health workers that there are no provider
targets for tubal ligations and vasectomies or any other specific
family planning method, nor any targets of any ind at the regi onal or local levels. The only goal will be to ensure that women
have the information and counseling to achieve their individual desires with respect to spacing and number of children.
Third, they have announced that they will implement a comprehensive monitoring program to ensure compliance with family
planning norms and informed consent procedures.
Fourth, they welcome the ombudsman office's investigations of
complaints, the nine complaints that have been received and commented upon by the ombudsman, and the opportunity to respond
to any additional complaints.
Fifth, they will implement a 72-hour waiting period for people
who choose tubal ligation or vasectomy. This must come after two
separate counseling sessions.
Sixth, when judicial evidence of malpractice or uninformed consent is verified and a special judge has been named for this purpose, the Minister of Health has requested that compensation be
provided to the women involved.
Finally, they will require that health facilities be certified in
order to make sure that no operations are done in makeshift or
substandard facilities.
We obviously believe that these are all welcome developments,
and I think it perhaps is useful to reiterate the Administration's
policy with respect to the voluntary nature of family planning. All
of our family planning programs are guided by the principles of voluntarism and informed choice. We categorically oppose coercion in
any form.
The evidence is compelling that there is and continues to be a
real unmet need for family planning services in Peru. As a poor
beneficiary noted, we had a lot of children because before we didn't
know how to keep from having them.
Responsible family planning programs have a strong track record
in improving the health of women and children. It is my hope that
in the discussions generated by the controversy over surgical contraception in Peru that we not lose sight of the benefits of family

orts.

Fanning

programs or of the principles that do guide USAID's of-

If I could give some history, Mr. Chairman. Tubal libations and
vasectomies have been a legal method of contraception in Peru only
since September 1995. Previously surgical contraception was allowed only in cases where a woman s health would be in danger
from an additional pregnancy. After legalization, the Peruvian Government moved to respond to what it perceived would be a pentup demand for access to tubal ligation and vasectomies.
I should add that around the region, when one looks at the full
range of methods of family planning that are used, tubal ligations
and vasectomies constitute among the modem forms of family planning one of the higher percentages, approximately akin to the use
of natural family planning methods in many of the countries.
To help meet this demand, unfortunately, the Government of
Peru pursued a strategy of campaigns in which tubal ligation and
vasectomy were offered on a planned date, often in a place where
such services were not permanently available.
As soon as USAID became aware of the Government of Peru's
move toward a campaign strategy, U.S. officials, as your staff recognized in the report, communicated to the government strong concerns about the potential for distortions and abuse. The agency also
quickly segregated USAID family planning, support from the campaign strategy. USAID implementing agencies were told not to support the campaigns in any way, andMinistry of Health officials, including the Minister of Health, were informed that USAID support
could not-I repeat, could not-be used in this strategy.
Again, let me reiterate. The USAID disagreement with the strategy was not based on awareness of any particular abuses at that
time, but rather, because of our worldwide experience in family
planning as well as our conceptualization of family planning within
a quality of care framework, experience has shown that targets and
campaigns in this area are counterproductive and fraught with
risk. As a matter of policy, USAID does not support performancebased quota systems in family planning programs.
While targets connected with provider performance do not necessarily lead to the use of pressure tactics, they at a minimum increase the vulnerability to abuse.
Moreover, for ethical, political and programmatic reasons, such
drastic steps are unwarranted and wrong. They should not occur,
and we will not support them.
Over the past 18 months USAID has not rt 'eated in its opposition to setting targets for vasectomies and tubal ligations. More
than 80 contacts with government officials, including the Minister
of Health and a top advisor to the President, have taken place on
this subject between July 1996 and December 1997, when the campaigns were first indicated.
USAID has also contributed, we believe, to responsible public debate and inquiry on this issue in Peru through our support for the
human rights ombudsman, whose office has looked into the reports
of abuse, through our support of and cooperation with women's
groups, women's rights organizations, and through our statements
at public events with a variety of health workers, practitioners and
others.

In November of last year USAID sent a letter to the Minister of
Women's Advancement and Human Development reiterating
USAID's opposition to campaigns and to targets for surgical contraception or any other specific method, and indicating again USAID's
opposition and its avoidance of any support for those activities.
In early. January of this year, Mr. Chairman, as you noted, the
USAID Mission director sent a second letter, this time to the Minister of Health, requesting a response concerning the allegations
which had then appeared in the Peruvian press during November
and December. At that point the letter was prepared and was sent
on January 6, requesting response with respect to those allegations
as well as again reiterating our view of the need for programmatic
changes.
Let me stress, to the best of my knowledge no U.S. family planning funds or those of U.S. contractors have been used to support
the campaign. In his trip report the Subcommittee staff director
himself concluded that since shortly after the onset of the campaigns USAID has made efforts to distance itself from those campaigns. We appreciate and acknowledge the objectivity he exercised
in reaching this conclusion.
In the last few months, as I stated, there were reports in the
ress that in some cases the right to fully informed consent may
ave been violated and that tubal ligation and vasectomies have
not always been safely performed. It also has been alleged that
some health workers may have conditioned provision of food or
medical care on acceptance of sterilizations. USAID urged Peru
again in that letter to discontinue the tubal ligation and vasectomy
campaigns, to disavow any policy of setting provider targets for voluntary surgical contraception, and finally, to implement a comprehensive monitoring program to ensure compliance with family
planning norms and informed consent.
We believe these are significant measures and we are pleased
that the Government of Peru, as I indicated in this statement and
in the statement that we just received from the Government of
Peru, has determined to take these steps.
Let me add as well that the Ministry has reiterated that it is
against the law for any coercion or donation of goods or services,
food or otherwise, in exchange for the acceptance of any contraceptive method.
If I could, Mr. Chairman, let me move to the staff director's report which was shared with USAID. It contains a series of recommendations, several of which mirror the concerns expressed in
the letter from our Mission director to the Minister of Health. A
significant number of those recommendations are reflected in the
Ministry's actions this week.
I should add as well that they reflect the recommendations that
the Peruvian ombudsman's office made following its review of complaints of abuse. It issued a call through various media in Peru to
the society at large seeking complaints. To date that office has received complaints from a reported nine individuals who have alleged that they suffered reproductive rights abuses. Though clearly
not even one abuse is acceptable, the allegation of mass abuse
without informed consent has not been substantiated.

I would also like to briefly discuss, as you requested, the role of
USAID food aid in Peru. USAID's Food for Peace Title II program
in Peru benefited approximately 2.3 million poor Peruvians in
1997. We are absolutely convinced that that program has been a
critical element in the 30-percent reduction in child malnutrition in
Peru over the last 5 or 6 years.
The Subcommittee staff directors's report refers to recent allegations linking food assistance to sterilization. Two allegations, one
in the report and one that we saw in the press with respect to
United States provided food, were investigated immediately
through onsite interviews with the women and their family members along with local non-governmental organizations and health
promoters.
There are no known cases, no evidence that we are aware of, and
no evidence in these two cases, no substantiation-and I can go
into detail in the cases at some point, Mr. Chairman, of any U.S.funded food assistance being used to coerce sterilizations.
The Subcommittee apparently has been provided material with
respect to these two cases, but again, let me add that we will investigate any allegations which are made in this regard and take appropriate action. We concur with your deep concern, Mr. Chairman,
and we will investigate any allegations that allege U.S. food aid in
any involvement.
In concluding this testimony, iet me make a few final points.
We obviously are pleased that the Government of Peru has announced the key changes it has informed us of this week in its family planning program and policy. These steps will help ensure informed choice. We obviously regret that these steps were not taken
earlier, as we and others had urged. Nevertheless, this is an important development, and we will continue to keep you and your staff
apprised of progress toward implementing these improvements.
The course of our future action will depend in part upon the continuing response of the Peruvian Government to this situation. We
will continue monitoring the implementation of the steps that we
have been informed of. And it's essential, we believe, that the Government of Peru continue to listen to the voices of its own people,
in this case the ombudsman's office, women's groups, health worker
providers, the National Medical Association, and the Ministry of
Health's own evaluation of its program.
We look forward to working closely with you and your staff in the
future to support America's international family planning programs.
I thank you for the opportunity to appear today.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Schneider. I appreciate
your testimony.
[The prepared statement of Mark Schneider appears in the appendix.]
Perhaps like you, I just got this statement from the Government
of Peru. In looking at it very quickly-we will analyze it very carefully, I can assure you-there seems to be a minimizing or an attempt to minimize the extent of the problem. Perhaps all governments go through that when they try to spin and try to suggest
that it's not as bad as you think it is.

I notice in one of the changes that will be made, it says there
will be no provider targets for tubal ligation or any other family
planning method. What about national targets? It says regional
and provider, but what about national?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. My understanding is that there will be no provider targets in terms of goals at the national level either.
Mr. SMITH. At any level? They left that out. It was local or regional.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I think when it says there will be no provider

targets. Period. The indication was that that was at the national
level. In other words, my understanding is that there are no goals
to reach.
Mr. SMITH. I would ask that you try to get them to be very clear
on that.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Let me just say, Mr. Chairman, that I am perfectly prepared to say that we are prepared, after a period of time,
to inform the Committee fully as to the implementation of theseif
to us
steps. We will advise our contracting agencies to report fact,
apin
there,
if
or
campaigns
the
of
there is any reappearance
pear to be goals set.
We do support the ombudsman's office and the women's rights
as
organizations, and we will ask them specifically on this matter,this.
contradicts
that
anything
to whether or not they have found
Mr. SMITH. In my opening comments I asked that an independent audit determine whether any U.S. assistance to the government or NGO's has been used in the sterilization campaigns. Can
you agree to that?
the beMr. SCHNEIDER. As I stated, what we have done is fromhappy
to
ginning we have segregated these programs. We would be
supply you with the information that demonstrates that.
is genI should add that the general support that we provide
largest
erally going through non-governmental organizations to the
inform
to
continue
will
we
and
extent. We will continue to monitor
inform
will
we
this,
to
respect
the Committee, and as I stated with
the Committee of these activities.
activities and the
We do have a series of continuing reports of that.
We are conto monitor
we will continue
funds,theand
use
of these reports that these funds were
examination
fidentof from
not used for the campaigns.
is called Project
Mr. SMITH. One of U SAID's projects in Peru including
a popu2000. It is a program in which several NGO's, International, aslation control organization known as Pathfinder
of health care
sists the government in developing a wide variety
assistance
this
of
none
that
systems and services. How sure are we
has benefited the government sterilization campaigns?
project relates to
Mr. SCHNEIDER. My understanding is that thatplanning
program.
family
a range of health services, not merely the
health, but we
The focus of it does include maternal and perinatal
would be violating their
have been monitoring the program. They
their conagreement with us; essentially they would be violating
tract with us.
of that?
Mr. SMITH. Has there been any independent audit
it-goes back
have
One of the concerns that many of us have-I
Repu ilic
People's
the
to when we first became aware of coercion in

of China that the groups that most aggressively defended that program were many of the NGO's, some of those that to this day continue to receive large donations from the U.S. taxpayer, andchief
among them is the U.N. Population Fund, which to this day continues to say it's a totally voluntary program.
That is not even a question anymore. It was a question, and I
lived through it, throughout the 1980's when I offered amendment
after amendment and had people at USAID tell me that I was
missing the mark by a wide mile. Some agreed but many of them
disagreed, and especially the NGO community and UNFPA, very
aggressively.
So there is a past to denials and assertions of non-complicity that
I'm concerned about, especially when the whole trend in the NGO
community is toward integration of health and other humanitarian
services. They could become tainted wittingly or unwittingly, like
in the food distribution centers and things of that kind.
Please respond.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I understand your concern, Mr. Chairman. What
I would like to be able to do is to put together the financial reports
that we have on the use of the grant funds. I'm fully prepared to
make those available. If after that you believe that there is an additional need, we will discuss it. But I am confident that there has
not been any misuse of funds.
As I say, we do have continuing internal audits; we do have the
review by our own Inspector General of the use of grant funds. I
am confident that they have not been misused. We will be happy
to provide that for you.
[I am providing a copy of the Inspector General's September 1996 report, the most
detailed audit of food aid undertaken up to that date. I shopuld also state that the
report found no diversion of food aid nor any misuse of funds resulting from monetization of food aid by the cooperating NGO's. The recommendation in the report
all of which were improvements on an already well-run program, were implemented
promptly by the Mission in Lima.

[The report appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. Every grant is not inspected. There is a certain
amount of trust that is implied, especially if there is a track record
of having provided grants to that group. So spot checks may or may
not discover something. Now that we have a very real andcompelling problem on our hands, that's why I asked if an independent
audit is something that you could agree to.- Could you say yes or
no to that?
As I think we have demonstrated, we are trying to be as absolutely honest and transparent as humanly possible. I don't want to
bring up the PRC again, but having livedthrough that and having
seen chicanery and distortion that I still can't believe, the jury is
out. When the government says "there are eight cases." Well, there
are eight cases maybe that he knows of and looked into. I'll never
forget when I started making trips down to Central America finding how small many of the human rights contingents were that
were looking into massive violations from the FMLN or any of
those other groups. There are just too few people looking at this.
As my chief counsel advises me the ombudsman had one investigator. How aggressive were they? How wedded to the program potentially were they? Any conflicts of interest? He says they were
good, but that's one person.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. They are totally independent, and I think they

are respected throughout Peru. The international human rights
community would also say that the ombudsman represents an independent view.
Mr. SMITH. But understaffed, certainly. We need to know and
have confidence that our tax dollar, wittingly or unwittingly-and
I think it would be unwittingly-is not being used to promote this
kind of violation of women's rights.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Mr. Chairman, as I say, we will put together

those reports for you. If after that you still feel there is a need for
a further audit, then we will provide it.
Mr. SMITH. I appreciate that commitment.
Could you describe what USAID did to segregate its aid from the
sterilization campaigns, what technical steps were involved in the
segregation process? For example, were certain kinds of aid that we
had been giving before July 1996 immediately discontinaed? Did
we require new reports of the government and/or the NGO community that worked closely with the government?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. As I stated, we informed the government that no
funds would be provided to them for the campaign; we informed
the government that none of our other resources could be used for
the campaign; we segregated the program from the campaign at
the start and informed our NGO's as well of the same prohibitions.
Mr. SMITH. Would you provide for the record more information

on the technical details on how that was done?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Sure.
Mr. SMITH. That would be helpful.
[The information is being prepared by the USAID Mission in
Lima, and will be found in the Committee files as soon as it arrives.]
Mr. SMITH. One of the requests in my opening statement was to
discontinue the distribution of food through government medical
posts which are closely associated with the sterilization campaign.
Is that something that USAID can support?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I think one has to review what the food programs are aimed at and how they function.
Mr. SMITH. Nutrition.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Let me explain. There are five different cooperating agencies. Four of them provide the food directly in sites other
than those that are health clinics. The fifth was an organization
which has previously been cooperating in the food distribution program, and it was the one that demonstrated that it could provide
programs in the poorest areas of the country where the highest vulnerability children were.
In the context of dealing with the problem of malnutrition, or extreme malnourished children, the view was that it is essential to
have them linked to the health clinics where the families also could
obtain information about clean water, how to prevent diarrheal disease, assuring that the children were immunized at the same time.
Essentially what happens is the children go into the programs
for between 6 months and year. They are severely malnourished;
there are a series of criteria. In that process it's a combination of
the food plus the health services that result in their being able to
achieve a more adequate nutritional level.

The program you are referring to, there are some 2,300 of those
sites. Only 200 of them are the ones directly run by a Ministry of
Health official who is also responsible for the family planning services.
Mr. SMITH. How do you respond to the report that we have-we
did submit this. It was part of Joseph Rees' staff report-that Dr.
Jon Matta, President Fujimori's health advisor, defended the practice of going house to house to persuade women to undergo sterilization because, to quote the doctor, "if the Ministry of Health did
not do the campaign house to house, people would not come."
Asked whether there was a need for health workers to go back to
the houses time and time again, Dr. Jon Matta replied, "with a
long discussion of a hypothetical male patient with a hernia, a man
might not want to get the hernia operation for any number of reasons, bug', Jon Matta said, "it was a doctor's responsibility to convince the patient into doing what was best and having the operation. It's exactly the same with the ligation," he said. Women in
Peru are having too many children."
Poverty is one thing, but if there is an overwhelming health component, perhaps an argument could be made. But when there is an
ongoing process to convince someone that children should not be
born to that woman, and when you have the very substantial allegation of quotas and people getting bonuses for numbers of
ligations performed, it paints a picture of a not so subtle pressure
campaign. We've heard of these things, and I have met at least one
doctor in Mexico where this allegation has been made, and a number of patients who were sterilized against their will. In this case
it's a matter of pressure.
How do you respond to that kind of statement, the mindset of
this Presidential health advisor?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. That's the reason that we opposed the campaigns and that's the reason that we segregated our program;
that's the reason that no U.S. funds are used to support it. Precisely.
Mr. SMITH. If in the macro with the sterilization campaigns they
are doing, what's to prevent it in the micro, if it just becomes parceled out so that in the implementation the mindset is still there,
and there is no changing of stripes?
Just like nobody in this room believes, I don't think that Saddam
Hussein has changed his stripes on a whole host of issues. If this
is the mindset going into this, why if the campaigns are discontinued won't it just be done in a more piecemeal fashion?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I think what we have seen is recommendations
from the ombudsman's group in Peru, the health providers in Peru,
recommending that these changes be made for many of the reasons
that you are describing along with our recommendations and along
with your recommendations. As a result of that, the Ministry of
Health has agreed to make the changes that we have heard about,
which in fact end the campaigns.
I believe that it's clear that in all instances health services, family planning or otherwise, should respond to the spontaneous and
informed demand of the individuals not recruited for these kinds
of services.

Therewith
is one
thingto thatyou
said at the
part of your comments
respect
the food program,
andinitial
I just want to be clear.
There are about 400,000 children who receive food through this
program. I believe it's 150,000 families. There have been only two
alleged instances on problems, and we investigated them specificall.
Even before last year, last April, as part of the internal review
of our programs, we asked that they begin to undertake a review
of family satisfaction with the program, including what kinds of information they received with respect to family planning and their
satisfaction.
This is one of the areas where there is a slight inaccuracy in the
Subcommittee report. It was not a precondition for the 1998 program, but it was a fact to be accomplished during the 1998 program. It is under way now. In the preliminary part of that-this
analyzed 55,000 cases in terms
get to-they
wanted
is
what
thereto been
any changeduring this period in terms
of
sayingI has
of the
use of family planning methods, and
the answer is no.
They are now going to go back and interview and undertake
interviews with the people who receive services in terms of, did you
get adequate information with respect to family planning services?
ere you pressured in any way? They are going to attempt to determine that user satisfaction during this time period.
By the way, that was before any alegations were made.
Mr. SMITH. With respect to the Food for Peace food distribution
programs, why has USAID dramatically cut the role of CARITAS,
the Catholic relief agency, and increased the role of PRISMA, the
NGO that ran its food distribution programs through the government over the last 4 years?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. It's very simple really. There was an effort made
worldwide to increase our focus on the most food-insecure communities and the most malnourished. In the initial proposal from
CARITAS they had 44 dioceses that they had proposed to cover.
Eleven of those are on the coast where the levels of food insecurity
were relatively low. Compared to the other areas of the country,
those areas were not the highest problems, and therefore we requested that those 11 areas not be included. We funded fully the
33 that met the criteria of being in the areas of highest food insecurity and higher problems of malnutrition.
The program that you mentioned had a higher concentration in
those communities of food insecurity, and that is why they received
additional funding. That was basically it.
Mr. SMITH. The new monitoring and supervision system that the
Government of Peru in its statement asserts that it will implement,
have you gotten any word from them what that might look like so
it's not people who potentially have a conflict of interest?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I have, and will try in general terms to describe
it. My understanding is they are putting together internally a combination of doctors and lawyers both inside and outside the ministry. It's a committee made up of OB-GYN, medical association,
physicians college, the main medical school in Peru, and representatives of the Ministry of Health that will be reviewing all of these
allegations. They are undertaking their own monitoring system of
these new changes that they have put into effect.

I believe as well, which I think is very important for us because
of the reason I stated earlier, that they are going to use the ombudsman's office as well as women's organizations to report on the
implementation.
Mr. SMITH. One of the other action items speaks of compensation
for those individuals or families where there is legal evidence of
malpractice. Have you gotten any additional elaboration on what
that means? What kind of effort will be undertaken to find these
women? Very often it's a lack of knowledge that there is some way
of redress that will prevent people from coming forward.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Two things. The ombudsman's office does haveI forget the number-district office, regional offices around the
country in terms of human rights concerns. My understanding is
that they do have nationwide target areas that they can reach with
their announcements that they are available for complaints to be
made.
The other is that the human rights organizations, particularly
the women's rights organizations, will be made aware of this. I can
assure you that the women's rights organizations in Peru are very
active. We support them. Manuela Ramos is one of those. I have
no doubt that they will be seeking out women who feel that they
have in some way had their reproductive rights violated to bring
their cases.
I think it's important that in this process that apparently there
has already been an ad hoc judge named to look into this for this
purpose. Once they are verified, they would go for compensation.
I am also informed that the ombudsman's office itself has a women's rights office.
Mr. SMITH. Is that something USAID would consider as part of
your publicity campaign, to inform women that if it was something
less than voluntary or informed consentMr. SCHNEIDER. Absolutely. We would inform our own cooperating agency.
Mr. SMITH. What about the larger public relations effort?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. To the degree that we do public relations in this
area, absolutely. We generally would do outreach and dissemination through the groups which are located all over the country. The
groups are the ones that are out there.
Let me say this. What we will do is we will work on development
of a statement for all these groups to put out through their programs and through their local organizations.
Mr. SMITH. I'd like to yield to the staff director and general counsel, Joseph Rees.
Mr. REES. Mr Schneider, someone in another congressional office
was kind enough to give us this morning something that is called
the USAID Peru Population Assistance Fact Sheet, which apparently was faxed around to other congressional offices yesterdaynot to our office, but to other offices-which makes some rather
stronger statements than you do about the report that I issued.
Frankly, it's a crummy way to do business, but I do feel that we
need to get on the record some of the things that are said in this
"fact sheet" and get your reaction to them.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. I'd like to receive a copy of the fact sheet myself.

Apparently there is some confusion. Perhaps you could make a
copy available to me.
Mr. REES. It has a USAID fax logo on it.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Or else send it to me.

Mr. REES. Perhaps it's a clever forgery, but it does seem to mirror your testimony. It makes some rather stronger statements than
you make in your testimony. It's not the first time this has happened.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I'll be happy to respond once I see it. We'll send
you a written response.
Mr. REES. Some of the things here are also in your testimony,
and I'd like to ask you about them.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Sure.

Mr. REES. The general pattern that is kind of disturbing-I did
spend only a week in Peru. It was therefore necessary to rely primarily on secondary sources. You can only visit so many people
who claim that things actually happened to them. We visited with
feminist organizations, with church representatives, the human
rights coordinator, the ombudsman. As is clear from the report, the
impression that I emerged with was that this was not a small prob-

lem; this was a big problem.
Although it is not possible to quantify the number of women out
of those 110,000 who did not have fully informed consent, I don't
think it's a air characterization of the ombudsman's position that
only nine people didn't have fully informed consent. The coordinator of human rights, which is a respected, independentMr. SCHNEIDER. Who we helped finance.

Mr. REES. Right. I want to quote here from their report. In May
of 1977 they reported in a petition tc the U.N. Economic and Social
Council, 'The national population policies have on many occasions
resulted in the imposition of methods of sterilization."
The impression I had from a meeting at which Ms. Brems from
USAID was also present with some representatives of feminist
groups-it was an informal meeting; I didn't put any of their
names in the record-was that this is a pattern. This is not something that just happened a few times. I really thought we were
agreed on that when I was down in Peru, that this was a big problem. Yet if I only read this fact sheet, I would think that this Subcommttee was making much ado about nothing, that there were
nine cases that we know about and there might be a couple of others lying around there. That's disturbing.
There is a traditional lawyer story, that the good lawyer can
make three arguments simultaneously: my dog didn't bite your client; your client provoked my dog; and I don't have a dog. That
seems to be what you are doing here. You are saying we dissociated
ourselves from these campaigns, and they weren't so bad anyway.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I think that's wrong. They were bad. We argued
from the beginning that they should be stopped, because inevitably
what they do isthey open the door to abuse. Whether that is one
or nine, by opening the door to abuse we said that we would not
provide any support, and we did not provide any support.
We also said that when those kinds of abuses occur that we believe the government should, and thankfully in this instance they

did, announce that they would stop those campaigns, because they

are wrong and we think that they failed to provide for women's
rights, and we think that they inevitably tend to result in the possibility for inadequate health care for the women, particularly
when they take place in places that are not the traditional places
where appropriate medical treatment can be given.
Let me also just add, however, there is a difference betweenthis perhaps relates to your concern-saying that the overall policy
of campaigns and setting goals we believe in general is wrong and
saying that it has produced widespread violations. That, we do not
believe has taken place. Let me just give you some of the reasons.
Mr. REES. So you disagree with the Coordinadorn.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

SCHNEIDER. The difference is what is
REES. They said many occasions.
SCHNEIDER. To me nine is many.
REES. You think they only meant nine?
SCHNEIDER. All I'm saying is that there has not been sub-

stantiated a mass lack of informed consent. What we said is that
the policy and program created that possibility and we should not
participate in it, and we should investigate and press the government to change the policy, and that's what we did, and we should
continue to do so.
Mr. REES. An anonymous source identified as a U.S. Embassy official told a Peruvian newspaper in the last few days that the
abuses in the Peruvian program were just isolated cases. You just
said nine is many. How many cases would they have to come up
with that they validated, that is, people who came forward, despite
whatever they may perceive as the risk to themselves, people
whose cases were thoroughly investigated, and yes, this is a definite yes? How many do they have to come up with before you
would be prepared to tell our Embassy officials to stop calling up
and saying that they are isolated cases?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I don't think that it's going to produce any par-

ticular number. All I can tell you is that I believe that we did what
we should, which is to say stop the policy, change the policy; it can
produce abuses; those abuses are not acceptable, whatever the
number is.

Now tfat the government has changed the policy, it's our responsibility tu monitor it, to see that it's implemented, and to ensure
that there is no repeat if we are going to continue to cooperate in
the future.
Let me just add here. There is something which I think is important in one of the recommendations you suggested, that we stop
support for family planning.
Mr. REES. That was going to be my next question. That recommendation is not in the report. Where do you see that recommendation in my report?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I believe that was in one of the questions.

Mr. REES. Direct monetary assistance to the government pro-

gram. Money, unlike in-kind assistance, can be used for anything
that the people want to use it for.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Currently, my understanding is that we virtually do not provide direct monetary support. There is a very

small amount of money that goes to the Government of Peru, and
it is basically for training in a particular area of informed consent.
My concern was that I believe in the earlier questions there was
a view that we should not provide support, an I wanted to make
it clear that we believe that we should continue to provide family
planning support in Peru, because we do think that it results in
saving women's lives, and we do believe it helps ensure the reduction of infant mortality rates.
Mr. REES. Just so we can be clear on what we aaree on and don't
agree on, and since I don't know how many people you faxed this
fact sheet to, the "Fact Sheet," as it calls itself says that "despite
the impossibility of a thorough investigation into allegations, the
report suggests--that's my report-"recommendations that would
have far-reaching ramifications such as discontinuing U.S. support
for technical assistance and contraceptives for the entire national
family program."
Then you go on to defend number of particular kinds of assistance which the report does not attack. Here's what the report actually does recommend. The report recommends that USAID stop
training government doctors on how to perform sterilizations. It
recommends that we discontinue direct monetary assistance to the
government family planning program-you're correct, I think there
is only a little-until the sterilization campaigns are discontinued
and other abuses corrected.
With respect to contraceptives and other in-kind assistance, it
suggests only that USAID evaluate such assistance in light of the
possibility that it could directly or indirectly benefit the sterilization campaigns or give rise to a perception of continued U.S. support for the campaigns.
It doesn't say that you need to cut those off. It discusses that
question at some length, and that's just not what the recommendation is.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I'm pleased to hear that, because I think that
would be a mistake.
Mr. REES. You could have known it already.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. The problem is there was an assumption if you
answer that in the negative, that therefore you should cut off all
the family planning programs, and we clearly now agree that that
would not be the wise thing to do.
There is also, it seems to me, one question. The fact sheet that
ou are referring to, I did not fax those to anyone. If I had, I would
ave made sure that you received it first.
Mr. REES. I was using "you" in the plural.
Mr. SMITH. I think you may have indicated this earlier. Will you
let us know who sent this around? It would be nice to know since
it had some things that raised questions.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I agree.
Mr. SMITH. It is important, and I said this in my opening state-

ment, in terms of keeping us abreast of anything that you hear of
in your shop regarding these things happening. We would have
loved to have known this ayear and a half ago. We were out of
the loop per se in terms of USAID notification.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Let me be clear. We had no reports of allegations of abuse a year and a half ago. The first time that those re-

ports were received was in November and December. That's when
we sent the letter and briefed the staff.
Mr. REES. When I was in Peru I saw newspaper articles from
early 1997. The Coordinadorn's report was from May 1997. If the
possibility of problems was important enough to segregate our assistance in July 1996, then why not say to Chairman Smith-who
you have got to know is concerned about this and who has asked
you about similar issues in the past-hey, look, you'll be happy
with us. Frankly, we probably would have recommended even more
dramatic steps. It's just a little awkward to read these things in
the newspapers a year and a half later.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. If I could, Mr. Chairman, what I would like to
do is to suggest that whenever there are actions that result in a
policy or program change that we undertake such as this that we
do inform the Committee. I think that's fair.
Mr. SMITH. If I could just ask that it be expanded when you hear
of allegations that are judged at least to be credible. Even in a collaborative way we can then speak hopefully with one voice to an
offending country that this is absolutely outside the norm of acceptable human rights behavior; it is to be condemned by everyone regardless of their position on any of these issues.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I understand.
Mr. REES. As the Chairman mentioned, we were in Mexico in
June 1996. Not about this issue. We were meeting with a group of
human rights advocates, broad-based, not people with any special
interest in family planning. Congressman Smith asked, "By the
way, is there any problem with coercive population control here?"
Before the question could be translated into Spanish, the USAID
person who was there, who we had not actually invited to the
meeting, said, "No, that doesn't happen here."
Then the question was translated into Spanish, and I think five
of the six people nodded their heads and said, "Oh yes." And several of them knew of particular cases and knew of doctors who had
been put under pressure.
Nevertheless, on a subsequent visit that I made to look further,
USAID took the position that this wasn't happening. And I should
say that that was in contrast to Peru, where I thought they were
much more engaged. But now in the human rights report, the
country report that came out just last month, it really suggests
that there are some very serious allegations in Mexico. We have requested a full briefing on that. Will we be able to get it very soon?
And if you have any thoughts on what is happening in Mexico, it
would be good to get them on the record.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Two things. First, yes, we would be pleased to

brief you on it.
Second, the human rights report, the paragraphs that you saw
in the 1997 report also were in the 1996 report. There was no
change, according to the State Department. I looked at that, and
they informed me that they simply put in the same paragraphs
that were there in 1996.
With respect to the specific cases, if you recall, I indicated last
year that we would undertake a review of those cases and attempt
to investigate the allegations. There has been subsequent action
since the letter that I sent to the Chairman. It took some time to

go through a process where the women were prepared to have their
names given to someone who would then undertake to investigate
the allegations.
Finally, we did contact PROVIDA, and they arranged with the
women to contact the Mexican Human Rights Commission, which
is similar to the U.S. Civil Rights Commission in the sense of autonomous operating.
My understanding is that they have begun the investigation.
They have opened fles in those cases, and in fact we received yesterday information from the Mexican authorities that the commission will be preparing its response shortly. Presumably that will be
either verification or not of the allegation and recommendations
with respect to those cases.
Mr. REEs. Just one more question about Peru. The one case
where there was a woman who alleged that she was promised food
through PANFAR in exchange for sterilization, the investigation
seems to have been done by the NGO, by PRISMA, the organization that was accused of the violation. Is that the regular way to
do things? Wouldn't it be better to send somebody else.
You are often dealing with somebody who is in a position or perceived position of authority in the community, and a very poor, perhaps uneducated woman. Are we really sure that what they tell or
what the NGO says they told them is the ultimate fact of the situation?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. No. I agree with that. The initial information,
however, was with respect to the records of when the child had entered the program, what were the conditions, in terms of attempting to look at the allegation. It was on that basis that the information was sought from PRISMA and from the Food for Peace office
which undertook the investigation. The allegation was not verified.
We will provide you with the details in both cases, both the case
that you mentionedMr. REES. I think I got it. It was in your fact sheet.
Mr. SMITH. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. REES. Sure.
Mr. SMITH. Part of the concern that we have is the whole area
of independence. I'll never forget a number of meetings that I had,
especially one in New York, with Dr. Sadik in 1989 when I was one
of George Bush's two congressional representatives to the United
Nations. So I spent quite a lot of time up there. I asked for a meeting and got a meeting with her and asked her all about the coercion in China. She said there were reports done; there were investigations undertaken under the auspices of UNFPA; and they found
it to be totally voluntary.
I said, well, please let me see the reports. I had an USAID person sitting right there. He was nodding his head. Let's see the reports.
I never got the reports. Apparently there were no reports. If
there was an investigation, it was internal or never reduced to
writing.
The independence factor of who is investigating. That's why even
with our own process here on the Hill, as you know so well, there
always needs to be the GAO, and there always needs to be this
oversight to ensure an absolutely pristine investigation, or as much

as you could possibly get. So the independence of this report, as
you just mentioned, is drawn into question.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. If I could, we had as of June 1996 one of the
most intensive worldwide Inspector General's reviews of the food
program in Peru, looking at questions with respect of did it get to
its beneficiaries et cetera. Those results were extremely positive
with respect to tie food program.
I guess the answer is that we do have independent reviews.
When these kinds of allegations occur, we also immediately try and
get the information that would permit us to make a judgment of
whether there is a basis for further investigation.
I think it's fair to say that when these cases arise that we
shouldn't be satisfied with simply the same organization that has
the information undertaking an investigation, that we should have
a third party, and I am fully prepared to ask in this case the
human rights organizations in Peru to look at these cases as well.
The fastest way for us to try to find the information when these
allegations occur is-obviously to ask the people with the data when
did that person enter the program, when did she and the child
leave the program, what was the situation.
We will make that information available to you, and I'll be happy
to ask the independent human rights organizations to review this.
Mr. REES. Thank you. Just one more thing on the ombudsman.
I did meet with Rocio Villanueva who was the investigator who
worked on this. I don't remember if Ms. Brems was in that meeting
or not. I don't think she was. She is obviously very determined. She
made it clear that she doesn't have any problems with family planning; there is no axe to grind there. I didn't know until I readthis
piece of paper today that there were only nine cases. I did read the
report of the Defensoria.
It was clear from our interview with her, which came out before
the report, that she didn't think there were only nine cases. In fact,
I think there is a direct quote which I did not attribute to any particular person, but I said one investigator said. And that was who
it was.
She said she had found a lot of women who were satisfied with
their ligations, who were happy, but that even in those cases she
did not think they had been fully advised of all the risks and the
disadvantages of the operation. And from person after person, including many, many people who don't have any axe to grind
against family planning in general, there was a general impression
that if you consider it an abuse that a woman has this operation
without being fully informed of the advantages and the disadvantages and the other methods, this was not isolated; this was systemic.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. It's clearly a violation of civil rights; it's clearly
a violation of what we consider to be an adequate family planning
program; it's clearly what we consider to be something that results
in our saying that these campaigns should be stopped, and they
were stopped.
In this particular instance, let me just add that I have no question that there are instances such as those we have heard that the
ombudsman has discovered where full informed consent was not
provided. That's why we made the statements that we did.

I think as you know, we have asked that an independent, if you
will, study of user satisfaction be undertaken nationwide, similar
to what is already under way with the food program in terms of
the participants that I mentioned earlier.
Mr. REEs. But which you didn't require the food program to
begn until January 1998, right?
k r. SCHNEIDER. No, because there had been no allegations of any
kind. As part of the normal program management we said we thin
you need to do this, and the first step was to review 55,000 women
and to look at the data, and they are doing that currently. We will
be quite prepared to provide you with the results from that study
and the one on user satisfaction in terms of family planning services.
Mr. REES. The only point made in the report is that you should
have asked them to do it shortly after April 1997 instead of in January 1998. We might have found out things in time to deal with
some of these problems.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. On the one hand you have very in-depth study
by the Inspector General of the overall program. For 3 months they
had inspectors in the country looking at the Food for Peace program, and they found it to be one of the best programs that they
saw, and that it did reach the needy beneficiaries, and the statistics show reduced malnutrition among children by 30 percent. It
was working.
That was followed by continuing regular monitoring of the program itself. As a result, in that process we asked this additional
information to be made available during the course of 1998, and
there had been no allegations at the time that we requested that.
Had there been, we obviously would have said immediately do it.
That's why we have gone back and said accelerate that, complete
it faster.
Mr. REES. When was that Inspector General's report, by the
way?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. It was completed, I believe, in June 1996.
Mr. REES. So that was when you were still operating primarily
through CARITAS or CARITAS was your largest grantee at the
time.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. No. There were five, I think.
Mr. SMITH. We have a vote on the floor on the Witness Protection
and Interstate Relocation Act. I am going to ask very briefly three
final questions.
First of all, are you aware of any other country where any pressure or inadequate informed consent is an issue in the family planning program?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. No. Let me be clear about one thing. In the case
of Mexico, for example, we have continued to follow that up. I traveled to Mexico along with Sally Shelton, and we attempted to continue to follow up the questions that you raise.
It's a question that we believe needs to be asked continually in
order to be sure that programs are run in accord with the policy
that I've stated, which is voluntary, fully informed consent, that
the program provides those family planning services that women
desire.
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Mr. SMITH. All of us are always concerned about the other major
issue of population control and meeting numbers; the belief, which
I think is myth, that somehow the world can't sustain certain numbers of people.
President Fujimori, as you know, announced his family planning
program in July 1995. A couple of questions. Do you know what
was behind his newfound population priority?
I had met with him before that and sensed zero concern about
those issues in terms of launching that.
Were the U.S. Government or any of our personnel encouraging
him to move into this whole area of family planning/population control?
In Peru or in'any other country does the IMF or the World Bank
encourage, either orally or in writing, either directly or indirectly,
that a country establish a family planning or population control
program?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Family planning programs are viewed to be an
integral part of maternal child health programs. I would say that
most world health organizations would argue strongly that family
planning services need to be provided in order to permit women to
e able to space the births, if that's what they want.
Mr. SMITH. The question is not about the rationale. With the
IMF or the World Bank, is it in any way a part of their negotiation
with a country?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I can't tell you in terms of negotiation. I will tell
you, however, that integrated family health programs, maternal/
child care programs, I know that World Bank, World Health Organization all believe that family planning should be a part ofMr. SMITH. I know what the rationale is and what their assertion
is. The question isMr. SCHNEIDER. Do they support it?
Mr. SMITH. No. These are people who have substantial lending
capabilities, the IMF and the World Bank, and obviously can exercise considerable clout over a nation that is in dire economic
straits. A reallocation or a restructuring, for example like Peru, of
its loans, and in comes a basket of issues of which population/family planning is one of them. That can easily be perceived, orally or
written, directly or indirectly, as a pressure on a government to get
with the program or else run the risk of losing or not being as favorably received by that institution. I want to know if it's part of
the mix.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. It clearly would be.
Mr. SMITH. With IMF as well?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I don't know with IMF. If, for example, you want
to reduce maternal mortality and the World Bank has a program
to do it, they would undoubtedly say there should be some family
planning services available to women in that process. Particularly
in Peru, because Peru unfortunately has the third highest, I believe, maternal mortality rate in Latin America. As you know, Mr.
Chairman, one of the tragedies is that it's listed the third, but
probably even a higher cause of maternity mortality in Peru are ilegal abortions because they don't have access to family planning
servces.

Mr. SMITH. As you know, Mr. Schneider, there is a great controversy as to what is acceptable, what is not. There are those who
feel natural family planning is the only way to go; some who feel
that abortifacient disguised as family planning and contraception is
something that is part of the overall mix, but the bottom line question that I need to know, and I want it for informational purposes,
and I always get a stall; I never get a clear answer. Do these institutions require a population stabilization of any kind as part of a
sustainable development as in any way a condition for a loan or
some economic support that they are looking for? If the answer is
yes, OK If it's no, OK.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. I don't believe so in the way that you just

phrased the question.

Mr. SMITH. That's why I said directly or indirectly. That's why
it's important to get to the heart of it. Is it something that is part
of a package and "you'll be looked at favorably if you meet this cri-

teria"?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. You said something which I want to also be
clear. USAID, and I believe all of those organizations, when I say
family planning services, I included natural family planning serv-

ices.

Mr. SMITH. As we know U.S. law, and I think USAID would disagree with our changing the law, says only those organizations that
provide the full array. So there are many who would provide, for
example, natural family planning or maybe natural and condoms,
but don't believe that abortifacient should be part of that mix.
They're excluded from that provision of U.S. Government aid.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. What I want to get back to is your original question. Do I believe that the bank, et cetera, includes a maternal
mortality program? When I say, yes, I'm sure they would, it would
include natural family planning as a choice.
Mr. SMITH. The question is, why is that a criteria for a loan for
a county like Peru, that needs, or it did some years ago, restructuring of its loans?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. When I say a loan, I can't tell you for sure in
terms of a loan in agriculture, but I can say that if it's a health
loan that is aimed at improving maternal health and reducing infant mortality, I would be very surprised if it did not include a full
array.
Mr. SMITH. Could you get back to us with a more detailed answer? I know you are attempting one. And also as it relates to an
economic loan, as a restructuring of debt, which these countries are
riddled with.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I don't believe so, but I will be happy to.
[The answer below was supplied following the hearing.]
The IMF conditions its assistance on macroeconomic reforms. I am not aware of
an instance where the IMF has required any condition related to family planning.
Likewise, the Treasury Department has informed me that the World Bank has no
policy that requires family planning programs as a condition for its lending, even
within the health sector.

Mr. SMITH. It seemed there was some suspicion that after a visit
by some U.S. officials and then some of these announcements one
could only guess that all of a sudden Fujimori was enamored of
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population control, which again, having seen him face to face,
wasn't even on his radar screen.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I will say that earlier in the 1990's President
Fujimori was clearly focused on issues of terrorism and
hyperinflation and getting the economy under control. I did see him
in 1996 or 1997, and at that point his focus had shifted to poverty
as his focus of concern. But we will get back to you with respect
to the questions as to what we are able to find out with respect
toMr. SMITH. I appreciate that. Mr. Schneider, you have been very
gracious with your time. Regrettably there is a second vote. I
missed one already. I'd better make this one. It's the final passage.
Let me just say for the record we did get a copy of that fax. It
went to seven very, very "pro choice" members. No pro lifers got
that fax. That again hurts this idea of being completely up front
and open when some of those talking points were criticisms. I'll lay
it all on the table every day of the week with you folks. I hope you
would do the same with me.
We are temporarily in recess.
[Recess.]
Mr. SMITH. The Subcommittee will continue its hearing. I apologize for the break. There are some additional votes coming up right
afterwards, but we will try to keep the hearing going to hear this
very, very important testimony.
I would like to present our next panel, beginning with Dr. Hector
Chavez Chuchon, who is a physician and the president of a reional medical federation in Peru; Avelina Sanchez Nolberto and
Victoria Espinoza are women from Peru who sadly and tragically
underwent tubal ligations at medical facilities of the Government
of Peru under very, very bad circumstances.
Let me just say on behalf of the Subcommittee this record will
be very widely disseminated to Members. I know when they hear
of your story, they will be moved, as I was when I first heard of
it. Now we will hear in greater amplification what has happened
and what is going on in Peru. I do thank you for your willingness
and courage to come to the United States, to come to the Congress
and bear witness to a very harsh reality and a truth that some
would like to see put under the table. So I do thank you for your
willingness to do so.
Doctor, if you could begin.
STATEMENT OF DR. HECTOR HUGO CHAVEZ CHUCHON, PRESIDENT, REGIONAL MEDICAL FEDERATION OF AYACUCHO,
ANDAHUAYLAS, AND HUANCAVELICA, PERU
Dr. CHUCHON. Thank you very much. I thank you very much for
hearing us. My name is Hector Hugo Chavez Chuchon. I am the
president of the regional medical federation of Ayacucho,
Andahuaylas, and Huancavelica in the Republic of Peru. I must
say this is the poorest region in our country, in Peru.
Right now I want to say very clearly that I don't belong to any
particular political group, and I hope that the Peruvian Government has the best possible success in its work for the Peruvian people, but I have the moral obligation to come forward to give the
moral position when things arebeing badly done.
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I'd like to describe what has happened since the start of the
tubal ligation and vasectomy sterilization campaign. In my region
there are about 200 doctors. Some of the doctors in my region have
come forward to complain about the inhumane and massive and expanding sterilization campaign, one that imposes quotas on medical personnel. As proof I have this document.
Mr. SMITH. Without objection, the full document will be made a
part of the record both in Spanish and in English.
[The communique appears in the appendix.]
Dr. CHUCHON. I am going to read only a part of that document.
It's a communique. This is a communique to all the health personnel in the region of Huancavelica.
There will be no payment for the bringing of patients for the
AQV, which is the sterilizations that are done through obligation.
At the indication from our executive directorship of health the
persons in the basic health program, the persons on the list, have
to bring in two patients per month for sterilization.
The personnel termed focalizado have to bring in three persons
for the AQV, the sterilization, per month.
The personnel labeled as clas have to bring in three people per
month for sterilization.
I have concluded the places where these sterilizations are done
are generally deficient and the personnel doing the sterilizations
are usually not sufficiently trained for the operations.
The Ministry of Health denies that there are campaigns or
quotas, referring to sterilizations, and absolves itself of its responsibility but doing this without taking into account among other
things that the doctors work underneath their own orders. The doctors who are contracted work underneath a very subtle pressure,
because employment conditions are very unstable and there are
very few social benefits, and they can easily lose their work position.
I would like the Members of Congress and the people of the United States to understand that my country is a very large one, and
we are not yet at 25 million inhabitants. So this in no way calls
for a brutal campaign of population control and much less one that
features sterilization.
The facts show us that prosperous countries like Japan have a
higher density of population. Even though geographically it's a
much smaller country and they lack the natural resources of my
country, they still live prosperously. So it's clear that the most important thing are human resources which can generate wealth and
well being. Therefore, I would say that for those who really want
to help my country, it would be better to invest in education and
job creation the millions of dollars that go in population control
programs.
Thank you very much.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, doctor.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Chuchon appears in the appendix.]
I would like to ask Ms. Espinoza if she would proceed.
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STATEMENT OF VICTORIA ESPERANZA VIGO ESPINOZA
(JOSEPH MEANEY, TRANSLATOR)
Mrs. ESPINOZA. Good afternoon. My name is Victoria Esperanza

Vigo Espinoza. I am 34 years old. It's very important to say that
before they did the tubal ligation it was very difficult for me to
have children because I had hormonal problems. I took pills to regulate my menstrual cycle and to become fertile so that I could become pregnant.
On the 23rd of April 1996, 1 went to my private consultant, to
the clinic, because I had had small spotting of blood. I didn't give
it too much importance. I was about 32 to 33 weeks pregnant, and
because I was not insured, I preferred to go to the hospital, and
the doctor gave me a transfer to the hospital. I didn't have any
family members with me, but just a friend.
An obstetrical nurse admitted me into the hospital, and she told
me to wait for the intern who would be coming down. I told the
intern my situation, that I had a great deal of pain, a great deal
of pain.
At that moment the obstetrical nurse, the intern asked me, "How
many children do you have?" I told her this is the third. And she
asked me, "Are you going to receive a ligation?" I didn't even answer because I wasn't interested in it, and I was feeling great pain.
And they prepared to operate on me.
The intern then asked me if I had any family members present,
and I told him no. And he said, "Sign this release for the operation." I didn't read it. I was in a huge amount of pain. And they
did a caesarean on me.
In the afternoon of the next day I got up to go see my child, and
they told me that my child had died. The next day the intern came
in with the doctor, and I said that I wanted to go home. He asked
me why. The intern said, "She is very sad because of her child's
death." And the doctor tried to calm me down and said, "Maybe
you'll have another child." And I heard the intern tell him, "No,
she's ligated."
The next day an obstetrical nurse came in to take my blood pressure and check on me and asked me if I was still depressed. I said,
"Mostly because they had done a ligation on me." But in my chart
there was not indicated a ligation. So she went to go find the intern
and asked him if it was true, and he said, "Yes, it's true. They did
a ligation on you."
Later on that afternoon the intern came up and said, "Forgive
me for what has happened."
On the third day I left. I felt very sad and very defeated, because
I wanted to have this child and other children. And I had to go do
psychological, psychiatric treatments. Somehow I still have faith
that one day I'll have more children.
It's very rare for a case like mine to come to light. Thanks to God
I heard what they were saying to each other. I do know my rights,
and I'm educated. I know how to defend myself. It was very difficult for me to make a formal complaint, and it is much more difficult for the women in the countryside who don't know their
rights, who don't know how to do it, to lodge their complaints.
And that's all.
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[The prepared statement of Victoria Esperanza Vigo Espinoza appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMT. Ms. Espinoza, thank you very much for your courage.
We heard earlier about the new Peruvian policy that would allow
some right of redress. My hope is that it will be a very aggressive
attempt to discover and ascertain who has been abused by the government's family planning program to date and not just a cursory
effort, but an all-out effort to find the victims, and second, to provide every means available to enable those who have been abused
to make their case effectively so that the burden of proof isn't so
high and the bar isn't so high that recompense is not forthcoming.
An example has to be made.
As you pointed out, Ms. Espinoza you knew your rights; you
were abused by the system, by an individual doctor. There are not
nine as the ombudsman probably thinks, but there are probably
many, many, many more. I can assure you we will do everything
we can from our Subcommittee's point of view to make sure that
the victims are identified.
Mr. Rees and I have talked about this, but I hope to undertake
a trip sometime in the very near future to Peru, and now with the
government's apparent commitment-I say apparent, because we've
gotten words before from governments. I'm going to make sure the
deeds match the words. Part of my agenda will be, in addition to
addressing this issue in its totality, to make sure the victims like
yourself are identified, are given a chance to come forward, and to
receive that recompense so that it never happens again in Peru.
So thank you ye much for your very compelling testimony.
Let me ask Ms. Nolberto if she would now proceed.
STATEMENT OF AVELINA SANCHEZ NOLBERTO (JOSEPH
MEANEY, TRANSLATOR)

Mrs. NOLBERTO. Good day, Congressman Smith. My name is
Avelina Sanchez Nolberto. I live in Ayacucho. I had a tubal ligation. The ligation that was done on me was done through trickery.
I had complications after the tubal ligation, and I've been an invalid since. I can't work to maintain, to help raise my children. Before the tubal ligation I was healthy and I was able to maintain
my children. I've had to have four operations to help repair what
the tubal ligation did, and I'm still in delicate health.
I've suffered quite a bit from all the different operations and the
damage that was done to me. There have been major sacrifices for
my husband and children as well as feeling kind of abandoned.
I want to denounce this, but I'm very poor and I don't know how
to speak. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Avelina Sanchez Nolberto appears in
the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Dr. Chuchon Mr. Schneider when he was here made reference
to the few validated cases of women who were sterilized without informed consent. Do you believe that these cases are isolated? Is it
the exception, or is it more the rule that there are many more
cases that simply are not known or have not come forward?
In like manner, you talked about the physicians and the subtle
pressures. You've come forward, probably at great risk to yourself

in terms of your career. Are there others who might be willing as
this scandal becomes more apparent to come forward to give testimony and bear witness to the abuse of women through coerced or
pressured sterilization and a lack of informed consent?
Dr. CHUCHON. In the first case, I would like to say the Ministry
of Health has accepted that there were people who died from
ligations for the AQV, the sterilizations. They talked about three
cases that were confirmed. But there are also complications from
these procedures. In my work and being in contact with the people
there are not a few people who come in and lament and have all
kinds of problems with what had happened to them. I would say
it's a considerable number.
Responding to the question about pressure, unfortunately in my
country, in the working sector it's very hard to get names, especially in health. What does exist are contracts. These contracts
come for services that aren't personalized. It's a modality where
there really isn't stability in terms of employment or social benefits. So it's logical to see the subtle pressure that exists on people
who work in the medical field.
When people come in with complications that were "voluntary"
the Ministry of Health would say the program is good, it's the doctor that's bad, that made a mistake, and they would try to shirk
their responsibilities. This has created a lot of concern among the
doctors, and they have gone to the medical federation to protest.
The National Medical Federation has put out formal protests in the
newspapers of the country, saying that the infrastructure was deficient and that the personnel doing these procedures were not well
trained.
You asked if other people would be willing to come forward. I
wouldn't know what to say in answer to that question, because
really there is fear.
Mr. SMITH. Do you fear for your own career, having beer willing
to speak out?
Dr. CHUCHON. I don't know if the fear is founded or unfounded,
but I definitely feel the obligation for my country to defend it, and
that is why I decided to take the honor to come here before yourself, because I think this is too much. That's why I say this country
which is so powerful and always helps us should invest especially
in education and infrastructure and in job creation.
I want to repeat that my country is very large. It's the 16th country in size in the world, and we are a very rich country, and I
would like help in education and in general cultural development
and job creation.
Mr. SMITH. Is it possible that some of the women who come in,
especially for childbirth, are perhaps sterilized without their knowledge as well as without their informed consent and as a consequent
never get pregnant again but do not know that they have had a
tubal ligation?
Dr. CHUCHON. It's very hard to affirm or deny such things. These
are situations that are basically known on the inside. So it would
be hard to affirm or negate. But there are rumors of this and people not being in agreement.
Mr. SMITH. With regard to the Peruvian Government statement
that these mass sterilization campaigns are to be no more, do you
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have any concern that rather than being an overt mass sterilization campaign that it will just go more underground but the same
mindset that drove the initial campaign will now be employed on
a more individualistic type basis, a smaller basis?
Dr. CHUCHON. First of all, I'm very pleased to hear that news,
and I hope it's really true. As you know, my country is very large
and I'm just in one spot, in the heart of the Andes, and I couldn't
know what is going on in the whole country.
In any case, I certainly hope there will be respect for the human
person and that full information will be given with the advantages
and disadvantages, and I would hope that in all these programs of
family planning those that really do the planning would be the
families, and not offer them just artificial methods, but also natural methods, as the World Health Organization said, that have 98.5
percent effectiveness. But people are not being given this option of
using natural methods of family planning, and what has happened
is they have actually gone against natural methods, saying that
they were obsolete, et cetera. So I think there is a lack of freedom
there.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Schneider earlier had indicated that natural fam-

ily planning was provided. Is it your testimony that it is not, or if
it is, it is cast in a disparaging light?
Dr. CHUCHON. No. I would say that the information comes from

a different point of view. It's really coming from a point of view
that favors artificial methods of family planning. Speaking particularly about my region of Ayacucho where there doesn't exist-in
the whole region of Ayacucho there is not a single institution that
promotes natural family planning. We think that it's very enriching
that it's much better in all cases, because it brings out good values,
and it contributes to the uniting of families; it doesn't cost anything
and it doesn't do any damage at all.
Mr. REES. Doctor, in your English translation of your testimony
that was provided to the Subcommittee you say, "I would like to
have the people of the United States understand what their government is doing in Peru." In light of Mr. Schneider's testimony
that we had separated the U.S. program from the sterilization campaigns, why do you say that it's the U.S. Government that is doing
this?
Dr. CHUCHON. We know by information from literature that the

rich countries in general apply pressure on the poorer countries for
their own objectives. When I was referring to the United States, I
don't think a large part of the population of the United States is
in agreement with this, and that's why I allowed myself to say this
prayer. It's a good plea, a humane one, that asks for the well-being
of many people. I would hope that all this money would not go to
family planning, that it would go for support to all the different necessities that they have, especially after all the damage that has
been done by the El Nino phenomenon.
Mr. REES. I think our Chairman, who will be back in a few minutes, would agree with you that sometimes there is an imbalance,
that we spend more money in some countries on population programs and less on other health programs, other development programs that we ought to, but I am trying to get on the record here
whether there is any U.S. connection with the sterilization cam-
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paigns themselves. Our own government representatives have assured us that they distanced themselves from those campaigns,
that you
theydon't
did not
participate in them. I just wanted to make sure
that
disagree
with that. If you do, please tell us.
Dr. CHUCHON. I think that there might be links.
Mr. REES. But you're not sure?
Dr. CHUCHON. No, I don't have proof of it.
Mr. REES. Congressman Burton has a question.
Mr. BURTON. I only have one question. I just ran into Chairman
Chris Smith in the hall. I was appalled when he told me that these
two ladies were forced to have themselves sterilized. Is that correct?
Mrs. ESPINOZA. Yes.
Mr. BURTON. This was a government demand?
Mrs. ESPINOZA. I don't know. I can't say. The person who was responsible was the doctor.
Mr. BURTON. Is this government policy down there?
Mrs. ESPINOZA. I only know my own personal case. I don't know
what the politics of the government are, but I can talk for my own
personal case.
Mr. BURTON. What did the doctor say?
Mrs. ESPINOZA. The doctor accepted his responsibility that he
had done it, and then we went before the judge. But when I read
m own case, then the doctor then denied that it was his responsibity.
Mr. BURTON. When the doctor did the sterilization on you, did he
tell you he was going to do it, and did he say why he was doing
it?
Mrs. ESPINOZA. No.
Mr. BURTON. He didn't tell you anything?
Mrs. ESPINOZA. No. No one asked me anything. He didn't ask me.
The obstetrical intern at the entrance asked me if I wanted a tubal
ligation, in the emergency room.
Mr. BURTON. Were you in the process of giving birth to a child?
Mrs. ESPINOZA. I was 32 to 33 weeks into my pregnancy and I
was coming in in great pain into the emergency room.
Mr. BURTON. Maybe you can answer this question. When I talked
to Chris, he said that this was a governmental policy, and it hasn't
been made clear to me that this is a policy of the government.
Mr. REES. I think what the testimony reflects so far, including
the USAID testimony that came earlier, is that there was a government policy to set certain goals, certain numbers of people in the
country who would be sterilized, and that the government did not
specifically say you should sterilize people without their consent.
Mr. BURTON. But there is a policy?
Mr. REES. There is a policy to encourage sterilization.
Mr. BURTON. To cut down population growth?
Mr. REES. I'm not sure the government lives that reason.
Mr. BURTON. They're just for a sterilization program?
Mr. REES. They would say that in many cases it's the best thing
for the woman, for the family.
Mr. BURTON. Well, that's a subjective judgment by government
and one that I don't think the good Lord would tolerate.

I would like to know more about this. I'm a Member of the full

International Relations Committee. Any information you could give
me. I think we ought to have a full hearing of the full Committee
on this, especially when we are talking about any kind of assistance to Peru. Our assistance in Peru or in Latin America ought to
be based upon human rights, and this is a violation of people's
human rights. I'd certainly like to have more information.
Mr. REES. We will get you the full information as soon as possible.
Mr. BURTON. Thank you very much for letting me ask these
questions.
Mr. REES. Thank you.
Dr. Chuchon, I had one more question for you along the lines of
the questions the chairman was asking. With respect to the question of informed consent, of whether women were sterilized without
being fully advised of the risks and disadvantages of the procedure
and of the availability of other methods, in your personal experience was this something that just happened every once in a while,
or was this systemic? Was this typical that the government workers would encourage women to be sterilized without really telling
them everything they needed to know? Or was it just isolated?
Dr. CHUCHON. I would say it's more of a generalized situation,
generalized cases. With respect to information, the information
comes from a source that is compromised. There are certain types
of stimulations, like this document, which has at the end of the
yearMr. REES. Incentives, right?
Dr. CHUCHON. Incentives. That they will give prizes to the establishments that have the lowest cost and the greatest benefits to the
population for the AQV, the sterilization; for the best organized
campaign; and the greatest work to bring people in without cost;
the effective participation of the head of the health center and the
personnel in the campaigns; the best results in bringing people in
at the level of the health post; and then personal certificates for
members of the campaign.
Mr. REES. So there is no special award for the person who gives
the best informed consent?
Dr. CHUCHON. No.
Mr. REES. I know this comunicado has been published in the
newspaper in Lima. Has the government maintained that this document is a forgery, or do they acknowledge it, or has there been
any reaction at all?
Dr. CHUCHON. What the government has said is that this was an
initiative of the subregional director for Huancavelica, and we
would see this as another case of not accepting their responsibilities.
Mr. REES. Does the government maintain that this is inconsistent with the government's general policy?
Dr. CHUCHON. You will easily understand that this type of document is not something that most people can get. In the health establishments these type of documents are secured. Many doctors
are very uncomfortable and feel badly about this type of thing. So
they did this to get it to us, but they asked to remain anonymous.
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As president of the federation, it's my responsibility to show this
document, and so we show this in Peru.
Mr. REEs. I have some questions for Senora Espinoza. Some of
these are technical questions, and I know that some of them may
hurt you to answer, but I hope you understand we have to be as
complete as possible in the record.
What was the date of your sterilization, approximately?
Mrs. ESPINOZA. The way it happened was an indirect way
through the surgical nurse.
Mr. REES. When did it happen?
Mrs. ESPINOZA. The 23rd of April, at night.
Mr. REES. Which year?
Mrs. ESPINOZA. 1996.

Mr. REES. So if someone at that meeting with you said it was
1995, they probably heard wrong, right?
Mrs. ESPINOZA. That's right, no.

Mr. REES. And this happened in a government hospital?
Mrs. ESPINOZA. In the regional hospital, at the Social Security
hospital.
Mr. REES. That's a government hospital, right?
Mrs. ESPINOZA. Yes.

Mr. REES. Was this before or after the beginning of the sterilization campaigns?
Mrs. ESPINOZA. The sterilization campaigns had already started
and in my house, they came to visit. During the campaign they had
come to my house looking for people that would be candidates for
sterilization, in the same way that they do other campaigns, for
malaria and other things.
Mr. REES. You were not sterilized as a direct result of these campaigns?
Mrs. ESPINOZA. I couldn't say that it was done directly through
the sterilization campaign because I didn't know everything about
it. The campaigns started in 1995.
Mr. REES. rll just state for the record that there are elements in
Senora Espinoza's story that suggest that there might have been
a preference in the government hospital for sterilization whether or
not it was actually one during one of the campaigns.
Mr. MEANEY. She said she didn't understand.

Mr. REES. She doesn't need to answer. That has been a point of
contention.
Do you know if your baby passed away during the operation or
later, or during the caesarean or later?
Mrs. ESPINOZA. He died 18 hours after birth, when I was still in
the intensive care area.
Mr. REES. When I met with an official of the Ministry of Health
he told me that there were two justifications for your sterilization-he had your records right there with him, and he told me
that there were two justifications, and one of them was this idea,
apparently mistaken, that you had already had at least two
caesareans. The other was that you had cancer, that it was discovered during the caesarean that you had a malignant growth. Did
you hear that, and what is your reaction to it?
Mrs. ESPINOZA. Yes, I was reading that. My first child, who is 16
years old, was born normally and not through caesarean. I have
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the history of my child. My second child is 4 years old, and that
was at 42 weeks that they did the first caesarean.
Mr. REES. What about the cancer? Did you hear about cancer?
Mrs. ESPINOZA. I went in for an examination and they said I was

fine. Some people said I was crazy.
Mr. REES. But other than that you were fine.

[Laughter.]
Mr. REES. One of the things that happens when we have a con-

troversial hearing is that we get a lot of interesting faxes. In addi-

tion to the fax that I discussed earlier with Mr. Schneider of
USAID, I received anonymously, with no mark for who sent it, a
fax in Spanish. I want to read it to you. It talks about me for a
-little while, and then it says-I am translating into English:
"I induced Senora Espinoza, I guess when I was in Peru, to make
statements against the family planning program with a promise,
fooling her into thinking that if she did that somebody would pay
for an operation to reverse the sterilization."
I guess I would like toput this in the record. I don't know where
it came from, but I wouldlike to put it in the record, and ask you
if there is any truth to that.

Mrs. ESPINOZA. No, not at all.

Mr. REES. When you and I met, was I the first person you had
ever told this story to?
Mrs. ESPINOZA. Yes. My case wasn't made public, and I did it
after 7 months of fighting to have a reparation of the tubal ligation
and going to the judges, and after having fought so much, I didn't
have the money to go for a more powerful attorney to look into it.
The students rom the university came and studied it. They came
to my house. They were studying journalism and law. To study this
as a case that had been on the record. They asked to have my testimony as a help for their studies, but I never made anything public,
and it was not a public scandal at all.
Mr. REES. I may be wrong about this, but I thought that when
you talked to me-we had a videotaped interview-I thought you
ad already given an interview to a newspaper, or maybe even television.
Mrs. ESPINOZA. No. The first time that I spoke publicly was with
the defender of the people, and she then took it to a show called
Panorama and then made it public.
Mr. REES. By the time we talked, that was later, right? I talked
to you after you talked to the Defensoria.

Mrs. ESPINOZA. Yes.

Mr. REES. So I wouldn't have been able to trick you into making
these statements if you had already made them to somebody else,
right?
Mrs. ESPINOZA. No.

Mr. REEs. Do either of you, Senora Espinoza, Senora Nolberto,
know of other cases in your personal experience of women who
have been sterilized without being fully informed of the risks and
the disadvantages of that operation or of the availability of other
methods?
Mr. MEANY. Mrs. Espinoza says that she doesn't know of any
cases except for those that came out in the media and in the press,
and she's only really known her own case.
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Mrs. Nolberto says she doesn't know of other cases, just her own
that happened.
Mrs. NOLBERTO. The people that came in, they deceived me, but
I don't know of other people. A person came and took me from my
house, although I didn't want to go. They said it was for my good,
that it was free. And they said to take advantage of it, and that
you're still young and that you might be able to have more children. So they wanted me to go. I thought they were going to do
something good for me.
Then I gave my story. They wanted to get my medical history.
I was scared that they were going to do some harm to me, and I
didn't have any money to pay for the medical history. They said
don't worry, we'll pay for that. So they took the medical history,
and then they took blood, and then they took me to the operation
room to do the tubal ligation. Then they made me fall asleep.
When they woke me up I was hurting quite a bit, and my stomach swelled up. They said that I would be going home the same
afternoon. This and no more.
Mr. REES. Thank you.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Rees.
I want to conclude by thanking the very distinguished and courageous individuals from Peru who have come forward. We will be
following this very closely from the Subcommittee. We will be following how you might be treated or perhaps mistreated in the future.
One of the things that I have learned from 18 years of human
rights work, and I am the chairman of the Helsinki Commission as
well, dealing with Eastern and Central Europe and Russia, is that
you always protect your whistleblowers. In the European context,
they are often called Helsinki monitors. Whatever their name, they
are people who come forward with credible evidence regarding
human rights abuse.
It seems very clear that Peru has a major problem. Maybe this
statement from the Ministry of Health is a step in the right direction. Kofi Annan just returned with a statement from Saddam Hussein that certainly is not being all that well received, given its ambiguities. But we will be looking for the deeds.
The Indian Government not so long ago brought gross dishonor
on itself because of its forced sterilization campaign. Mrs. Gandhi
felt the brunt of that.
The People's Republic of China since at least 1979, although its
coercion preceded that, in a coordinated, U.N.-sponsored way continues to bring gross dishonor to itself because of its forced abortion
and forced sterilization and its use of quotas, timetables, and making children illegal if they exceed the one-child limit. An absolutely
foreign, alien, and I think grotesque notion that somehow the government can confer legality on a child because he or she fits into
a population/family planning program; if you have two, the second
child is illegal.
We see this in other places like Vietnam, where there is a twochild per couple policy.
I just say this because I frankly am sick and tired of governments abusing their people. When the NGO's stand arm in arm
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with the oppressors, they become part of the oppression. We need
to speak out very clearly on this.
When Rajiv Gandhi did this years ago in India there was a loud
outcry about the coercive population control. To think that it is in
our own hemisphere is doubly troubling. The reports out of Mexico
and now this very substantial report out of Peru we are going to
be watching. I hope to undertake a trip myself along with my staff
director and other interested Members in the very near future.
The pressure is just beginning to build.
will beand
watching
to
hopefully
victims,
to theWe
see how the government reaches out
USAID, our own government's response will be above and beyond
what one might expect to make sure the victims are reached and
adequately compensated as this paper from the Peruvians is outlinin'his hearing was very informative, but it is just the beginning.
I do again want to thank you for your bravery in coming forward.
Without objection, I will make the report written by Mr. Rees as
a result of his trip there a part of the record.
[The report appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. Again, I want to thank you very, very sincerely for
your testimony and your willingness to bear witness to-these atrocities.
This hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon at 4:10 p.m. the hearing was adjourned.]
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Statement of Representative Chris Smith
Chairman, Subcommittee on international Operations and Human Rights
February 25, 1998
At this hearing the Subcommittee on International Operations and Human Rights will
hear testimony of shocking human rights violations in Peru, a country with whose government
and people the United States has a close and friendly relationship. Indeed, I should begin by
saying that I myself consider the Foreign Minister of Peru, Eduardo Ferrero, a personal friend.
I have had cordial meetings with President Alberto Fujimori both in Lima and in Miami, and I
have a special feeling for the Peruvian people. One of the obligations imposed by friendship,
however, is honesty. I hope that today's hearing will help us to know the truth, both about the
Peruvian population program and about the U.S. role, if any, in this program. To that end, we
invited the Peruvian Embassy in Washington to send a witness to this hearing, but our
invitation has been declined. The Embassy is invited to submit a written statement for the
record.
Peru is a heavily Roman Catholic country with one of the lowest per-capita incomes in
the Western Hemisphere. Its population density is also relatively low. Until 1995, the
family planning program operated by the Government of Peru was not a particularly high
priority among that government's health programs. Sterilization was illegal except when
necessary to preserve health.
In July 1995 President Fujimori announced that family planning would be a major
priority for the government. Shortly thereafter, the Congress legalized sterilization as a
method of family planning.
In spring and summer of 1996 government health workers began to conduct sterilization
campaigns - often styled "Ligation Fairs' and, to a lesser extent, "Vasectomy Fairs" -primarily in areas that were poor and/or rural. Reports began to appear shortly thereafter of
sterilizations without consent or without informed consent. These reports came from the
Catholic Church, from human rights organizations, from feminist groups, and eventually from
the government's own Ombudsman.
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Critics of the government program alleged:
first, that sterilizations are performed pursuant to prescribed national and
regional goals rather than to patient demand;
that women, particularly those who are extremely poor and/or literate, are
often pressured into undergoing tubal ligations;
that these women ar not given adequate information about the risks and
disadvantages of the surgery or about the availability of alternative methods of
family planning;
that women are not encouraged to take time to make a considered decision about
whether they want an operation that is permanent and likely to be irreversible;
and
that the surgery is often performed in substandard facilities, with resulting
medical complications.
There have also been reports that consent to sterilization has been imposed as a
condition of receipt of food in government-operated food programs, including programs
supported by the United States, and that health workers in some locations have been paid a
bonus for each woman they persuade to undergo sterilizaton.
In January I asked the Staff Director and Chief Counsel of the Subcornittee, Grover
Joseph Rees, to travel to Peru in order to investigate these charges He met with doctors,
human rights workers, government officials, and several of the victims themselves. His report
made the following conclusions:
-That the government had announced goals or quotas for the number of people to be sterilized
nationwide, in particular regions, and even in particular hospitals.
*Thatthese goals emanated from a very high level in the central government.
-That health officials, doctors, and other health workers would generally feel an obligation to
meet these goals and would fear that their contracts would not be renewed if they failed to do
SO.
*That other abuses -- such as lack of informed consent, pressure to consent, bonuses per
woman sterilized, and trading food for consent - were probably not mandated by the central
government but were the natural outcome of the mandate that the goals must be met.
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I also asked Mr. Rees to determine the extent, if any, to which United States foreign
assistance funds might be supporting the abuses in the Peruvian population program. His
conclusions were as follows:
The U.S. family planning program in Peru is the largest in the Western Hemisphere
and one of the largest in the world. It is conducted primarily through nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), but also consists in some aid to programs of the
Government of Peru.
To its credit, the AID Office of Population, Health, and Nutrition made efforts to
distance itself and its funds from the sterilization campaigns as soon as they became
evident in 1996.
Unfortunately, these efforts consisted mostly of private meetings and communications
with goverment officials, foreign donors, and a few NGOs. The sterilization
campaigns themselves, in contrast, were widely publicized, as was AID's close and
long-time association with the Government of Peru family family planning program.
So many Peruvians have the impression that the United States supported the program in
its entirety, including the sterilization campaigns.
Although AID has made efforts to ensure that its assistance to the Peruvian government
does not support the sterilization campaigns, AID continues to provide family planning
assistance to the government and to NGOs that work closely with the government. In
addition to broad support for Ministry of Health infrastructure that might inadvertently
assist the sterilization campaigns, this assistance has included several training courses
for doctors in the technical aspects of performing vasectomies and tubal ligations.
The AID Food for Peace program in Peru, whose programs are far more extensive than
those of the Office of Health, Population, and Nutrition, has been a focus of allegations
that poor women were promised food in exchange for their consent to be sterilized. In
the face of these allegations, the AID officials who manage the Food for Peace program
failed to make vigorous efforts to ensure that no such abuses could occur. Indeed,
Food for Peace operates a large "targeted feeding program" through an NGO that also
conducts family planning programs for the Government of Peru. This NGO conducts
its feeding programs in many of the same small rural medical posts in which the
sterilization campaigns are conducted. In smaller posts, the same government worker
may be charged with distributing U.S. food and running the sterilization campaigns.
-On January 6, 1998, after the sterilization campaigns and associated abuses had been widely
publicized, the director of our AID office in Lima wrote a letter to the Minister of Health
stating that "our desire to collaborate in the area of family planning is based on the free,
voluntary and informed choice of contraceptives ....

not in the pursuit of quantitative targets
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by method for a particular service provider or group of service providers, especially where
tubal ligation and vasectomy are concerned." The letter went on to state list remedial
measures on which "we need to be able to count.... as soon as possible" to ensure that no
U.S. food was traded for sterilization and that family planning programs of the Peruvian
government were not conducted pursuant to goals, quotas, or what the government has called
"referential numbers."
Mr. Rees's report makes the following recommendations, which I endorse and which I
hope AID will discuss today:
*Discontinue alldirect monetary assistance to Government of Peru family planning
programs until it is clear that the sterilization goals and related abuses have stopped and will

not resume.
-Discontinue In-kind assistance to the government family planning program unless It is
clear that such assistance will not assist or facilitate, either directly or Indirectly, the
sterilization campaigns or related abuses.
efDiscontinue public expressions of support for the government family planning program - for instance, joint Ministry of Health/AID billboards encouraging Peruvians to limit
their families - that could easily be misconstrued as expressions of support for the
sterilization campaigns.
-Dissociate the United States from the sterilization campaigns, goals, quotas, and
associated abuses far more publicly than has been done up to now.
-Discontinue the use of words and actions that lend themselves to the accusation that AID
itself still favors "population control" over "family planning."
In choosing non-governmental organizations as grantees or contractors, use only
those who will work independently of the government and who have not shown a
preference for sterilization over other birth control methods.
-Discontinue the distribution of food through government medical posts or in co-operation
with entities closely associated with the sterilization campaign.
-Contract for an independent audit to determine whether any U.S. assistance to the
government or NGOs has been used in support of the sterilization campaigns.
-Consult with a broader spectrum of voices within Peru on family planning needs and
concerns.
-Finally, notify Congressional oversight committees of problems as soon as they appear.
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I am informed that the AID mission in Lima kept its superiors in Washington posted as
events unfolded, yet AID in Washington did not see fit to inform this subcommittee or any of
the other committees with jurisdiction over foreign assistance programs -- although they
surely knew we would have been interested. This problem is not unique to Peru: when I
asked about similar allegations of forced sterilizations in Mexico in 1996, our AID
representative assured us loudly and clearly that "that doesn't happen here." It now appears,
according to reports described in the State Department's 1997 Country Report on Human
Rights Practices for Mexico, that she may have been mistaken. I hereby make a standing
request that the Subcommittee on International Operations and Human Rights be informed of
any reports AID may have or receive of coercion, lack of informed consent, or other abuses
anywhere in the world.
I look forward to hearing from our witnesses.

Testimony of
Mark Schneider
Assistant Administrator for Latin America and the Caribbean
U.S. Agency for International Development
Before the House International Relations Committee
Subcommittee on International Operations and Human Rights
February 25, 1998
Washington, D.C.
Chairman Smith, other members of the subcommittee, thank you for the
opportunity to appear today and discuss recent developments in Peru. We are eager to
work with this Committee in an open and transparent fashion so that we can all
collectively get to the bottom of a very serious issue that demands to be handled
rigorously and impartially. I know we are in full agreement that the human rights of
women must be given the highest priority in Peru, as elsewhere, and that any effort to
abridge those rights runs directly counter to the values and foreign policy of the
United States. We all agree that men and women should be able to voluntarily make
their family planning choices and have access to safe family planning services,
Equally clearly, we must base our judgement of the situation in Peru on a full
accounting of the facts of the matter to be fair to all the parties involved.
I am also glad that the Government of Peru has just this week announced a
number of very important concrete steps that should return their family planning
program to a sound foundation. As of yesterday, we have received the good news
that the Government of Peru will:
Discontinue their campaigns in tubal ligations and vasectomies.
Make clear to health workers that there are no provider targets for voluntary
surgical contraception or any other method of contraception.
Implement a comprehensive monitoring program to ensure compliance with
family planning norms and informed consent procedures.
Welcome Ombudsman Office investigations of complaints received and respond
to any additional complaints that are submitted as a result of the public request
for any additional concerns.
Implement a 72 hour "waiting period" for people who choose tubal ligation or
vasectomy. This waiting period will occur between the second counseling
session and surgery.

Require health facilities to be certified as appropriate for performing surgical
contraception as a means to ensure that no operations are done in makeshift or
substandard facilities.
Again, these are all welcome developments.
Before going into more detail, I think it useful to reiterate the Administration's
policy on the voluntary nature of family planning and look briefly at the larger context
of our overall assistance program to Peru. The United States provides international
family planning assistance to developing nations to help reduce unintended
pregnancies, combat infant and maternal mortality and reduce the spread of deadly
diseases such as AIDS. All of our family planning programs are guided by the
principles of voluntarism and informed choice. We categorically oppose coercion in
any form. The U.S. Agency for International Development's (USAID's) family
planning efforts have helped millions of couples in the developing world achieve their
desire for better cared for and more prosperous families.
USAID family planning programs are built within an internationally accepted
framework that stresses the quality of health care. This quality of care approach to
family planning has six defining features:
---

People can choose from a range of contraceptive methods;
Families receive adequate information on all methods available;

---

Health personnel are appropriately trained;
Health personnel treat clients with respect;

---

Clients have ongoing access to necessary services; and,
These health services should cover other related aspects of reproductive health.

It is clear that the guiding principles of our family planning program are about
giving women and men access to healthy and educated choices about having children
and improving their own lives.
The overall U.S. foreign assistance program to Peru is built around: promoting
democracy and human rights; reducing the entry of illegal drugs into the United
States; protecting human health; and reducing poverty through broad-based economic
growth. These actions contribute to the stability of a trading partner with one of the
fastest growing economies in the region that is becoming increasingly important to the
United States.
Economic improvement has been impressive in Peru, but continuing inequities,
particularly in the poorest urban and rural areas of the country, indicate that much

needs to be done to generate productive employment and income to meet the needs of
those in poverty. In 1996, 51.3 percent of Peruvians lived below the poverty line.
Chronic malnutrition of children in rural areas was 40 percent, and infant mortality in
rural areas remained twice as high as in urban areas. Unintended pregnancies among
adolescents are on the rise. Jst last week we also saw Peru battered by El NMo and
in the midst of a sizable humanitarian emerger..y.
Although there has been considerable l rogress, much remains to be done to
bolster a fragile and uneven democracy in Peru. Improving human rights is an
important part of USAID's effort in Peru. USAID assistance has contributed to
broader citizen participation in decision-making processes of local governments, the
emergence of the Human Rights Ombudsman Office as one of the most respected
Peruvian institutions, and the release of hundreds of individuals from jail who have
been 'unjustly' accused or convicted of terrorism. We have also worked to strengthen
the capacity of human rights non-governmental organizations and to try and promote
the capacity of the judiciary system to become more independent.
In the area of health, Peru has achieved noteworthy successes in recent years,
and it is fair to say that USAID's large investments in health in Peru, including its
support for family planning, have contributed significantly to those successes. Chief
among the successes over the last five years:
"

Infant mortality fell by 22 percent;

*

Under-5 mortality fell by 24 percent; and,

*

Chronic malnutrition of children under 5 fell 30 percent.

Peru's status as a priority country for USAID in family planning emanates
from the two most important underlying rationales for international assistance in
family planning: reproductive rights and promotion of the health of women and
children. For more than two decades, nations of the world have agreed that
reproductive rights not only include a couples' right to practice family planning, but
also access to contraception and the other services that allow such decisions to be
exercised. Thus, women and men have the right to make decisions freely about the
number and spacing of their children, without intervention by governments or other
entities, at the same time that they have the right to the means to put their decisions
into effect. Information, education and services should be delivered in a way that
provides equal access to women and men of all races, classes, ethnic groups,
education levels and place of residence.

Through both large-scale national household surveys and in-depth qualitative
research with everyday women throughout Peru, the evidence is compelling that most
women desire to space or limit births. USAID supported a massive household survey
in 1996, in which people in some 30,000 households were interviewed through a
random sample. It showed that:
0

A full 59.4 percent of married women in Peru want no more children.

0

Of the 26 percent of women who want more children, 17.5 percent want

to wait at least two years before their next pregnancy.
Though women in Peru on average have 3.5 births each, women's
desired family size is 2.5.
"

Teen pregnancy is a problem in Peru: 13 percent of young women aged
15-19 are either pregnant or already mothers.

"

It is also estimated that some 260,000 abortions occur annually in Peru.
Virtually one of every three pregnancies ends in abortion - this in a
country where induced abortion is only legal in very restricted cases.
Abortion remains one of the major causes of maternal mortality in Peru.

0

Maternal mortality is high in Peru, estimated at 265 deaths per 100,000
live births -- more than 30 times the level in the United States. Unsafe
abortion contributes to this, as does high fertility, adolescent fertility and
short birth intervals. Further, half of births in Peru occur at home.
Regrettably, despite the health successes mentioned above, maternal
mortality has not declined in recent years. Without an active family
planning program in Peru these indicators of human suffering would be
far starker.

The above are national statistics. When one looks at statistics for poor areas in
Peru, the picture is much worse. For example, recent reports of the Ministry of
Health estimate that maternal mortality in some rural regions is 700 per 100,000 live
births. This is why USAID focuses more on meeting the needs of poor populations in
Peru's highland areas and jungle. The goal is to allow the benefits of development to
be distributed more equitably.
Thus it is fairly self-evident that the need for responsible family planning
programs in Peru is considerable and that these programs can have far-reaching effects
in improving the health of women and children. It is my hope that in the discussions
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generated by the controversy over tubal ligation and vasectomy in Peru, we not lose
sight of the great benefits of family planning programs or of the principles that guide
USAID's efforts in this regard.
Most family planning programs in Peru offer a variety of family planning
services integrated into a comprehensive approach to maternal health. Surveys show

that natural family planning methods are the most common practice in Peru, and
USAID has supported a number of successful programs in natural family planning.
Studies also show that voluntary surgical contraception was the third most utilized
form of contraception in Peru last year. In the United States, and indeed worldwide,

tubal ligation is the most widely practiced family planning method.
Tubal ligations and vasectomies have been a legal method of contraception in
Peru since September 1995. Previously, surgical contraception was allowed only in
cases where a woman's health would be in danger in the event of additional
pregnancies. After legalization, the Peruvian government moved to respond to what
they perceived would be a large pent-up demand for access to tubal ligations and
vasectomies. Unfortunately, either officially or unofficially, the evidence suggests the
Peruvian government adopted a practice of quantitative national targets for surgical
contraception in mid-1996. To help reach these goals, the government of Peru
pursued a strategy of campaigns in which tubal ligation and vasectomy were offered
on a planned date, often in a place where such services were not permanently
available.
As soon as USAID became aware of the government of Peru's move toward
quantitative targets for sterilization and campaign strategy, U.S. officials
communicated strong concerns about the potential for distortions to the government.
The agency also quickly segregated USAID family planning support from the
campaign strategy. USAID implementing agencies were told not to support the
campaigns in any way, and Ministry of Health officials, including the Minister of
Health, were informed that USAID support could not be used in this strategy. USAID
refused to permit our programs to support the target/campaign strategy in any way.
USAID disagreement with the strategy at the earliest moment was not based on
awareness of any particular abuses at that time, but rather because of USAID's
knowledge of worldwide experience in family planning programming, as well as
USAID conceptualization of family planning within a quality of care framework.
Experience has shown that targets and campaigns are often counterproductive.
USAID's philosophical opposition resides in the belief that the vertical imposition of
targets in family planning opens the door to many types of distortions in what should
be a sacred relationship between the health provider and the client. Worldwide

experience has shown this statement to be particularly the case where tubal ligation
and vasectomy are concerned.
As a matter of policy, USAID does not support performance-based quota
systems in family planning programs. While targets connected with provider*

performance do not necessarily lead to the use of "pressure tactics", they, at a
minimum, increase the vulnerability for abuses. Moreover, for ethical, political and
programmatic reasons, such drastic steps are unwarranted and counterproductive.
USAID programs seek to satisfy unmet demand for family planning which, with few
exceptions, still outpaces the ability of public and private sector programs to provide
these services.
Over the past 18 months, USAID has not relented in its opposition to setting
targets fur vasectomies and tubal ligations, and over 80 contacts with government
officials, including the Minister of Health and a top advisor of the President, have
taken place on this subject between July 1996 and December 1997. USAID has also
mobilized public debate on this issue in Peru through its support for the Human Rights
Ombudsman, which has looked into reports of abuses, through our support and
cooperation with women's groups, and through statements at public events with a
variety of health care practitioners, concerned citizens and non-governmental
organizations.
While the campaigns continued, USAID gathered information continuously,
through official and unofficial sources and ongoing monitoring in the field by USAID
staff and specialized consultants. In November, we wrote to the Minister of Women's
Development expressing our concerns about these programs. In early January the
USAID mission director sent a letter to the Minister of Health requesting a response
concerning the allegations, as well as programmatic changes. But let me stress again,
no U.S. family planning funds or those of U.S. contractors have been used to support
the campaigns. The Staff Director of this subcommittee has agreed with that finding.
In the last few months, there have been reports in the press that the right to
fully informed consent may have been violated and that tubal ligations and vasectomies
have not always been safely performed. It has also been alleged that some health
workers may have conditioned provision of food or medical care on acceptance of
sterilizations. These reports reached the press in December and January. The Staff
Director of the House Subcommittee on International Operations and Human Rights,
went to Peru to investigate the reports the week of January 19-25 and, together with a
USAID representative, visited alleged victims of the abuses.

USAID urged Peru to: 1) discontinue tubal ligation and vasectomy campaigns;
2) disavow any policy of setting provider targets for voluntary surgical contraception;
and 3) implement a comprehensive monitoring program to ensure compliance with
family planning norms and informed consent procedures, including conducting a
nationwide family planning user satisfaction survey.
We believe these are significant measures, and we are pleased that the
Government of Peru itself determined to take these and the other steps I detailed at the
beginning of my testimony.
It is also important to clear up some possible misperceptions that may exist as a
result of the trip report of the Subcommittee's Staff Director. The author states he
traveled to Peru '"to investigate allegations of mass sterilizations of poor women
without informed consent and other abuses in the population/family planing program
of the Government of Peru." While the report contains a series of recommendations,
it does not substantiate claims of mass sterilizations of poor women without informed
consent.
Despite a call through various media in Peru for society at large to submit
complaints of abuses, the Defensorta del Pueblo to date has validated cases from not
more than 9 individuals who have suffered reproductive rights abuses. Though clearly
not even one abuse is acceptable, the allegation that abuses have been "massive" has
not been substantiated at this time. The possibility exists that further cases may arrive
at the Defensorta and be validated, but present evidence does not support the
contention of massive abuses.
USAID knew of no reports of sterilizations without consent in 1996 nor, for
that matter, in much of 1997. Further, several of the allegations that have been
characterized re'fntly in the media as forced sterilization have turned out, upon closer
scrutiny, to be cases of poor quality of services that led to preventable mortality and
morbidity, which are certainly regrettable in their own right, though quite different
from involuntary sterilization.
I would also like to briefly discuss the role of U.S. food aid in Peru, since
there has been some question as to whether any of these resources were unknowingly
diverted for use in the campaigns. USAID's Food for Peace Tite I program in Peru
provides approximately 94,000 metric tons of food annually, valued at over $50
million. This program benefited approximately 2.3 million poor Peruvians in 1997,
providing short and long-term solutions to the conditions of poverty that afflict
approximately 50 percent of the overall population.
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The program is implemented by five non-governmental organizations -- the
Adventist Development and Relief Agency, CARE, CARITAS, PRISMA, and
TechnoServe. In 1997, over 400,000 children benefited from nutrition activities.
Since food has been shown to have more impact on reducing child malnutrition when
used in combination with other health and nutrition interventions, these nutrition
activities also put emphasis on monitoring the weight gain and overall health of
participating children, recommending they be fully immunized, and requiring
attendance by their mothers at a series of information/training sessions covering prenatal care, breast feeding and weaning techniques, diarrheal and respiratory diseases,
and family planning.
PANFAR (Food and- Nutrition Program for High Risk Families), which is
implemented by PRISMA in cooperation with the Ministry of Health, is the only Title
a-supported program to be the subject of allegations that food distribution is
conditioned on consent to surgical contraception. Again, it is important to stress that
we have heard of only two such allegations. Each of these cases were quickly
investigated and no abuses were found. Because the program is extensive -benefiting over 150,000 families in 2,360 population centers in the poorest areas of
Peru -- PANFAR has a very thorough monitoring system. The system includes
participation in every PANFAR community by both PRISMA and Ministry of Health
officials to ensure that all precepts of the program are adhered to. These precepts
include the prohibition of offering food assistance either as an inducement to enter
PANFAR or to adopt any method of family planning.
The Subcommittee Staff Director's report refers to one case allegedly linking
Tide I food assistance under the PANFAR Program to coerced sterilizations. In
addition, an article in the local newspaper El Comercio dated January 26, 1998,
alleges another case linking PANFAR to coerced sterilization. However, neither of
these cases appears to be validated by further investigation. The Subcommittee has
been provided with material relevant to these cases. We will investigate any other
cases, beyond these alleged incidents, if they come to our attention.
Any allegations of misuse of food assistance are investigated immediately. In
the case of PANFAR, past cases of intended or actual misuse of food have been dealt
with swiftly and fairly, including discontinuation of food resources until allegations
have been investigated, and removal, and in one case jailing, of Ministry of Health
officials for improperly using food assistance in a case of financial abuses. Recent
allegations linking food assistance to coerced sterilizations have been investigated
immediately through on-site interviews with the women and their family members,
local non-governmental organizations and health promoters. There are no known
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cases, or no evidence that we are aware of, linking U.S.-funded food assistance to
coerced sterilizations.
In concluding this testimony, I would like to add several final points. We are
pleased that the Government of Peru has decided to take the steps it has informed us
of this week. This is an important development, and we will keep you and your staff
apprised of progress toward meeting this commitment. The course of our future action
will depend, in part, upon the continuing response of the Peruvian government to this
situation. I am optimistic that the Government of Peru appears to be willing to listen
to the voices of its own people -- the Ombudsman's Office, women's groups, health
care providers, the national medical association and the Ministry of Health's own
evaluation of its program -- and come out with a clear enunciation of support for the
voluntary nature of family planning programs.
We look forward to working closely with you and your staff in the future to
support America's international family planning programs, and I thank you for the
opportunity to appear today.
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Dr. Hector Hugo Chivez Chuchon
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President, Regional Medical Federation
ofAyacucho, Andahuaylas, and Huancavelica. Peu
February 25, 1998
House Committee on Inltermational Relations
Subcommittee on International Operations and Human Rights
My name is Hector Hugo Chivez Chuchon, and Ilam the president of the reonal
medical federation of Ayacucho, Andahusylas, and Huancavelica in the Republic of
Peru. This a isthe poorest in the country. I do not belong to any political group, and
hope that the Peruvian government has as much success as possible in its enterprises.
But, at the same time, I have the moral obligation to come forward and denounce wrongs
there, where they are done.
I'd like to describe my work since the start
of the tubal ligation and vasectomy
sterilization campaign. There are approximately 200 doctors in my region. Some of them
have come to declare and demand that the federation step forward to defend doctors and
to protest the "inhumane," massive, and expanding sterilization campaign, a campaign
which imposes quotas on medical personnel. As proof of these quotas, I have this
document which is available in the information packet that you have. These doctors do
not like the way in which people are brought in for these surgical procedures, where
information is poor, incomplete, and generally deficient Also, the places where these
operations are performed are for the most part unsuitable, and the personnel often
insufficiently trained.
The Ministry of Health denies that there are campaigns and quotas referring to
sterilizations, and absolves itself of its responsibility, without taking into account among
other things that the doctors work under their orders. Doctors work under pressure from
their superiors, are given quotas and submitted to other more subtle forms of pressure. It
is also true that doctors work under very unstable employment conditions, and could
easily lose their posts.
I would like to have the people of the United States understand what their
government isdoing in Peru. My country isvey large, and we do not have more than 25
million inhabitants, which in no way calls for a brutal birth control campaign, especially
not one of sterilization. The facts show that prosperous countries like Japan have a high
population density. Even though they are geographically much smaller, and lack the
natural resources of my country, they live prosperously. So. we can see that the most
important thing for a country is its human resources, which can generate wealth and wellbeing. Therefore, I would like especially to say that if you want to help my country, do
so by investing in education and job creation, and not using these millions of dollars for
population control programs.
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Subcommittee on International Operations and Human Rights

As a poor mother of five under age children and separated from m%husband who also lives in
the city of Andahuavlas, I wash clothes to support myself and the children. During my work
activities I got to know an obstetrician who works in the Social Security hospital of Ayacucho. I
confided in her about the problems I had run into with my husband. Then she spoke to me about
tubal ligation and, of course, I was against it. but after so many demands she convinced me.
adding that my husband could come back at any moment and would once again fill me with
children.
So on the 16 of October 1996 a worker, the sister of the obstetrician, arrived at m%house telling
me that it was free and I should take advantage of the opportunity since specialists from the
Social Security hospital in Lima had arrived. I resisted saying that I had to go to the market to
cook lunch for my small children who were studying in school. I %wentto the market and stayed
a long time. Upon my return I found her outside my house and she intercepted me saying that I
was already scheduled for a ligation and that they would take me by taxi. That is ho, Iarried
at the hospital practically against my will without any of my girls going in with me. This lad%
took charge of all the business in the hospital. This was the way I had the surgical interention
of a tubal ligation.
After the operation I was not able to recover. My stomach swelled and I had the sensation that
all my intestines were burning. I could not expel intestinal gas. It was three in the afternoon on
October 17 1996. Then I began to worry because I entered the hospital totally healthy. When I
went to the obstetrician to complain about my state of affairs. she became very insolent and said
that she had nothing to do with this, and she had the audacity to tell me. "Don't be bothering me.
as if I had dragged you in." After that, my children came searching for me desperately when
they did not find me home. They found me in the hospital and that is how I left still very sick.
In the night of October 17'h 1996 1 had terribly strong colic and my entire stomach swelled %,itha
terrible burning sensation that I could not stand. So when I woke up my oldest daughter took me
back to the Social Security hospital where they' operated on me again on October i 8,' 1996.
When my family started to inquire about my health status. what was the problem I really had?.
no one could tell them anything concrete. When I was supposed to be asleep I heard the nurses
whispering among themselves that when they operated to do the ligation they had cut my
intestines. I was not able to recuperate so they tried again on November 10h' 1996, but my
condition kept deteriorating so they decided to send me on November 15th 1996 to the Social
Security hospital of Lima at my daughter's insistence. There they did a complete cleaning of my
intestines because a greenish liquid had formed and the doctor told me that I had septicemia. I
left there on December 12th 1996 returning to my city without medicines to continue my
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treatment. The doctors treating me refused to give me medicines when I asked because I have no
insurance.
From that time I have not been able to recover, and given my precarious financial situation. I had
to return to my husband so that he could look after the children. I still cannot go back to work
like before. Relapsing arain. I went to the hospital Maria Auxiliadora de San Juan de M'iratlores
in Lima on November 4' 1997. 1 stayed there to be treated for what the doctor said was a
perforated intestine. This was very expensive and I owe the hospital but do not have the ability
to pay them back or to continue my treatment because of the expensive medicines needed. I am
desperate from this situation. I cannot work to support my younger children. My oldest
daughter. 20 years old, is studying and doing domestic work and is supporting me as much as she
can. Now I am staying in the house where she works and the lady here has very kindly agreed to
to receive me with my young girls of 7 and I I years old. and I have been given a great deal of
help to recuperate.
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It is very important to say that before the tubal ligation, it was very difficult for
me to conceive children because of hormonal problems. I took pills to regulate my
menstrual cycle and for fertility, and so became pregnant.
On the 23rd of April, 1996, 1 went to a private clinic. I had been having spotting,
but did not think it very important because there was very little blood. I was at 32-33
weeks of pregnancy. Then, since I was on Social Security, I preferred to go to the
hospital, and the doctor transferred me there. I did not have any family members with
me, but went with a friend. An obstetric nurse in training admitted me. She told me to
wait for the intern, who would be coming down. I told the intern my situation, that I had
a great deal of pain. During that time, I was in great pain. The nurse asked "How many
children do you have?" I responded "This is the third," and she said, "Are you going to
be sterilized?" I didn't answer, because I wasn't interested, and was feeling great pain.
So they prepared to operate on me. The intern asked, "Do you have any family
here?" "No," I responded, and I signed without reading, because of the pain They did a
Caesarean on me. On the afternoon of the next day, when I wanted to see my child, they
told me he was dead. The intern came with my doctor. I said, "I want to go home now."
The intern said, "She is very sad because her child died." My doctor then said, "You will
have another child," to help calm me down. But I heard the intern whisper, "No, she is
ligated."
In the afternoon, the obstetnc nurse on call came in to take my blood pressure. I
said, "Please, they say that I have been sterilized?" She went to find the intern, and he
said, "Yes, they peformed a ligation on the lady." Later, the intern came and said,
"Forgive me for what has happened. I feel guilty."
I left on the third day. I felt completely defeated, depressed about never having
more children, and went to see a psychiatrist to overcome the depression. And I still
have faith that I may one day have more children.
It's rare for a case like mine to come to light, even though I know my rights. But
if it was so difficult for me, living in the city, where there is help available, and
education, to make a formal complaint, it is seven times harder for the poor people in the
countryside to lodge complaints, because they do not know their rights.
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Communique

This communique is for all the health personnel in the sub-health region of Huanacavelica.
I. There are no per capita AQV patient payments for sterilizations obtained coercively.
2. The executive directors of Human Health Services and the Basic Health Program indicate that:
- Named personnel must get 2 persons for AQV per month.
- Focused personnel must get 3 persons for AQV per month
- CLAS personnel must get 3 persons for AQV per month'
3. For the preceding, the chief and obstetrician of the health center have to present the log of personnel
who obtained patients for the campaign that month.
4. At the end of the year the number of patients attracted by each person will be evaluated so as to give
them a certificate with a number of credits determined by the number of patients. This will thus give
the certificates curricular value.
5, At the end of the year there will be rewards for the site that has:
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)

The least costs and best benefits to the population of AQVs
For the best organized campaign
Greatest effort to bring in people (without cost)
Participation of the chief of the health center and personnel in the campaigns
Best results in attracting people at the level of a health post
Personal certificates for the campaign teams

6. The budget for rationing assigned per day of the campaign needs to be executed in food for patients
and personnel, of which the personnel of the site will have to sign rations forms to document
correspondence to the budget.

Signed and sealed by the Ministry of Health.

Dr. Oscar Alberto Zuniga Vargas
Sub-Regional Director of Health
of the region of Huancavelica

Dr. Edilberto Martinez Pujay
Sub-Regional Executive Director of Human Health
of the region of Huancavelica

Dr. Maria Elena Herrera Palomino
Coordinator of the program Basic Health
for All, region of Huancavelica
The personnel dsignated as"named" ("nombrado") arethose included on theemployee lists.

The personnel designated asfocusede" (focalizado") arethose working inthe basic health program.
The personnel designated as"clas' are medical students doing their final practicum or internship before graduation
and their license to practice.
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February 10, 1998

To:

Honorable Benjamin A. Gilman
Chairman, Committee on International Relations
Honorable Chris Smith
Chairman, Subcommittee on International Operations and Human Rights

From:

Grover Joseph Rees
Staff Director and Chief Counsel
Subcommittee on International Operations and Human Rights

Re:

Report on Staff Delegation to Peru

From January 17 through January 25. 1998 1 traveled to Peru to investigate questions
pertaining to human rights, with particular emphasis on allegations of mass sterilizations of
poor women without informed consent and other abuses in the population/family planning
program of the Government of Peru.
The population assistance program of the United States Agency for International Development
(AID) in Peru is the largest such program in the Western Hemisphere, and AID has worked
closely with the program of the Government of Peru. As you know, the Subcommittee on
International Operations and Human Rights has oversight jurisdiction over AID's population
assistance and child survival programs. One important objective of such oversight is to ensure
that if abuses do exist in programs conducted by foreign governments, the United States does
not support such abuses --- whether intentionally or inadvertently --- or give the appearance of
support.
ITINERARY & SCHEDULE
I left Washington Saturday, January 17 and arrived in Lima early in the morning of Sunday,
January 30. On Sunday I received briefings from U.S. Embassy personnel including
Ambassador Dennis Jett, and with AID officials including Acting Director John Cloutier. I
then visited six U.S. citizen prisoners in Chorrillos prison. (A separate report on prison
conditions and prospects for transfer to the United States will follow.)
On Monday, January 18 1 had meetings with Peruvian government officials, human rights
advocates, representatives of women's organizations, Church officials, journalists, and others.
Among those included in these meetings were Vice Minister of Health Alejandro Aguinaga;
Congresswomen Beatriz Merino and Lourdes Flores; Celeste Cambria of the feminist
organization Flora Tristan; Susana Galdos of the feminist organization Manuela Ramos;
Cardinal Augusto Vargas and other officials of the Catholic Bishops Conference of Peru; Dr.
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Max Cardenas, Dean of the Colegio Medico del Peru; Susan Brems, chief of the office of
Health, Population, and Nutrition in AID's Lima mission; Michael R. Jordan of Proyecto
2000, a health care management project funded by AID which works closely with the Ministry
of Health; Dr. Luis Solari, a critic of the government's family planning program who works
closely with the Conference of Bishops; and Julia Maria Urrunaga. an investigative reporter
with El Comercio.
On Tuesday, January 20, 1 traveled to Piura, a city in Peru's northern coastal region, to meet
with several people who had complained of abuses in the government program. I was
accompanied by Susan Brems of AID; Sheila Peters, Deputy Political Counselor at the U.S.
Embassy in Lima; and Lucy Lopez, a Peruvian obstetrician/gynecologist who is employed by
AID. The meetings inand around Piura had been arranged at my request by Dr. Solari.
(Because Dr. Solari had had a similar request from a delegation consisting of David Morrison
of Population Research International and Daniel Zeidler of Alianza para la Familia --organizations have been critical of international population-control programs --- both the
official U.S. delegation and the PRI/AF delegation were invited to these meetings. Contrary
to an assertion that appeared in the Lima newspaper El Sol, the PRI and AF representatives
were not members of the United States Congressional staff delegation.)
On Wednesday, January 21, I traveled with Ms. Peters and Dr. Brems to the city of Chiclayo,
about 100 miles to the south of Piura. We spent the day in briefings on MaxSalud, an AIDfunded health care pilot project, and in touring clinics operated by MaxSalud.
On the morning of Thursday, January 22, we returned to Lima. On Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday I conducted further interviews with representatives of non-governmental
organizations, U.S. and Peruvian government officials, and others. Among those included in
these meetings were Congresswoman Luz Salgado, President of the Women's Commission in
the Congress; Jorge Santistevan, the Defensor del Pueblo (Ombudsman) for the Government of
Peru. and attorney Rocio Villanueva, who works on women's rights issues for the Defensoria
del Pueblo; Susana Villaran, Carlos Basambrio, and Ernesto de la Jara, instituto de Defensa
Legal; Ricardo Soberon of the Comision Andina de Juristas; Sofia Macher, Executive Director
of the Coordinadora de Derechos Humanos; Congressmen Arturo Salazar and Rafael Rey; Jose
Belaunde, a prominent critic of the population program; Mario Rios, director of CARITAS,
the Catholic Church's relief agency and an AID Food for Peace grantee; Josephine Gilman,
director of PRISMA, the non-governmental organization that administers a large AID Food for
Peace grant in co-operation with the government's PANFAR program; AID officials who
administer the Food for Peace program; Jose Belaunde, a prominent critic of the population
program; and Dr. Carlos Santamaria, who was an assistant to then-Minister of Health Eduardo
Yong Motta during in 1995 and 1996, the period during which the sterilization campaigns were
initiated. On Saturday I also visited the office of ReproSalud, an AID-funded women's health
project operated by the Manuela Ramos women's organization and funded by AID.
On Sunday, January 25, I returned to Washington.
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BACKGROUND
Peru is a heavily Roman Catholic country with one of the lowest per-capita incomes in the
Western Hemisphere. Its population density is also relatively low: 19.5 persons per square
kilometer, compared to 27.8 for the United States, 12.9 for Argentina, 42.7 for Ecuador, and
238.2 for Haiti.
Until 1995, the family planning program operated by the Government of Peru was not a
particularly high priority among that government's health programs. Sterilization was illegal
except when necessary to preserve health.
In July 1995 President Alberto Fujimori announced that family planning would be a major
priority for the government. Shortly thereafter, the Congress legalized sterilization as a
method of family planning.
In spring and summer of 1996 government health workers began to conduct sterilization
campaigns --- often styled "Festivales de Ligadurau" (Ligation Fairs) and, to a lesser extent,
"Festivales de Vasectomias" (Vasectomy Fairs) -- primarily in areas that were poor and/or
rural. Reports began to appear shortly thereafter of sterilizations without consent or without
informed consent. These reports.initially emanated primarily from the Catholic Church and
from conservative opposition members of Congress, although there were some press reports in
1996. During 1997 reports of involuntary sterilizations and related abuses were also made by
the Coordinadora de Derechos Humanos and by the woman's organization Flora Tristan.
Critics of the government program allege that sterilizations are performed pursuant to
prescribed national and regional goals rather than to patient demand; that women, particularly
those who are extremely poor and/or illiterate, are often pressured into undergoing tubal
ligations; that these women are not given adequate information about the risks and
disadvantages of the surgery or about the availability of alternative methods of family
planning; that women are not encouraged to take time to make a considered decision about
whether they want an operation that is permanent and likely to be irreversible; and that the
surgery is often performed in substandard facilities, with resulting medical complications.
There have also been reports that consent to sterilization has been imposed as a condition of
receipt of food in government-operated food programs, including programs supported by the
United States, and that health workers in some locations have been paid a bonus for each
woman they persuade to undergo sterilization.
OBSERVATIONS
Among those with whom I spoke during my visit to Peru were the following:
A woman who claimed to have been sterilized without her consent during a Caesarean
delivery. Her baby died during the delivery, and she has attempted without success to
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find a doctor who will undertake to reverse the effects of the tubal ligation. The
government doctor maintained that he had discovered during the Caesarean that a tubal
ligation was necessary because the woman had a rumor, and also because she had two
previous Caesarian deliveries. She claims, however, that the growth thedoctor
discovered was not cancerous, that she had no previous Caesarean deliveries, and that
in any event there was no need to perform a tubal ligation during the delivery rather
than wait for her to decide whether she wished to undergo such an operation.
The mother, husband, and brother of a woman who died during a tubal ligation. This
woman had agreed to the operation, but her family members claim that she agreed after
being urged to do so by nurses who did not inform her of the risks of the operation.
The mother reported that her daughter had been led to believe she could go out dancing
on the night of the operation.
The husband and sister of another woman who died during a tubal ligation. These
people are agricultural workers who appear to be extremely poor. The husband
believes his wife did not consent to the operation, although he concedes he cannot be
certain of this because he was not at home on the day it happened. He says the nurses
came to their home on a number of occasions to try to persuade his wife to have a tubal
ligation, but that she consistently told him she did not want the operation because she
was afraid to undergo surgery. When he came home one evening, his wife was not at
home. He was told she had gone to the "medical post" (a rural primary health care
center) for an operation. He learned a few hours later that she had died during the
operation. Her sister said the nurses came "day and night, day and night, day and
night" to urge her to undergo the operation.
Several other people, neighbors of the people described above, who had not been preselected for interviews but who were curious about our presence and who agreed to tell
what they knew about the "sterilization campaigns." These people reported that they or
their family members had also been approached during the campaigns by nurses and/or
other government workers who urged them to accept sterilization. Several of these
people claimed to know of cases in which food had been traded for consent to
sterilization.
Because I was only in Peru for a few days, I necessarily gathered much of my information
from people who did not claim to have been personally involved in alleged abuses, but who
had themselves attempted to investigate such claims. These people included journalists, human
rights investigators, health workers, and representatives of non-governmental organizations
from across the philosophical spectrum. Among the accounts I received in this way are the
following:
Several doctors and other health workers at various levels of the government health
system reported to various of my informants that it is well known that every hospital
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and medical post has a particular quota of sterilizations to perform, and that each
responsible official knows what his or her quota is. Some of these workers reported
that the quotas are then subdivided among individual doctors and health workers.
A regional health official reported receiving periodic telephone calls from Dr. Yong
Motta, the former Minister of Health who now serves as President Fujimori's principal
health policy advisor, asking, "Como van las metas?" (How are the goals going?)
Two local health officials reported that poorly-paid health workers were paid a bonus
for each woman they persuaded to consent to a tubal ligation.
One health worker reported that during 1997 he was assigned a personal quota of four
women. He met this quota during the first two campaigns of the year, but during a
subsequent campaign his boss asked him how many additional women he had
convinced. He responded that he had identified four, but that none of them was yet
entirely convinced. The boss suggested to the worker that they go together to the
women's houses, along with some female health workers. The presence of the female
health workers had the opposite of the intended effect, because on previous these
workers had insulted the women. The boss suggested they offer the women food in
exchange for consent to sterilization. (It was not clear to this worker where the food
was to be obtained. Although the worker did offer food, none of these four women
ultimately consented to be sterilized.)
An official of a human rights organization which has not been involved in investigating
these allegations --- and with whom I had requested to meet on matters unrelated to the
family planning program --reported a recent conversation with a close friend who is
an obstetrician/gynecologist at a government hospital. This doctor reports that he is
required to keep a record of the number of sterilizations he performs and report this
number periodically to his superior. He is not required to keep such records with
respect to any other procedure. This doctor says everyone knows "off the record" that
the hospital is expected to perform a certain number of sterilizations.
One woman claimed her malnourished child was a participant in a "targeted feeding"
program conducted by PANFAR, the government food distribution program funded by
AID through PRISMA. After several months she was told that her child could not
continue in the program unless she agreed to have a tubal ligation. She thereupon
discontinued her child's participation in the program.
Another woman claimed she was recruited by health workers going door-to-door for
another food distribution program called "PRO-DIA." (According to AID workers,
this program no longer exists.) When she showed up to participate in the program, she
was told that she would be given one portion of food, but could not receive further food
unless she agreed to a tubal ligation.
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Most of the people from whom I received these reports made clear that they personally
had no objection to tubal ligations so long as the patient's consent is genuinely free
informed. Several of these people mentioned that in the course of their investigations
they had talked to women (in one case "many" women) who were satisfied with their
operations. Even in these cases, however, the investigators believed that few if any
women had been thoroughly counseled in the risks and disadvantages of the operation.
Rather, the campaigns consisted almost exclusively of health workers strongly
advocating the operation. Women who agreed (or, perhaps more accurately, who did
not refuse) were sometimes taken to medical posts the same day for tubal ligations.
David Morrison of PRI met with Dr. Yong Motta, the President's health advisor, the
day after I left Peru. According to notes Mr. Morrison took during the interview, Dr.
Yong Motta defended the practice of going house to house to persuade women to
undergo sterilization, because "if the Ministry of Health did not do the campaign house
to house people would not come." Asked whether there was a need for health workers
to "go back to the houses time and time again," Dr. Yong Motta "replied with a long
discussion of a hypothetical male patient with a hernia. A man might not want to get
the hernia operation for any number of reasons .... But, Yong Motta said, it was a
doctor's responsibility to convince the patient into doing what was best and having the
operation. It's exactly the same with ligation, he said. Women in Peru have many
children."
"Why were women being pulled off [Depo-Provera] and sterilized? Depo costs too
much, [Yong Motta] says. In addition,... a woman might forget to come in for her
shot or might not want to."
"Of course the campaign had targets .... [Success is measured, Dr. Yong Motta
saidJ through many methods, numbers of acceptors versus non-acceptors .... I asked
if the ministry recognized the danger that the targets set to evaluate the policy at the
policy-making level might be understood as targets for sterilization at the local level
and he replied that this was quite possible but that the campaign had been a success."
These accounts are consistent with similar accounts reported by, among others, the Coordinadora de Derechos Humanos (an "umbrella organization" representing several dozen
human rights organizations), and the feminist group Flora Tristan, and the Defensoria del
Pueblo (Ombudsman):
*

In May 1997 the Coordinadora reported that
the national population polic[ies] ... have on many occasions
resulted in the imposition of methods of sterilization ....
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(The relevant excerpt from the report of the Coordinadora de Derechos Humanos is
attached to this report as Appendix A.)
In December 1997 a report by Giulia Tamayo, an attorney/investigator for Flora
Tristan, reported that health workers had been paid a bonus of up to 30 soles (about 10
dollars) for each woman sterilized; that in some cases sterilizations had been performed
on women without their consent; that in other cases the consent of extremely poor
women had been induced by offers of food; that poor women had also been bullied and
humiliated into giving their consent; that women were not given information about the
risks of the operation, or about the availability of other methods of contraception; that
operations were sometimes performed in substandard conditions, resulting in medical
complications at rates far higher than the norm; and that these abuses resulted from the
imposition of national goals with respect to the number of women who were to be
sterilized: "We discovered that the government, independent of any real demand
for any one kind of contraception, came up with a number of women who should
be subjected to tubal ligations during 1997. These were called 'metas' (goals) and
were, supposedly, the best way to combat poverty." (The Flora Tristan report has
not yet been published. A newspaper interview with Ms. Tamayo announcing the
results of the investigation is attached to this report as Appendix B.)
On January 26. 1998, the day after I returned from my visit to Peru, the Defensoria del
Pueblo announced the results of its investigation: the imposition of national goals which
were "more compulsive than programmatic" had resulted in "the absence of guarantees
of free decision"; in "compulsive tendencies in the application of the [family planning)
program; in "campaigns devoted exclusively to tubal ligation and, to a lesser extent, to
vasectomy". to failure to give women the appropriate medical information and to allow
an appropriate waiting time prior to the operation; and to the absence of post-operative
medical care. (The report of the Defensoria del Pueblo is attached to this report as
Appendix C.)

The official position of the Ministry of Health is that any numbers promulgated by the
government have been mere "programmatic" or "referential" numbers (cifras referenciales)
rather than goals or quotas; that the government does not favor or "privilege" sterilization over
any other method of contraception; and that the alleged abuses will be investigated and
punished in due course. This position was announced by Minister of Health Marino Costa
Bauer in a speech to Congress on January 16, 1998.
During my visit I met with only two Peruvians who agreed with the government's position.
One was the Vice Minister of Health and the other was the President of the Women's
Commission in the Congress. The Vice Minister also denied that there had been any
campaigns or "festivals" during 1997 devoted exclusively to tubal ligation. I have, however,
seen extensive documentation, including photographs, of such festivals well into late 1997, and
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the report of the Defensoria specifically mentions a sterilization campaign in August 1997.
After the Defensoria report was issued on January 26. the Vice Minister was quoted in the
Lima press to the effect that the problems mentioned in the report may have existed in some
locations in the past, but that such problems no longer exist.
There was a consensus among the other Peruvians with whom I spoke, spanning the spectrum
from church officials to "mainstream" human rights advocates to leaders of feminist
organizations:
That the government had announced "metas" (goals or quotas), not "cifras
referenciales" (programmatic numbers).
*

That these goals emanated from a very high level in the central government.
That health officials, doctors, and other health workers would generally feel an
obligation to meet these goals and would fear that their contracts would not be renewed
if they failed to do so.
That other abuses --- such as lack of informed consent, pressure to consent, bonuses per
woman sterilized, and trading food for consent --- were probably not mandated by the
central government but were the natural outcome of the mandate that the goals must be
met.

This consensus is consistent with the impressions I gathered from my interviews, with press
accounts, and with the reports of the Coordinadora, of Flora Tristan, and of the Defensoria del
Pueblo.
THE ROLE OF THE UNITED STATES
There are persistent rumors in Latin America and throughout the Third World, especially but
not exclusively among conservative Catholics, that "family planning" programs are in fact
"population control" programs conducted under pressure from the United States, the World
Bank, and/or the International Monetary Fund. I encountered these rumors in Peru. In
particular, conservative critics of the government program noted that then-Under Secretary of
State Tim Wirth, a strong advocate of global population stabilization, visited Peru and met
with President Fujimori a few months before the sterilization campaigns began.
Peruvian government officials also appear to have portrayed t!he United States as a sort of
silent partner in the sterilization campaigns: In September 1997 a news account quoted Miriam
Schenone, Minister for the Promotion of Women and Human Development, as defending the
campaigns partly by reference to AID's assistance to the Government of Peru in connection
with "voluntary surgical contraception" (i.e., sterilizations). According to David Morrison's
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notes of his interview with Dr. Yong Motta, the latter stated that "USAID is disqualified from
objecting because they have been helping in the family planning program from the first."
Some other Peruvians, particularly those who would consider themselves feminists, believe
that President Fujimori's decision to make family planning a national priority was primarily
due to the influence of a particular cabinet member who is both a feminist and an expert on
international trade and investment. In this account, President Fujimori was urged to take on
the family planning issue on the ground that it was both the right thing to do and a move that
would enhance his international reputation.
It was not possible during my seven-day visit to Peru to gather evidence sufficient to confirm
or refute any of these accounts of the origins of the government policy. It does appear that
since shortly after the onset of the sterilization campaigns, AID has made efforts to distance
itself from these campaigns. Unfortunately, these efforts took place almost exclusively within
the "health care community" consisting of the Government of Peru, donors, and a few nongovernmental organizations. The campaigns themselves --- along with U.S. support for family
planning and food distribution programs operated by the same government entities that have
been involved in the campaigns --- have been widely publicized. AID's efforts have therefore
been insufficient to dispel a public impression that the United States remains a supporter of the
Government's "family planning program" in its entirety.
a) AID Office of Population, Health, and Nutrition
Until the late 1980s, and perhaps even until the early 1990s, U.S. policy in Peru could more
accurately be described as one of support for population control than for family planning.
AID's strategic objective for the program was defined as "stabilizing world population";
church officials and women's organizations alike complained that in this period the AID
program had a strong bias toward "definitive" methods of birth control --- primarily the
insertion of intra-uterine devices (IUDs) --- and against "temporary" methods including natural
family planning mcthods (rhythm/calendar/Billings/lactation), condoms, and vaginal
contraceptives.
By the mid-1990s AID had shifted its focus somewhat. Population assistance to the
Government of Peru now consists primarily of the provision of "temporary" contraceptives;
support for the printing of literature on a wide range of contraceptivflnethods which includes
tubal ligations and vasectomies but also includes natural family planning and other
"temporary" methods; and training of health workers, which includes training in techniques
but also in counseling and other "quality of care" concerns. (According to AID, the health
care management assistance program known as Proyecto 2000, which provides substantial
direct assistance to the government, has little to do with population or family planning --although this program is operated primarily by Pathfinder International, which until recently
was devoted exclusively to population control.)
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AID has also shifted some of its funding from the government to independent programs such as
ReproSalud --one of whose principal objectives is to learn from poor women themselves what
they believe their health care needs to be and to advocate corresponding changes in the range
of services provided by the Peruvian government --and MaxSalud, which appears to be a
well-balanced health program which contains a family planning component but does not unduly
emphasize this component. (The "integrated health care" approach to which AID is shifting in
Peru and other countries does raise important questions about the need for careful and accurate
allocation of spending among population, child survival, and other health accounts, particularly
where Congress has mandated floors and/or ceilings for the amounts to be spent in such
accounts, but that question is beyond the scope of this report.)
According to Ms. Brems, AID's reaction to the campaigns began in July 1996 when AID sent
a "specialized team to observe one of the first health fairs and report deficiencies." Soon
thereafter, AID took a number of steps including the following:
"Segregated our assistance to ensure no support went to the campaigns." AID
continued, however, to provide the Peruvian government with assistance for temporary
methods of contraception, as well as assistance for what AID characterizes as
"improvements in quality." This latter term apparently includes such items as
literature on family planning methods (including but not limited to tubal ligation and
vasectomy) as well as training (including a relatively small component that included
training in sterilization techniques).
In conversations with Peruvian government policy makers, urged "an end to targets and
associated improvements in quality of care," and "mobilized other donors" to do the
same.
Repeatedly attempted to persuade the government to co-operate a "user satisfaction
study" involving interviews with women who have been sterilized or have received
other family planning services from the Government of Peru. The government has not
yet agreed to co-operate in this study.
In response to the Minister Schenone's remarks (quoted above) with respect to alleged
AID participation in the sterilization program, wrote a letter to the Minister making
clear that although AID had provided assistance for "voluntary surgical contraception,"
.we have not participated and do not participate in assisting the campaigns of voluntary
surgical contraception that have taken place since June 1996."
Finally, on January 6, 1998, wrote a letter to the Minister of Health stating that "our
desire to collaborate in the area of family planning is based on the free, voluntary and

informed choice of contraceptives .... not in the pursuit of quantitative targets by
method for a particular service provider or group of service providers, especially where
tubal ligation and vasectomy are concerned." The letter went on to state that "we need
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to be able to count on the following as soon as possible": (1) the initiation of the user
satisfaction study; (2) confirmationin that the Family Planning Program in 1998 will
not be characterized by the imposition on particular service providers or groups of
providers of quotas, targets or 'referential figures'"; and (3) evidencene of the
operational and monitoring steps being taken by the MoH to ensure informed consent
and protection of rights in the Family Planning Program." (The letter from AID
Director Donald Boyd to Minister of Health Costa Bauer is attached to this report as
Appendix D.)
b) Food for Peace
The Food for Peace program in Peru consists of about $55 million per year in food assistance.
Of this amount, $24 million worth of food is distributed through four grantees: CARITAS, a
non-governmental organization affiliated with the Catholic Church; the Adventist Development
and Relief Agency (ADRA); CARE; and PRISMA. a non-government organization that
distributes food through the Peruvian government's PANFAR program. The remaining $31
million worth of the Food for Peace money is "monetized": that is, the food is sold and the
money is used to pay for various administrative and program expenses, including the costs
incurred by the four grantees in operating their programs.
Until FY 1995, CARITAS was the largest Food for Peace grantee in Peru, and PRISMA was
the smallest. In every subsequent fiscal year, CARITAS and the other two grantees have had
their food grant substantially reduced. During this same period, the amount of food distributed
through PRISMA/PANFAR has been increased. In FY 1995 CARITAS received $12.2
million worth of food for direct distribution, and PRISMA received $6.4 million. In FY 1998
CARITAS will receive only $5.5 million --- a 55% reduction --- and PRISMA will receive
$7.5 million. AID attributes this decline to CARITAS's inability to meet certain technical
requirements of the Food for Peace program in some regions in which it formerly operated.
(Over this same three-year period, the amount of food directly distributed has declined
substantially while the "monetized" amount has increased from $10.3 million to $30.6 million.
The four grantees receive roughly equal amounts of "monetization" assistance.)
The PRISMA/PANFAR program has been the focus of allegations that food distribution to
poor women and their children has been conditioned on consent to sterilization. In the face of
these allegations, the AID officials who manage the Food for Peace program seem to have
made far less vigorous efforts to distance their program from the sterilization campaigns than
the efforts made by the Office of Health, Population, and Nutrition. This is disturbing,
especially in light of several important facts:
The PRISMA/PANFAR program, unlike targeted feeding programs managed by other

Food for Peace grantees in Peru, contains a family planning component. Women are
required to attend a lecture on various family planning methods as a condition of
"graduation" from the program.
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The PRISMA/PANFAR program is conducted through the same Ministry of Health
medical posts at which the sterilization campaigns are conducted. In smaller posts, the
same person may be charged with administering PANFAR and running the sterilization
campaigns.
AID officials rely on four assertions to support their view that the alleged abuses are unlikely
to be happening:
Such abuses would be against the rules of the PRISMA/PANFAR program. This is
true. The training manual for PRISMA/PANFAR workers, of which Ms. Gilman of
PRISMA has provided me with a copy, makes clear that women should be counseled
with respect to all family planning methods and should be advised of the risks and
disadvantages of all methods including sterilization. Unfortunately, there is no
guarantee that all workers will follow the rules. Indeed, the Ministry of Health's own
manual provides much the same guidance to its workers about the need for informed
consent. It seems quite clear, however, that many health workers have disregarded this
guidance in the effort to meet the government-imposed goals. It is far from clear that a
government worker who was willing to disregard the Ministry of Health manual would
nevertheless feel bound to observe the PRISMA manual.
In April 1997, when the PRISMA grant was renewed for FY 1998 ---and after foodAID imposed a condition that
for-sterilization allegations had already surfaced --PRISMA do a study of its clients to ensure that quality-of-care standards were being
met. Remarkably, however, instead of requiring the study (and any appropriate
modifications in procedures in response to problems brought to light by the study) as a
precondition of the 1998 grant, AID did not even require PRISMA to begin the study
until February 1998.
AID officials also assert that if there were abuses in the PRISMA/PANFAR food
which has offices throughout Peru, and
program, representatives of CARITAS --surely would have told them.
which has been critical of the sterilization campaigns --This ignores the fact that CARITAS and PRISMA/PANFAR tend to operate their
programs in different localities. It also puts an unfair burden on CARITAS, whose
collegial relationship with PRISMA and whose grantee relationship to AID would make
the role of whistle-blower an awkward one.
Finally, PRISMA did a study during 1997 which surveyed 55,673 of its client and
showed a minimal change (from 9.2% to 9.5%) in the number who had been sterilized
between entry into the program and "graduation." To cite this study as an assurance
that the alleged abuses have not occurred, however, is to misunderstand the allegations:
no one has claimed that all or even most PANFAR food recipients have been required
to accept sterilization as a condition of the program, but only that this has happened on
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a number of occasions. No one asserts that the Ministry of Health (much less
PRISMA) has issued a directive ordering that food be traded for consent. Even severe
critics of the government program believe that the food-for-consent incidents have been
initiated at the local or regional level as a way to meet the government-imposed goals.
This would not be at all inconsistent with PRISMA's finding that a relatively small
number of its 55,000 clients agreed to be sterilized after entry into the program. If
even one woman agreed to be sterilized only because of a threat to withhold U.S.supplied food from her malnourished child, this should be regarded as a major
scandal requiring immediate corrective action.
The January 6, 1998 letter to the Ministry of Health, quoted above in the discussion of actions
taken by the Office of Health, Population, and Nutrition. also discusses the PANFAR
allegations and implies that United States support of PANFAR will be discontinued if
"operational and monitoring steps" are not taken to ensure informed consent and protection of
rights in the government family planning program.

RECOMMENDATIONS
At the outset, it is important to emphasize that the Government of Peru is a government with
which the United States has a friendly relationship and wishes to continue to enjoy such a
relationship. The governments of the United States and of Peru co-operate on a number of
important projects, including projects administered by the Ministry of Health. None of the
recommendations in this report should be taken as a general criticism of the Government of
Peru or of activities of the Ministry of Health unrelated to the' family planning program. One
of the obligations imposed by friendship, however, is honesty. As Director Boyd of AID
pointed out in his January 6 letter to the Minister of Health, the United States can neither
support nor allow itself to be seen as supporting a program that imposes goals or targets for the
number of women who should be sterilized. Accordingly, in addition to the steps already
taken, AID should take the following steps to dissociate itself from the sterilization campaigns
and related violations of women's rights:
Discontinue all direct monetary assistance to Government of Peru family planning
programs until it is clear that the sterilization goals and related abuses have stopped
and will not resume. Even though money provided by AID may be earmarked for
particular activities which might be unobjectionable in and of themselves, direct
financial subsidies of an entity redound to the benefit of all activities of that entity in
several ways:
First, money is fungible; giving money for one purpose frees up
money to be used for other purposes.
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Second, substantial subsidies enable the entity to build
infrastructure and develop expertise, with consequent free-rider
effects on formally unfunded activities.
Third, entities that are enriched and empowered are thereby
emboldened. Institutions that derive wealth and prestige from
foreign sources are free to take political risks that would
otherwise be impossible. In the case of some aid recipients this
freedom from political accountability may be a good thing, but in
the case of the Peruvian family planning program --- which was
raised from a pup by the United States and other foreign and
international donors, and which now appears unrepentant in the
face of widespread public criticism of its sterilization campaigns
--- it has worked badly.
Finally, continued United States subsidies of the government's
family planning program are likely to be taken as a sign that our
attitude toward the sterilization campaigns is one of relatively
mild disapproval rather than of abhorrence. This is the wrong
message to send to the government itself, to the Peruvian public,
and especially to victims and their families.
Discontinue In-kind assistance unless it is clear that such assistance will not assist
or facilitate, either directly or indirectly, the sterilization campaigns or related
abuses. The United States continues to provide substantial in-kind assistance to the
Ministry of Health for its family planning program. This assistance includes training;
research; development of health care management, financing, and delivery systems; and
the provision of printed materials and of contraceptive devices. Each component of this
assistance must be examined to see whether it has been used, even indirectly, to assist
in the sterilization campaigns or in other abuses, or whether it might be so used. As
with financial assistance, AID must also evaluate in-kind assistance in light of the
possibility that by bearing a substantial part of the cost of "harmless" aspects of the
government's program, we both associate the United States with the program in its
entirety and allow more of the government's own resources to be spent on the parts of
the program to which we object.
To take the clearest example, training In sterilization techniques
should not be provided to employees of an institution that is
credibly accused of conducting an ongoing campaign in which
women have been sterilized without their informed consent. AID
suggests that the continuation of such training even after the
initiation of sterilization campaigns in June 1996 may have been
justified by our desire to ensure that medical personnel trained in
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sterilization techniques were also trained in "quality of care.including informed consent. This is closely analogous to the
argument that we should provide training to military and/or
police forces that engage in widespread human rights violations,
so long as this training includes a "human rights component." In
each case, the argument works only if the top leadership of the
entity receiving the assistance is determined to end the abuses. If
not, it is likely that the technical skills we give our trainees will
be used in ways that are starkly inconsistent with our objectives.
Infrastructure support such as research and development of
management, financing, and delivery systems should be presumed
to contribute to all activities of the entity receiving the support
unless it is clear that such assistance can and will be segregated
from the activities with which the United States does not wish to
be associated. Although AID indicates that it took steps in 1996
to "segregate" our assistance to the government to ensure that
none of our aid assisted the sterilization campaigns, such
"segregation" would appear to be difficult or impossible in the
case of support for infrastructure. AID should consider
contracting for an independent audit of any such programs to
ensure that the "segregation" has been effective, especially if it
wishes to continue providing such assistance.)
Printed materials should be evaluated according to their content
and the likely circumstances of their ultimate use. For instance,
the provision of a pamphlet to the Ministry of Health which dealt
exclusively with a method of contraception other than sterilization
would not appear likely to assist the sterilization campaigns --unless the pamphlet concentrated mainly on the disadvantages of
the other method and could be used in tandem with another
pamphlet emphasizing the advantages of sterilization. Similarly,
training unrelated to sterilization and provision of temporary
methods of contraception must be evaluated according to the
likelihood that they will assist or support, directly or indirectly,
the unacceptable aspects of the government programs. AID has
argued that if we stopped supplying the government with
temporary contraceptives, the main effect might be to cause the
government program to rely even more heavily on sterilization.
This is a question of fact to be resolved in light of the answers to
such questions as the extent to whicn the government already
"privileges" sterilization over other methods, whether demand
for these other methods could be met by non-governmental
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organizations working independently of the government, and the
resource-freeing and implied-endorsement effects of continuing
our family planning partnership with the Ministry of Health. (It
should also be recalled that some of the problems with the
government program appear to extend beyond sterilization. The
Defensoria del Pueblo found that the government had announced
"goals" to the effect that specified percentages of Peruvian
women in certain categories should use contraceptive methods
that were "modem, sure, and effective" by the year 2000. This
term appears to include not only sterilization but also IUDs,
injectable contraceptives, and perhaps pills, and to exclude
rhythm and perhaps condoms and vaginal tablets.)
Discontinue public expressions of support for the government family planning
program that could easily be misconstrued as expressions of support for the
campaigns. For instance, in only a few days in Lima and three other locations in Peru,
I saw several billboards promoting family planning --- all emblazoned with the logo of
the Ministry of Health side by side with that of AID. Although the textual content of
these billboards was spare and not inherently objectionable --- their ubiquity and their
joint sponsorship send a message of solidarity that is inconsistent with our fundamental
objection to the government's flagship family planning project. (For instance, on the
road to the village of La Quinta, perhaps five minutes' drive from the place where we
met the family of the woman who died after the nurses came "day and night" to
persuade her to accept sterilization, was an AID/Ministry of Health/CARE billboard
with two "smiley faces" announcing "Planning the Family We Live Happily.") The
removal of the AID logo from these billboards would send a strong and salutary
message that we have serious differences with the government program.
Publicly dissociate the United States from the sterilization campaigns, goals, and
associated abuses. The public disclosure of the January 6. 1998, letter to the Minister
of Health, which AID has authorized me to attach to this report, will be helpful. The
letter, however, objects to quotas, targets or "referential figures" only when they are
imposed "on particular service providers or groups of providers." This qualification is
conspicuous, and appears to imply that a national quota. target or "referential figure"
for the number of women to be sterilized might be acceptable. As the Defensoria del
Pueblo report makes clear, however, even goals stated in national terms rather than
explicitly imposed on particular hospitals or medical workers have been "more
compulsory than programmatic." These goals also clearly have the effect of privileging
one method of birth control over other methods. The effect on the individual medical
worker or hospital director, although not as forceful as a particular quota imposed on
him or her personally, is still likely to be a strong message that sterilizations are the
order of the day. AID should make clear that it cannot participate in any program
which imposes goals, targets, and "referential figures" for the number of women who
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should be sterilized or subjected to other procedures, whether these goals are imposed
at the national, regional. or local level.
Discontinue the use of words and actions that lend themselves to the accusation that
AID Itself still favors "population control" over "family planning." For the last
several years AID has been careful to refer to its programs around the world as
providing "family planning" rather than "population control." Although these two
terms can be used to describe programs that provide identical services and have similar
effects, the distinction is an important one. A genuine "family planning" program
would provide information and services to people who need and want these services. A
"population control" program would regard the satisfaction of user demand not as an
end itself but as a means to reduce or stabilize the size of the population. The central
problem with the Peruvian sterilization campaigns and similar programs around the
world is that they reflect a deeper concern about population size than they about the
needs, desires, and rights of individuals and families. I was generally impressed by the
emphasis the AID Office of Population, Health, and Nutrition in Lima seemed to put on
meeting reproductive health needs as perceived by clients themselves. For instance,
Peru is the first AID mission I have visited whose programs appear to give more than
lip service to helping couples who prefer natural family planning methods to use these
methods effectively. Similarly, when poor women surveyed by the AID-funded
ReproSalud project indicated (to the surprise of the surveyors) that they cared more
about receiving treatment for vaginal infections than about family planning, the project
shifted its emphasis. It is therefore disconcerting to find indications that AID, even in
Peru, clings to vestiges of the "population control" ideology which long dominated our
population assistance programs (and which still appears to dominate in some other
missions and programs):
In the overview of AID programs in Peru supplied by AID's
Washington headquarters, "Stabilizing World Population
Growth" is defined as the primary goal of our population
assistance programs.
Some AID documents in Peru, as elsewhere, use the increase in
the rate of "contraceptive acceptance" as an index of the success
of family planning programs. While such an after-the-fact
evaluation is several steps removed from the Peruvian
government's practice of assigning quotas for a particular method
to particular service providers, it endangers our standing to
criticize such practices. If what we really care about is
empowering women and their families, then only the measure of
success is how many women were given objective, non-directive
information about the options available to them and then were
able to use the services they freely chose. If there was no
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resulting increase in contraceptive use, but if this result was the
outcome of a process of free and informed decision making. then
the program should be judged a success. The Defensoria del
Pueblo report made a similar point in recommending that the only
permissible "goal" for the Peruvian program would be that 100%
of the women in Peru receive information about all methods of
family planning.
Another index of the primacy of the philosophy of population
control over that of family planning is the "privileging" of
methods deemed "definitive" (such as sterilization and IUDs)
over other methods of family planning. One gratuitous and
irritating example of such privileging is the relentless use of the
boosterish nicknames "voluntary surgical contraception" and its
abbreviation, "VSC." If "sterilization" --- the English word
most widely used outside the "population community" to describe
these procedures --- is deemed pejorative, then AID should refer
to "tubal ligations" and "vasectomies." Instead, AID and the rest
of the "population community" privilege sterilization by referring
to it by means of a political slogan, whereas every other method
is called by a technical name or a simple descriptive term. It is
particularly awkward that AID, in letters whose whole purpose
was to make the point to Peruvian government officials that
campaigns and goals might have the effect of rendering these
procedures insufficiently voluntary, nevertheless referred
consistently to goals and campaigns for "voluntary surgical
contraception." (The equivalent terms in Spanish,
"anticoncepcion quirurgica voluntaria (AQV)," "esterilizacion,"
"ligadura de trompas," and "vasectomia," have roughly the same
connotations as their respective English translations.)
Similarly, some of the literature provided to clients/patients at
AID-supported clinics appears to understate the risks and
disadvantages of sterilization while emphasizing the risks and
disadvantages of other methods, particularly the rhythm/calendar
method. At the MaxSalud clinic in Chiclayo --which appeared
generally to be a model of balanced and demand-driven medical
care ---I was shown a cartoon book on tubal ligation that could
generally be summed up by its last frame, which features two
elegant-looking couples raising a toast at dinner with the legend,
"Thank you for your advice. If it wasn't for you I would still be
worried." In contrast, the largest type in the cartoon book on the
rhythm method is devoted to warning the client that this "is not a
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very secure method" and that it might be best to combine it with
the use of a condom. (Ms. Brems assures me that AID is phasing
out these booklets in favor of others that are more balanced. As
of last month, however, the old ones were apparently still being
distributed to clients. The new ones are an improvement but
could easily be improved further.)
In choosing non-governmental organizations as grantees or contractors, use only
those who are genuinely devoted to providing "family planning" rather than
"population control" and who have no inclination to participate in objectionable
programs. As noted, some AID grantees/contractors in Peru seem genuinely
committed to providing non-directive information and demand-driven reproductive
health services. This may well be the case with all AID grantees and contractors. I
could not help but notice, however, the involvement of two organizations in a number
of AID projects.
Pathfinder International, whose headquarters is in the United
States, has been a vigorous advocate of family planning as a
means to the end of world population control. Over the years
Pathfinder has shown a strong preference for "definitive"
methods including sterilization. It was Pathfinder that conducted
the three training sessions in tubal ligation for government
medical workers that took place between June 1996 (the first
government sterilization campaign) and December 1997.
Pathfinder also appears to be the "managing partner" among the
co-operating agencies in Proyecto 2000. Although, according to
Ms. Brems, this is a health care management project that has little
to do with family planning, Mr. Jordan of Proyecto 2000 told me
that he had wanted to assist in some of the early sterilization
festivals but had been asked by Ms. Brems not to do so. This
was a good outcome, but if Proyecto 2000 was not supposed to be
involved in family planning in the first place, it is difficult to
understand why the issue of assisting in the campaigns ever came
up.
PRISMA (or "A.B. PRISMA") is described as a Peruvian nongovernmental organization. (Its director, Ms. Gilman, appears to
be an American.) It administers the PANFAR food program,
described above, in co-operation with the Ministry of Health,
and is also a grantee on several health and population projects,
including the "Coverage with Quality and Contraceptive
Management" program ("public sector support," $2,400,000
over 5 years), the "ALCANCE" program ("to increase the use of
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family planning (i.e., contraception) and other reproductive
health interventions among high-risk populations of Peru," $8
million over 6 years), and an even larger contraceptive
.distribution project. One of the goals of the "Coverage with
Quality" project is to "foster a heightened public/private
partnership between the MoH and PRISMA." PRISMA appears
to work closely with the Ministry in family planning projects as
well as in its food distribution projects.
The level of comfort found in the assurance that most of our population assistance goes
not to the Ministry of Health but to non-governmental organizations is reduced
considerably by the pervasive involvement in AID's family planning projects of a
prominent international population-control organization and a local entity whose
activities seem to be intertwined with those of the government. In determining whether
AID grantees and contractors that work with the Ministry on family planning projects
have provided assistance (either intentional or inadvertent) to the sterilization
campaigns, AID may want to rely on an independent audit. Such an audit might
determine, of course, that these organizations have been scrupulous in keeping their
personnel and other resources from assisting the sterilization campaigns or other
objectionable activities --- but such a finding would be far more reassuring if it were the
result of an audit rather than of self-certification.
Discontinue the distribution of food through government "medical posts" or in cooperation with entities closely associated with the sterilization campaign. AID
should contract for an immediate independent audit to determine whether U.S.-supplied
food has been diverted through the PANFAR program. In any event, the growth of a
program co-administered by the Ministry of Health --- often in the very medical posts at
which the sterilization campaigns are conducted and in which food-for-sterilization
offers have been alleged --- at the expense of other Food for Peace programs during the
last three years is disturbing. If such co-location were the only way we could get food
to malnourished children, then the risks might be worth it. But this is not the case.
CARITAS has a country-wide network with the capacity to administer food distribution
programs in many locations in which AID has not seen fit to fund the organization.
CARE and ADRA might also be able to take up some of the slack. Or perhaps
PRISMA (assuming an audit reveals no improper activity on its part) could manage part
or all of its current program without relying on PANFAR. In addition to determining
whether any PANFAR food has been improperly used, AID should conduct a similar
investigation with respect to any U.S. food supplied to Peruvian government programs
through the World Food Program and/or other international or multilateral institutions.
Avoid Misallocating the Burden of Proof, -Some AID officials with whom I have
discussed this controversy take the position that the burden is on someone else --perhaps on the United States Congress, or perhaps on Peruvian critics of the family
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planning program --- to come forward with proof beyond a reasonable doubt that U.S.
aid has already been put to some improper use before AID should even consider
discontinuing or reallocating such aid. This sort of thinking, applied to U.S. assistance
projects around the world, Is virtually guaranteed to get us into the business of funding
human rights violators and then to keep the funds flowing even after the violations have
come to light. The right way to look at this problem is to begin by recognizing our
affirmative obligation to ensure that our foreign assistance does no harm. This
obligation entails vigorous monitoring and quick response as soon as it appears that one
of our grantees or contractors might be engaging in inappropriate activities --- not a
wait-and-see attitude even after the grantee or contractor has shown a propensity for
activities with which the United States should not be associated. It is dangerous to
assume that an entity will break all the rules except those governing its AID grant.
Consult with a broader spectrum of voices within Peru on family planning needs
and concerns. The first reports of abuses in the sterilization program appear to have
come from Church officials. Some Peruvians who are now quite critical of the
sterilization campaigns admitted to me that at first they discounted the reports of abuses
because of the Church's opposition to most forms of contraception. Similar tendencies
appear to exist within AID, at least in Washington: after my return from Peru, I
described to an AID official here a videotaped interview that Mr. Morrison of PRI had
conducted with a woman who claimed to have been the victim of an abuse in the
sterilization program. Her response was to dismiss the source: she told me she had
talked to PRI, and that "they are opposed to all contraception except natural family
planning." It seemed odd that this would have any bearing on whether she wanted to
hear the evidence PRI claimed to have about the abuses in Peru, but she seemed to have
heard enough. While I encountered no such attitude on the part of the AID people in
Lima, neither did I encounter any evidence of serious and sustained efforts to
communicate across ideological fault lines. On the question of the abuses in the
sterilization campaigns, the feminist organizations (and AID grantees) Manuela Ramos
and Flora Tristan appear to be in substantial agreement with the Bishops' Conference
and other social-conservative critics of tht government program, yet there seems to be
little co-operation and substantial distrust on lxth sides. Perhaps AID can encourage
communication and co-operation, in part by bringing Church officials and other social
conservatives into the circle of consultation on family planning issues. It would be
particularly helpful to persuade such people that AID is determined to respect the
choices of couples who, for religious or other reasons, choose to use natural family
planning methods or no method at all, and to consult with them on the development of
materials that reflect this determination.
Notify Congressional oversight committees of problems as soon as they appear.
AID could have had the benefit of the suggestions contained in this report (assuming
any of them are regarded as beneficial) 18 months ago if it had notified its
Congressional oversight committees of the problems in the Peruvian family planning
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program, and of its strategy for dealing with these problems, as soon as the problems
surfaced. 1 am informed that the AID mission in Lima did keep its superiors in
Washington posted as events unfolded, yet somehow this information did not find its
way to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, to the House International Relations
Committee, or to the Appropriations Committees. This problem is not unique to Peru:
when the Chairman of AID's House oversight subcommittee for population programs
attempted to investigate similar allegations of forced sterilizations in Mexico in 1996.
and when I visited Mexico City a few months later to continue this investigation, our
AID representative seemed primarily interested in assuring us that "that doesn't happen
here." It now appears, according to reports described in the State Department's 1997
Country Report on Human Rights Practices for Mexico, that she may have been
mistaken. AID will be provided with a copy of this report, and should consider it a
standing request that the Subcommittee on International Operations and Human Rights
be informed of any reports AID may have or receive of coercion, lack of informed
consent, or other abuses anywhere in the world.
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INFORMED SOME LA SITUACION DE LOS DERECHOS
ECONOMICS SOCIALS Y
CULTURALES EN EL PERU
Presentodo por lo Mesa do Trobojo sobre Derechos Econ6micos, Socioles y Culturales de lo
Coordinadora Nocionol do Derechos Humonos del Per()

Articulo 10
Los derechos do los pueblos indiganas, an tonto derechoscolectivos, estdn Intimamente relocionoclos con lo libre deforminaci6n a lo qua so refiere este orticulo primer. El Pero posee
vno realiclod cultural y ling0istico sumomente, heterogeneo, pluriculturol y multiling0je, monifestodo an lo coemstencio de 72 etnios, poblociones con culture y lenguo propias. Do dstos, siete
se ubican an lo region onclino y 65 an el dreo omoz6nica, estondo ogrupodas an 14 families
lingvisticas different, las cuoles son denominodos indistintomente, indigenous, comuniclacles
compesinas -an el Ande -y, comuniclodes notivos- an lo Amazonia.
El Goblerno Perucino ho rotificodo el Convenio N* 169 de lo 01T. La Constituci6n cle 1993
reconoce el derecho a lo identiclad dtnico y al uso del idiorno moterno (art 2, inc. 19, art. 48),
a lo educaci6n bilingtie (art. 17), al reconocimiento Voutonomio do sus Comuniclacles -inclu.
yendo lo propieclad cle sus tierras. (art. 89) y al ejercicio del derecho consuetudinorio (art. 149).
Otros Instrumentos legalese precision el ejercicio de estos derechos, an particular al relocionodo con lo prop eclod cle las tierras con optitud poro el cultivo, y/o lo gonaderio; estoblecienclo
un regimen de cesi6n an uso pora las tierras con oplitud forestal. Sin embargo, con lo oprobocion cle lo Ley 26505 (Ley cle Tierros), se han vulnerodo seriamente vorios cle estos derechos.
Lo Constitution de 1993 no incluy6 lo referencir a lo inemborgabilidad a inallenabiliclod
cle las tierros comunales indigenous, lo Ley menciooodo los suprimi6 (ort.1 1). Someti6 al C6digo Procesal Civil (art. 6) los confliclos suscitodos entre los comuniclocles incligencis y los particulares, posando por encirno de la interwiturziliclad juridico. El procedimiento vigente poro
lo titulocicin cle las fierros comunales indigents as largo y reiterotivo. A esto se sumo el Decreto
Legislative, N* 838, (IS cle agosto de 1996), p,or el qua el Estodo concede titulociones grotui tas en lo selvo, poro incligenas y no indigents, qua se encuentren an areas de economic deprimido a ofeciodas par lo violencia, sin garontizor qua reolmente so fovorezca a los comuni.
clocles notivas. En los oltimcis cinco ohos se han otorgado mds cle 2,000 titulos individuals frente a seis fifulos oforgodos a comuniclacles notivos an todo lo selvo..
El arficulo 10 cle dicho Ley vulnero lo outonomia comunol all establecer qua 4as comunictodes compesinas y las comunidoctes notivos deberdr)regularizor su orgonizaci6n comunot
de ocuerdo con /as precepts constitucionotesy to presented ley'. Asi mismo estoblece uno distincidn artificial entre comuneros posesionorios y comuneros no posesionaricis, controvinienclo
ademds al articulo 103 cle la Constiluci6n, qua establece qua 'pueden expedirse leyes espeCoomkomA NACOA'. Di
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El trotomiento juridico sabre sold sexual es insuficiente. A posor quo existen diversas nor.
mas e incluso un Plan Nacional do Lucho contra el SIDA y otras onformedades do tronsmisin
sexual, el numero do afectados es alto yon crecimiento. Hasto agosto do 1996 so habion re.
portado 4,586 casos do SIDA, calculandose ol total do portadores ontre cincuento y setento mil.
Los personas dedicadas al comercio sexual clandestine quo so encuentran mds expuestas a con.
troor estas onformodades son hostigadas par los gobiernos municipals y Io policia on vez do
ser informoas y asesoradas paro provenir y cuidor su sold.
S

Lo Constituci6n (orticulo 60) estoblece que la politico nocional de pobloci6n tiene como
objetivo difundir y promover la motemidad y patemidod responsables. Reconoce el derecho de
los families y do las personas a decidir. Sin embargo, on muchas ocasiones estas politicos han
devenido on Ia imposicion do metodos de esterilizaci6n, lo que ha sido denunciado repetidas
veces en los moses recientes. Los programs del Gobierno no vinculan la salud reproductive
con, condiciones globales de vida y solud, y excluye de sus postulados los derechos
reproductivos de los mujeres.
La tosa do mortalidad moterna a nivel nocional osciende a 280 par coda 100,000 par.
tos. En las mujeres sin ningusn nivel de educaci6n, las muertes matemas son diez veces mas quo
en oquellas que tienen educaci6n superior. La mortolidad aumentaoen mujeres con varies hijos,
solos y de mayor edad. De coda diez muertes una es do mujeres entree 15 y 19 oaos. Los causos directs do esta mortalidad son: hemorragias, aborto, infecci6n e hipertensi6n. Mientras
quo la otencion prenatal y natal es alto on las ciudades, en el campo s61o el 15.2% de portos
son otendidos par profesionoles.
Se estima que el 15% de los embarazos pueden terminar en oborto espontoneo (alrededor de novento mil) a los que so sumarion doscientos setento mil abortos inducidos. Eloborto
es la segundo couso de muerto motemo. Mos de la mitad de obortos inducidos en Peru fine
complicaciones, pero s6lo uno de coda cinco recurred a un servicio de salud. El Pert) es uno de
los poises con moyor incidencio de abortos provocados (5.19 abortos par coda cien mujeres
en edad f6rtil).
La toso do mortalidad infantil se ha reducido de 52 par coda mil nocidos viros (1992) a
48 par coda mil (1996). Sin embargo, la brechacentre provincias es alto: on el Callao la tasa
se situo en 21 par mil, en Huoncovelico es de 102 par mil. Los infecciones respiratorias agu.
dos representan Ia primero couso de mortalidad, enfermedodes diorreicas agudos son Io segundo cousa important.

Articulos 130 y 140
El orticulo 13 del Pacto debe interpretarse teniendo coma una reference important la
Declaracion Mundiol sobre Educocion poro Todos de 1990. Alli so pone el enfosis, mas que en
la cobertura, en Io satisfacci6n de los necesidades bosicas de oprendizoje: herromientas del
aprendizoge, contenidos te6ricos, prdcticos y eticos.
Los nlveles de escolaridad han oumentado come 16gica consecuencia de la expansion do cobertura. Entre 6 y 14 ahos, el 86.15% asiste a la escuela, entree 12 y 19 ahos
s6lo el 52.4/. En terminos absolutes msc de un mill6n do nisios, nihas y adolescentes no osisten a Io escuelo. El promedio do estudios, en los mayors do 15 oaos, es do 7.7 alos. Sabreviven, sin embargo los diferencios regionales, muy marcados entree las mujeres: en Lima, los
adolescentes moyores do 15 anos han cursado 9.3 grodos -como promedio-, on Huancavelh16
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autopsia respective. Hate e
momento no so ha concodido el pedido y el caso ha sido
archivado en .1 Podor Judicial haste qua io roalice I&
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*El 22 do julio de 1997, Josefina Visquez Rivera do 30
ahos, se sonieti6 a ian AQV
en el puesto de salud do Paimas. provincia do Ayabaca,
en Paura. Joseina fue Ia sevta do ocho niujeres quo Is
tarde del 22 dejulio so some-k
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Resolucln Defensorlal NO 01. 98
Lima, 26 deenero de 1998
WSTO.
El informed final de /a investigact6n sobre ia aplicactn de Ia antconcepciOn quirrgica voluntana.
elaborado por /a doctors Rocto Villanueva Flores, Defensora Especiahzada en los Derechos de Ia
Mujer do Ia Defensorla del Pueblo, a parlir de las quejas presentadas y de las intervenciones de
ofio quo Ia insttuctbn ha levado a cabo en esta matena desde el 24 de junio de 1997 al15 de
enero de 1998.
CONSIDERANDO
Pnmero: competencia de Ia Defensorla del Pueblo en el ambito de los derechos fundamentales y
constitucionales de /a persona y de lacomunidad.
En cumplimiento del mandato consti/ucional de defender los derechos fundamentals y
constitucionales do /a persona y do /a comunidad, asl como de supenivsar el cumplniento de los
deberes de /a administracidn estatal, Ia Defensorla del Pueblo enmarca los resultados de /a
refenda investigacidn en el 6mbito general del artlculo 10 de laConstitucbn que prev6 que Ia
defense de ia persona humana y a!respeto a su dignidad constituyen el fin supremo de /a
sociedad y del Estado En particular, /8 actuactbn defensonal se sustenta en los artIculos 20
incisos 1), 2) y 3), 60 y 7 de ia Carta Fundamental qua reconocen los derechos a /a vida a I
integndad personal, a /a igualdad. a Ia liberfad de conciencia y de religin, a Ia salud, asl como /a
facultad de decidir en tomo a cuando y cu~ntos hlqs tenet Destaca. finalmente, el concepto
contenido en el literal a). del inciso 24 del articulo 20 de laConstituci6n que consagra el pnnciplo
do que "nadieest6 obligado a hacer Joquo Ia ley no manda, ni impedido de hacer o que ella no
prohlbe".
En consecuencia, conforme 16 establece el artlculo 1620 de laConsttuct6n y lodesarrolla /a Ley
Org nica de Ia Defensoria del Pueblo NO 26520, corresponde vernficar si /a aplicacion de i
anticoncepcbn quin'rgica voluntana se Ileva a cabo respetando a cabaidad tales derechos y en el
ejercicio dilogente de los deberes de funcbn do las autondades, funcionanos y servidores do to
administracidn estatal
Segundo: Relacibn con los instruments intemacionales en malena do Derechos Humanos.
Trathndose de normas relativas a los derechos fundamentales y constitucionales, corresponde
-en virlud del artlculo 550 y de laCuarta Disposictbn Final y Transitona de laConstituci6n- hacker
referencia a los artlculos 40, 5 70. 120 y 240 de Ia ConvenciOn Amencana sobre Derechos
Humanos, que pro/egen los derechos a lavida. a Ia integndad, a lahberfad personal. a lalibertad
de conciencia y rehgin, asl como a laigualdad
Es del caso destacar que, el artlculo 10de Ia ci/ada convenct6n. dispone que los Estados Parte se
comprometen a respetar los derechos y ibertades reconocidos en el/a y a garantizar su libre y
pleno ejercicio a toda persona sujeta a su junsdicci6n.
En este contexto, es per/nente mencionar Ia Convencbn sobre Ia EliminaciOnde todas las
Formasde Discnminaci6ncontra Ia Mujer, que establece que los Estados Par/e asegurardn en
condiciones de igualdad entre hombres y mujeres, 'los mismos derechos a decidir hbre y
responsablemente al numero do sus hijos y el mntervalo entre los nacimientos y a tener acceso a
Ia informacidn, /a educacidn y los medios que les permilan ejercer estos derechos'.
Tercero: actuac#6n defensonal circunscnta a las actividades de an/iconcepcidn quirrgica.
En cumplimiento do sus funcoanes /a Defensorla del Pueblo tom6 conocimiento de casos de
mujares estenlizadassin el debido consentimiento en el marco de los programas de planificac~n
familiar, y reahz6 las investigacionescorrespondientes Ilegando a Ia conclusion de que, en los
nueve casos, que involucran a otras tantas mujeres -cuyos nombres no se consignan en
proteccon del derecho a la intimidad reconocido en el artlculo 20, inciso 7) de Ia Constitucnsustentados en el informe refendo en Ia introduccidn de Ia presented Resolucibn, se ha mncumpldo
con los requisitos establecidos en el Manual de Normas y Procedimientos pera las Actividades do
AntconcepcOn Quirirgica Voluntana (AQV) y se ha vulnerado derechos fundamentales. En este
ltimo camp. en especial, el derecho a decidir libromente:pero tambidn el derecho a actuar do
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conformidad con Jos dctados de a propia conciencia y de Ia relgo6n. con afectaciln adicional del
anterior, me" ta
derecho ala integndadpersonal. ala salud yeon Oltma ,nstancaa la vida unLonumero
reducido de
mayor consderac#6n de la Defensorla del Pueblo aunque s sustente en
casos
segun cfras propocionadas poa el Ministro de Salud, los anticoncepthvos mds

Efectrramente,
usados par las mujeres del Pero en etmarco do los progremas de su sector sonytolos iyctablos
(336.502 personas) las plldores (231,813), 1despsdtvo ,ntrautenno,(186.946)
sEncuesta.Demagr6fricay do Salud
antconcepcinquirOrpica voluntana (110.186) Segun ia
0o all/ quo
Familiar 1996. este Oltmo es el tercer mdtodo do preforencia do potenciales usuanas
las conclusiones referiaWs ala anticoncepcidn quirorgca voluntana deben morecer 1I mayor
y
preocupaciOn par part. do la administracin estatal, do las autoridades junsd.ccionales
irreversble del antconceptivo
fiscalizadoras asi coma de Ia opinin publhca, debido a caracterpersonas.
quo afecta do manera determinant a video reproductive do las
do Ia vida
Las intervenciones quirOrgicas son, ademas, objetadas par sectores imporantes
do los
nacional desde e1 punt do vista religoso y cultural Y. par afladidura,/a trascondencua
hace
derochos fundamentales involucrados y do las pallticas pdblicas quo pueden afectarlos,
ineludible /a intevencidn defensonal pare reclamardel Estado una dilgencia extreme en Ia

Familiar 199&2000. on especial
aplicaci~n del Programa do Salud Reproductive y Planticaci6n
do los m6todos anticonceptivos deninitivos Asi aodemanda. no solamente las prOcticas dobuen

y
iobiemo quo doben caractenzar alta administraci6 nd el Estado, sino e1 debor do autoridades
uncionanos do pormitirat libre y pleno ejorcici do los derechos humanos do todos los peruanos
y peruanas sin distinc6n.
Cuarto: rgumen legal sabre plandficacidn familiar en el Peru.
son
Ademas do las normas constitucuonales y do los tralados intemacionales antes menceonados,
do aphcaci6n on esta ,nvestigacidn:
do 5 do julho do 1985, quo
El Decreto Legislatvo NW346, Ley do Polltica Nacuonal de Poblacifn,objetivo
promover y asegurar
establece en e/ arlculo 1 inciso 2) quo dicha norma legal hone par
numero y
Ia decision lhbre, informada y rosponsable do las personas ylas parejas sobre el
espaciamiento do los nacimientos;
do Poblacidn
0
Ley N 25530, do 8 do setiembre do 1995. que modiftI a Ley de Polltic. Nacional
excluyendo sdlo al aborto coma mtodo do planificacr; famdat
establoce quo toda persona
La Ley N 26842, Ley General do Salud, do 15 do julho do 1997, quo
los
(one derecho a elegir libremente el metodo anticonceptivo do su preferencia, incluyendo
mdtodos naturales;
O
quo dispone quo el
La ResoluciOn Ministenal N 071-96 SAIDM do 17 de agosto de 1995.sumin
strar, en forma
Munsteno de Salud, las Regiones y Subregiones de Salud, deberhn a fin de asegurar a las
totalmente gratuita, la m~s amplia game de metodos anticonceptrvos,
personas su hbre e informada eleccin;
aprueba el Programa
La Resoluci6n Ministenal NO071-96- SA/DM. do 06 de febrero de 1996, quo
do Salud Reproductiva y Planificacikn Familiar 1996-2000
quo pars acceder alos
Resoluci6n Directoral NO001-DGSP do 29 do febrero de 1996, que seflala
del cdnyuge, conviviente o
m~todos anticonceptvos quinurgicos no es necesana Ia autonzaci6n
pareja, y
Quirrgica Voluntana
El Manual de Normas y Procedimientos pars Acttvdades de Antconcepcidn
Nacional del Ministeno
Planficacidn
de
Nacional
Programa
del
Dsireccidn
Ia
par
elaborado
OV),
(A
Ia realizaciOn do tal intervencidn
de Salud. quo regular los hneamientos y normas tdcnicas para
quirrgica
yla libertad do
Quanto: consideractn sobre los derechos reproductivos, Ia libertad individual
concencia .
a docidr cuAndo y
El artlculo 6 do/Ia Constituc6n reconoco el drecho do las personas y families do
educwin y /a
los programas
cuantos hijos toner, estableciendo quo el Estado debe asegurar
a s lud do las
afecten Ia vida oa
informacidn adecuados. asl coma 0l acceso a las medios quodonomujores yhombres a eegr los
personas. No est en cuestidn, n consecuencla, 01 oerech
adecuadOs, incluyendo Is anticoncepci~n
mtodos do planificaci&7familiar quo consideren mhs
do/lDOCrOt L gislatvo N346., Loy do Pollta Nacional do
quirOrgica voluntafla, en cumplim nitO
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Poblacicn. y doesLey NO 25530, quo excluye uncamente al aborto como mntodo de plandicac#6n
famiiar.
Sin embargo, ol ejercicto de los derechos reproductivos delas personas so traduce en acts de
naturalezaindivdual, quo afectan su wd Intims y que por lo lanto deben sor respetuosos de ia
autonomla del indiwduo y doea hbortad de conciencia y de religin. asl como do las
considoraciones culturalos del caso. De aqul quo /a labor desarrollada por las Comisanes de
Salud y doea Mujer Desarollo Humano y el Deporte del Congreso delay Repobhca. unida ala
intervenciln do/ia Iglesta
Catlihca, do distinguidas personaldades y do los medios do
comunicoci6n hayan planteado una voz do alerta en favor del respeto a Ia decisin libre y
consciente de los usuanos y usuanas del programa do planficacin familiar, en particular, do
aquellos mntodos irreversibles.
En este contexto el derecho ata Iobertad do election require quo las personas sean nformadas
sobre todos los n$todos gales do plandifcacidn familiar, incluyendo sus beneicios y nesgos,
tongan access gratuito a ellos, y cuenten con las suricentes garantlas pare poder empleailos o
rechazados. Asl 10 demand en esta delicada matena Ia concepcin constitucional do respeto a ia
dignidad dola persona, recogida en e1art/cul 10doea Carte Politica.
Sexto: problems detectados on laeplicaci6n do /a anticoncepci6n quirirgica voluntana
La inves/igacirn permite concluir, adomis, quo en los casos investigads laaplicaci6n do Ia
anticoncepcn quirurgice ha presentado problems pnncipalmente onginados en:
a) Falta do garantlas pare lalibre eloccion.
La consejerla previa previste te6ricamente en elManual ha sido mnsufriciente pues en los casos
bajo studio no se he informado sobre todos los m6todos anticonceptwos. Tempoco ha habido un
plazo razonable entre la fecha en quo lamujer consiente ye/die do laintervenci6n quirurgica,
poniendo en dude Ia posibilidaddo reflexionar serenamente en tomo a ladecision de optar por un
mdtodo irreversible o por otros temporales a disposicidn do lapoblacidn. Por ltimo. so he
recibido versions sobre e ofrecimiento de estmulos en alimentos a cambio do Ia intervencian
quirurgica:
b) Tendencia compulsive en Ia aplicacian delprograma
La porinded olorgada a los progremas do planificacidn familiar, unida al sistema do metas on su
eecucidn, permit concluir quo so dan las condiciones como pare quo so desarrolle una
tendencia compulsive en los ejecutores del program quo puede ser percibida como coercitive, /0
quo afecta /s libre eleccirn do las personas a quienes no so les derle
/a opcOn entre someterse a1
program o no hacero y, on elpnmer caso entre adopter un mtodo irreversible
o utilizer alguno
do los otros no definitivos;
c) Campallas destinades exclusrvamente a Ia ligadura de trompas y, en monor medida, a la
vasectomla
Estas campafas han priviegiado 01uso do los m6todos definittvoson desmedro do los
temporales, pontendo en peligro &1derecho a la ibortad do opc#6n do las personas. Durante la
investigacin Ia Defonsorle del Pueblo obtuvo fotograflas do campaflas do ligaduras do trompas y
vasectomla -en algun caso Ilamades festival- Ilevadas a cabo en:
Julcjn (Julchn, La Libertad) 12 y 13 de setembre do 1996.
Yanaoce (Cusco, Cusco) 24 al29 do mayo do 1996
San Lorenzo (Alto Amazonas, Loreto) octubre 1996
Huancasancos (Huancasencos, Ayacucho) 10 y 11 do julio do 1996
La Esperanza (Trujt, La Libertad), 17 doeagosto do 1997
Yarnacocha (Coronol Portillo, Ucayali) 4/al
9 do mayo
San Ram n (Chanchamayo, Jun/n).
d) Metas establecidas com cantidades do mujeres quo necesanamente debon utlizar
doterminados mrtodos anticonceptivos.
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Resultan especialmente preocupantes las siguentes quo so encuentranprovislas on 0lPrograms
do Salud Reproductive y Plandfcacibn Familiar 1996.2000
Lograr que ol 100% do las pecientes con atenc.n instducional do perto o aboto egresen
iniciando algun m6todo anticonceptivo seguro luego do haber tenido consejerl mdividual.
Alcanzar una coberlure do mtodos anticonceptrvos modemos. seguros y oicaces no monor at
50% do las mujeres en odad f6,til, y) 170% do las mujeros en odad firtil en uni~n
Alcanzar una cobertura de mtodos anticonceptivos modemos, seguros y elicaces no manor a/
60% do las mujeres adolescentes unidas.
Estes metes referides solamente a mujeres, rodactadasademhs en un lenguale mds compulsevo
quo programitico. vulneren al derechoa /a igualded y pueden afectar senamente los derechous a
/a hbre opciOn, asi como a Ja
libertaddo conciencia y do religion, y
e)Felts do seguimiento posterior ala intervencidn quin'rgica.
Stbien las campaflas do ligadura do trompas so han hecho case por case, no siempre los
ejecutores del program hen regresado a domicilo do las usuanas quo han$do objeto do is
investigaciOn defensonal pare gerantizar un edecuado seguimiento y ast prevenir complicacones
postenores
Stimo- deber de cooperacbn
Do acuerdo con 01artculo 1610 doea Constituc6n, y losartlculos 16 y 17 do Is Ley AP 26520,
los rganos pubhcos esthn oblgados a coleborar con /a Defensorla del Pueblo cuendo 6ste Jo
requiera. En cumplimiento do este debar, en 01transcurso do lainvestigaci n defensonal so logr)
quo el Directordo Programas Sociales y del Programs Nacional do Planificac&n Familiar
informers, mediante Oficio N' 1267.97-DGSP.DPS-PF do 17 do sotiembre do 1997, quo el
Ministeno do Salud heble dspuesto quo elPrograme de Planifcaciin Familiar asuma Ia totelidad
do los costs de las complicaciones quo so pudieran presenter despu~s do toda intervenci6n do
ligadura do trompas, quo incluyen costs do traslado, medicaments y do ser nocesano una
nueva intervencibn quinrgica.
Octavo: requenmiento alos funcionanos y entdades do Ia administracidn estatel.
Corresponde on consecuencia, plentear losrequenmentos necosanos al interor do Ia Defensorlt
del Pueblo y alas cormspondientes autondades, funcionarios y servidores do taadminstraciOn
estatal, a efecto do gerantizar e1respeto a los derechos fundamenteles y constitucionales
involucrados en los programs do planificacidn familiar, especialmenteo en a promoci6n y
ejecuciOn de acciones de anticoncepcidn quirurgice voluntarie.
SE RESUEL VE
Articulo pnmero- ENCOMENDAR ala Defensora Especializada en los Derechos doe Mujer,
que mantenga un sistema do vigilancia y seguimiento especial do las quejas y denuncias sobre /a
afectacidOn del derecho a Ia hbre oleccidn en e/marco del Programs do Salud Reproductive y
Plandticaci6on Familiar. 1996-2000 mediante formulas do
a) SUPERVISION PREFERENTE del cumplimiento do los deberes de luncibn do las autoridades,
funcionanos y servidoms responsables do Ia ejecucidn do tel programs:
b) SEGUIMIENTO ANTE LAS INSTANCIAS ADMINISTRA TIVAS Y JURISDICCIONALES dolas
investigactones correspondents do los casos detectedos en eltranscurso de a investegacin u
otros que so presents on el futuro en losquo so heys afectado derechos constitucionales y
fundamentales do las personas quo deciden someterse o no someterse a programas do
planificacidn familiar y
c) COOPERACION con organizaciones no gubemamentales. colegis profesionales,
asocisacines religiosas, asl como con Ia Iglesia Catbtica y los medios do comunicactbn quo
faciliten ia accidn do fiscalizacidn social en favor del eerccio libre y consciento do los derechos
reproductivos consagrados en ia ConstitucOn.
Artlculo segundo. ENMARCAR dicho sistema do vigilancia y seguirniento en Ia tutela do los
derechos fundamenteles yen Ia supervision do Ia admmistracibn estatal en relocOn a los
siguientes pnncipios:
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a) ol ACCESO do las personas A TODOS LOS MTODOS do plenificact6n farnar autonzodos
potto ley. sin que el Estado pnvilege ninguno do ellos. en cumpimieno del artilcubo 6 does
Constitucbn.
b) Ia INFORMACION bnndadaen tomo a los benelicos y nesgos do code uno do el/as, asl como
alas GARANTIAS pare una DECISION MEDITADA en los casos doeadopci6n de mtodos
rurgicosiffTeverisbles. en virtud dolo d spuesto en 0l artlculo 20,incisos 1)y 24). literal a) dela
nstltucpn;
c) /a posibilidad do ADOPTAR o RECHAZAR los mrtodos do planificaci6n familiar en jerccio
iffrestncto del derecho a Ia libertad do conciencia y do religi n quo Ia Constituciln garantize on 0&
inciso 3) del atllculo20.
Artlculo Tercero, - APROBAR el documento final doeainvestgaciOn titulede lnforn sobre la
plicacin de Ia anticoncepcion quirrgica voluntarie: los casos investigedos pot /a Dofensorla del
Pueblo y disponer su difusibn centre los funcionanos e instituciones del Estado competentes
Artilculo Cuarto - PROPONER a /a Dreccidn do Planificacin Familiar del Ministeno do Selud, quo
el Manual do Normos y Procedimientos pare Actrvidades do Anticoncepc)6n QuirUrgice Vountana
(AQV) sea modificado a fin de:
a) Exigir como requisito pare someterse oa ntsconcepciOn quirurgrca voluntona, ser mayor do
edad. y der pnondad a las personas despufs quo hayan tonido cuando menos dos hilos,
b) Establecer claramente quo Ia conseerla provia a ta onticoncepcirn qruinrgca vountana sea
Ilevade a cabo en dos sesiones distintas, como minimo; y
c) Fiar un plazo razonable entree Ia fecha on quo so firma Ia outonzacin yel die en quo so Ileva a
cabo Ia
sintervencibn quinrgica, quo permits Ia reflext6n y el oercicio consciente de Ia libre
elocci6n, salvo en los casos do necesidod comprobada por haberse practicado cesireas
sucesivas con antenonded.
Articulo Quinto.- RECOMENDAR a Ministro do Salud
a) SUS TITUIR las campalass deshnadas exclusivamente a promover Ia hgadur do trompas y Ia
vasectomla pot atoas quo ddfundan /a planit iccin familiar en general -sin privilegioar nngirn
metodo- a fin do garanbzarel derecho do toda persona a elegir@ rntodo anticonceptno de su
preference. do acuenlo con to dispuesto on los arltculos 6 doea Consbtuclon y 6 de Ia Ly N
26842.
b) REFORMULAR las metas de los progremas reemplazando las actualmente establecidas
-como pot ejemplo Ia cantided de personas quo deben set captades, pot otras do canter
programAtico basadas en estimaciones do Ia demand do coda uno do los ntodos
anticonceptnvos, con explicita cobertura a hombres y mujores,
c) MODIFICAR el1Iogro general del program expresado en quo 01 100% de las pacientes con
atencidn instiltucional do parto o aborto egresen iniciando algun m6todo anticonceptivo seguro por
otto Iogro en a/ quo so establezca quo dicho porcentajo debe egreser habiendo sido debidamente
informado do todos Wmtodos
ls
do planificaciOn familiar,
d) ADOPTAR nuevas metas cuantitatrras on 6rminos do coberture do informacibn sobre todos
los mdtodos do plenhficecon familiar, tanto para hombres cuanto pare mujeres; y
e) ESTABLECER en 0*presupuesto del sector o del Pmgram Naconal do Planificc6n Familiar
los recursos necesanos para indemnizar a las personas -o a los familiars do set 0l caso- quo
hubieran sido estenlizadas sin su consentimiento, sufndo complicacionos o fallecido como
consecuencia do intorenciones quo no hubieren cumphdo con los estdndares do caidad
acepladoson los procedimientos y prcticasinstitucioneles y professionals, en etenc6n alo
dspuesto on los articulos20y 40 do/Ia Ly NO 26842
Artlculo Sexto.- FORMULAR al Ministro do Selud y a los responsables del Programs Nacional do
Planificacon Familiar los siguientes RECORDA TORIOS DE SUS DEBERES LEGALES, do
conformidad con 1o dispuesto pot el artlculo 26 doe a Ly NO26520. Ley Orgnica doea
Defensorla delPueblo
a) VIGILAR quo las personas usuanes do los sarvicios do planiftceci6n familiar seen
adecuadernenteinformadas do todos y ceda uno do los m6todos, incluyendo los naturoles, segOn
/o estabtecidoen 01aillculo 6' doe a Ly N 26842; y sobre Ia posbilidad do adoptarlos o
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rechatalos en virtud do 10dispuesto pot el airtculo 2'.ncssos 1) y 24). htrul a).
b) RESGUARDAR Ia libr oloccii n de las personas. sancoonando/aentrega do cualquer tipo do
bones o srscvios, como estimulo parael udso
montodos anticonceptivos, en cumplimiento deo0
dispuesto porel artlculo 2r del Docreto Legislatrvo NO 346,
c) ESTABLECER quo so ontrogue por ecnto las instncconespro y post oporatonas, y
qarantzar un adoecusdo soguimionto alaspersonas que optan por los mdtodos defintivos,
incluyendo visits domilisnes. do conformidad con Iodispuesto on los Capltulos 2 y 70del
Manual do Normas y Procedimontos pare Actividedes do Antlconcepcsin Quioirgica Voluntana:
d) DISPONER las investigaciones correspondientes y SANCIONAR a los funcionanos y
servidores publicos quo no hayan cumpldo las disposiciones del Manual do Nomas y
Procedimientos pare Actrvidades do AnticoncoociKn Quinrgica Volunlana, ni obsorvedo /a
legislaci6n vigento on esta matoaia, de acuerdo con o establecido en e artlculo 21 del Docreto
Legislativo NO 276.
0) GARANTIZAR quo todos los cen'ns do salud del pals cuenten Ia mis amplia game do
m6todos anticonceptivos, do conformidad con a/ artlculo 20 do Ia ResoluclOn Ministenal N
572-95- SA4)M, y
) INFORMAR a tods los contros do salud del pals quo 0@
Programa de Plandicacidn Familiar
asumir gratuttemente Ia totaldad do los costos do las complicaciones quo pudioren presenter
las personas usuanas despuEs do Ia
sintervencidn quirOrgica, los mismos quo induyen los costos
de traslado, modicamentos e intervencibn quiorgica, do ser neceseno.
Arlculo s6timo.,- EXHOR TAR a los representantes del Ministeno POblico y del Poder Judicial pare
qu investiguen adecuadamentelas causes do Ia muerte do las mujeres que fueron sometdas a
una intervencidn de hgadure do trompas, las razones do las complicaciones sufndas despu6s de
Ia inte nn
.
y los casos do estenlizacien involuntena, siompre quo se presume Ia
existPaciade un delito
Aelculo octavo.- RECORDAR a los funcionanos del Ministeno do Salud, do las Regiones y
Subregiones de Salud. queen virtud del debor de cooperacibn establecido nl 1/arliculo 1610 de
a Cons!itucidn. yeon los aftfculos 16 y 170 do Ia Loy N 26520. esthn obligados a proporcioner Ia
nformaci6n quo requieralaDefensorla del Pueblo. incluyndo las histonas cIlnicas do las
usuanas
Articulo noveno- URGIR alDirector de Programas Sociales y del Programs do Pannfcacln
Familiar del Ministeno de Salud, para que en cumplimiento del artlculo 1610 do Ia ConstituciOn y
de los art/culos 160y 17* do Ia Ley 26520, Ley Organico do laDefensorla del Pueblo, remita la
informaci6n solicitada por nuestra institucibn mediante el Oficto NW202.97-DP-DA do 04 de
noviembre de 1997. refenda a:
El numero de hombres y mujeres, por separado. que so ban acogido al Programa de Planificaci6n
FamiliarLas edades de tales personas,
Porcentajes de los mbtodos anticonceptivos elegidos. y
Provincias en las quo estas personas hen sido atendidas
Arliculo dcimo.- RECORDAR a los profesionales, t#cnicos y auxlhares, encargados de ejecutar
elPrograms de Salud Reproductrva y PlanicaciOn Familiar, quo de acuerdo con e/ariculo 360 de
laLey N 26842, son responsables por los daflos y peouicios qua ocasionen al paclente por e/
ejercicio negigente. imprudente e rnpento de sus actvidedes
Artlculo und6cimo - INVOCAR al/a Comisi6n de laMujer, Desarrollo Humano y Deporte y a la
Comisibn de Salud del Congreso do Ia Repiblica, pare qua do conformdad con lo establecido en
e!articulo 1120 do Ia Constitucibn, yen los allculos 2 y 50del Reglamento del Congreso de la
Repubhca, continue Ilevando a cabo una permanent tiscalizacidn del cumplimiento do Ia
legislaciOn vigente on matena de planificaciOn familiar y a laDefonsora Especializeda en los
Derechos do Ia Muler Ia coordinacidn correspondiente
Artlculo duodicimo - EXHORTAR a las personas y organizaciones de /a sociedad cNiil quo
conozcan casos en los que se hays estenlizado a mueres sin su consentimiento, sin contar con
informaciOn sufficient, a cambio de ahmentos, o on los que Ia intervenci6On quirnrgica haye
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presentado complicaciones, a que presen/en su quoja ante la Defensorla del Pueblo para llevar a
cabo /a investigacs6n correspondent do conformided con /a present Resoluci~n
Ar/culo ddcimo tercom - REMITIR ainforme
el
a quo hace referencia el ar/culo 3 do /a presented
Resoluci6n a:
Senlor Presidente dole Republice
Senor Presidents do/a Corte Suprema del Repub/ca
Senor Presidente del Consejo de Ministros
Senor Ministro de Salud
Selore Ministra do Promocibn do /a Mujer del Desarrollo Humano
Senor Presidente do la Comisi6n do Salud del Congreso de la Repubhca
So/or Presidents do /I Comis6n do Derechos Humanos y Pecificaci6n del Congreso do Ia
Republca
Sealors Presidenta do/to Comisidn dola Mujer, Oesarrollo Humano y Deporte del Congreso do Ia
Republca.
Se/or Fiscal do Ia Naci6n
Se/onta Presidenta dole Comistbn Ejecutiva del Ministero Pub/ico
Senor Vce-Ministro do Jus/icia
Se/ora Presidenta del Insttuto Peruano do Segurdad Social.
Senor Director de Pnvgrama do Servicios Sociales y Planficaci&n Familiar del Minsteno de Salud
Seflores Direc/ores Regionales do Salud.
Arlculo dcmo cuaeto.. INCLUIR I present@ Resolucidn Defensonal en el nforme anual al
Congreso do/ia Republce, conforms Io establece elArtlculo 270 do Ia Ley N 26520, Ley Organica
do /a Defensorla del Pueblo
Registrese, comun/quese y publlquese.
JORGE SANTISTEVAN DE NORIEGA
Defensor delPueblo
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Dr. Marino Cost&B4uOr
Minisuo de Estado tn el
Despacho de Salud
Mirtisterio de Salud
Av. Sslaverry s1n
Jes4s Maria, Lima
De mi mayor considencift
Nos dirigimos a Usted dutdo continuidad -J dillogo permaneate y provechoso entre nucwas
institutions. En ests oc&si6n nos referimos a bs noticias apamidas en las ditimas seminars
en dos diaries de circulAcift ftxciOfW &cerca de denuncias de becbos lamen.4bles: ocurridos
supuestamezite dumnte la ejocuci6n de*alp= actividades del Prop&= de Pl,&nircaci6n
Familiar del Ministerio de Salud. En a1gunas de estas noticias se hace alusi6n &IPANFAR
(Programa de Aliment-aci6n y Nutricift a Fautilias en Alto Riesgo), el cual es fina iciado por
USAID.
El PANFAR, como bien express el Sr. Vice Ministro de Salud en una entrevista con la
prenss, es un prograrna estrechamente focalizado dirigido a aliviar el riesgo exLremo de
desnutricidn de niAos y padres en el plazo de seis meses, y no deberfa tener ninguna relaci6n
con las actividades a que aluden las noticias en menci6n.
Asi como el PANFAR. otros importance proyectos entre el Ministerio de Salud y USAID,
tales como el Proyeclo 2000, PASARE (Programa de Apoyo en Salud Reproductiva),
Coberturs con Calidad, Administracidn Logfstica de Anticonceptivos, Ayuda ContraSIDA y
VIGIA. entre los mis imPOnan[cs. han sido disefiados y aprobados especificamente para
brindar apoyo a las personas de mayor necesidad, respetando y promoviendo sus derechos.
Por esfe motive y ante las circunstancias mencionadas anteriormente, Sr. Minister. queremos
reiterate que. con,() es de su conocimien(o, nuestro deseo de colaboraci6n en el campo de
l'ItiiN.-acionr-ajjjjjj.Ir Ofj h3udo en la elecciOn librc. voluntaria e informad;j dc nidwdos
anticonceptivos oficcidos dentro de un3 aniplia gaina de ofena que sadsfaga la, intenciones
reprt ?duct ivw; de I.t% pcrsonw v brindados dentro de un m3rco de calidad. y no en ohiener
11104% cuiIIII(ativ.1% IwIf ni wdio %,por proveednr o grupo de provecdores. c.%fvci;dmenie si se
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trata de la ligadura de trompas y la vasectomia Por consiguiente. la c1cccl6n hecha en estas
circunstancias no dcberia supeditarse a ninguna condicionalidad de parlicipacion o exclusion
de otro servicio
Esta intenci6n de colaboraci6n ha sido manifestada a su persona y a otras alias au(oridadcs
del Minis(erio de Salud y de otras entidades del Gobierno del Pelli en m6ltiples
oporrunidades desde Julio de 1996, moment en que se intensificaron las actividades del
Program de Planificaci6n Familiar, con especial infasis en anticoncepci6n quiriirgica
voluntaria (AQV), Como ya le hemos expresado en varies ocasiones. nuestra inquietud con
metas de AQV radical en que la transmission vertical de expectativas de esta indole abre la
posibilidad de todo tipo de distorsi6n en la sagrada relaci6n entre proveedor y usuaria/o. Por
este motive. los proyectos financiados por USAID se han abstenido de participar en
campahas de AQV
Al mismo iiempo. no hemos escatimado ocas16n para respaldar con redoblada fe sus
iniciativas dirigidas a mejorar la calidad de los servicios. El Proyecto Cobertura con Calidad
y la Investigaci6n sobre Satisfacci6n de Usuarias son dos de los mAs recientes esfuerzos en
este sentido.
Estamos seguros que usted compare nuestra opinion de que es necesario investigator
inmediatamente cualquier denuncia que ponga en riesgo los importance programs que se
estAn implementando. Por consiguiente, USAID ha comunicado a las agencies cooperates
de nuestro program de apoyo alimenLario que deberian redoblar su eficaz y permanent
monitored, a fin de investigator de mantra agresiva cualquier denuncia becha contra el
program. Confiamos que el intercamblo de information que podamos obtener de nuestra5
respectivas Lnvestigaciones redunde en beneficio de estos importance programs.
No obstanic. en vista de la importance primordial de este asunto. para proseguir con el
apoyo t&nico y financier de USAID a] Programa de PlanificacOn Familiar del Ministerio
de Salud en el afio calendario 1998 (cs decir. las actividades conocidas como PASARE,
Cobertura con Calidad y Administraci6n Logistica de Anticonceptivos), necesitamos contar
wn lo siguiente a la brevedad possible, de manera de asegurar que los servicios sean
brindados con los est indares requeridos de calidad y respe(o a los derechos de las usuarias:
j

El inicio de la Investigaci6n sobre :atisfacci& de Usuarias que venimos coordinando
con su Despacho desde junio de esle afio. en por lo menos tres regiones/sub-re iones
de salud

2

Confirmaci6n de que el Programa de Planifii-acjibn -amiliar en el afio 1998 no se va a
caracterizar por quotas. metas o "cifras referenciales" iransmilidas a proveedores 0
rwpo., de prnveedore,. especialnienic en fit que alafic i hu-Auri-, de iromp'l..
%.I
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The Ministry of Health of the Republic of Peru would like to
inform opinion leaders, authorities, the media and the general
public of the National Reproductive Health Program (NRHP) over
which several criticisms and inaccurate versions have circulated
both in the national and international press since December 1997.
Neither the National Population Law of 1985 (approved by all

political sectors of Congress under a different government) nor
the norms and procedures of the National Reproductive Health
Program of January 1996 permit or condone any imposition,
coercion or donation of any kind of goods or services in exchange
for the acceptance of any contraceptive method.

Over 2.3 million married women in Peru use some form of
contraception. The main contraceptive methods used ave periodic
abstinence or withdrawal (33% of current users); 12.4% use
injectables; 9.6% rely on oral contraceptives; 18.7% use IUDs;
and 15.1% have chosen a tubal ligation or a vasectomy,
The official family planning program seeks to ensure informed
access to ALL methods for poor women so that they also have the
same advantages that more educated women have had for many years.
Among married women with college education, 75.4% use a
contraceptive method; among married women with no education, only
38.3% use a family planning method.
Voluntary surgical contraception (both tubal ligations and
vasectomies) was approved by the Peruvian Congress in 1995 as an
official family planning method, as is the case in the majority
of developed and developing countries.
The mean age of women in Peru at the time of sterilization is 32
Sixty-nine percent of
and 87.5% of them have 3 or more children.
married women of reproductive age in Peru want no more children,
and among those with no education, this proportion rises to

82.5%.
Of the more that 100,000 tubal ligations and vasectomies
performed in the public sector in 1997, the Ombudsman has
reported only nine cases of either lack of full informed consent
or deaths due to poor quality of health care. This represents
less than .008% of all surgical contraception procedures in 1997
--in contrast to allegations of mass sterilization. The Ministry
of Health is conducting a full investigation of these nine cases
and others reported in the press.
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A Committee has been created by the Ministry of Health to
investigate the cases of alleged abuse includes representatives
from the OB-GYN Medical Association, the Physicians College, the
main Medical School in Peru (Cayetano Heredia) and a
representative from the Ministry of Health. Their findings will
be carefully reviewed and appropriate action will be taken.
In addition, the Government of Peru is implementing the following
changes in an effort to improve the overall quality of the
National Reproductive Health Program:
Every patient requesting a tubal ligation or a
vasectomy will undergo one counseling session on the
full range of contraceptive choices and a second
session on possible complications and the irreversible
nature of surgical contraception as well as pre-op and

post-operative care.
After the second counsellisig session for surgical
contraception, there will be a 72-hour waiting period
to allow the prospective user to carefully consider all
options.

Tubal ligation and vasectomy will only be provided in
hospitals and health centers that are certified as
meeting the standards for those types of operations.
The Ministry of Health has submitted a request to the
Finance Ministry to provide compensation for those
individuals or families where there is legal evidence
of malpractice or lack of informed consent.
There will be no provider targets for tubal ligation or
vasectomy or any other family planning method nor any
method-specific targets at the regional or local

levels.
The national family planning norms require that all
methods be made available and no one method will be
advocated over another.
A new monitoring and supervision system will be
implemented and carried out by a team of highly

qualified professionals.
The Government of Peru through the Ministry of Health reiterates
its commitment to provide individuals and couples with the
information and services they need to meet their reproductive
choices. The Government would also like to acknowledge its
gratitude to international organizations for their continued
support in promoting women's reproductive rights and health.
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Eviclencia de las niedtdas operstivas y dt monitortoClue c0MINSA esti tomando parn
astgurar el consentimienlo infonnado y Is proteccion de derechos en el Programs de
Planiricaci~n Familiar.

Por lo arriba expuesto. mueho apreciarenios su atenci6n especial parn quc se ionic acci6" en
estos puntos a Is brevedad posible, en beneficio del Programa de Planficacifn Failiar
Es propicia Is ocas16n para expresar nuestro cordial saludo y desearle un feliz afio 1998

Atentamente.

Donald W.
Director

d,Jr.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Agricultural Trade Development and Asslstance Act or 1954 (Public
Law 480). as amended. Is the statutory authority for the Title II Food for
Peace Program. The Title II program In Peru was designed to address the
food security needs of the extremely poor..about 18 percent of the country's
23 million people In 1994. As a result of a new Food Security Strategy for
Peru, a reduction In terrorism, and USAIDs new Food Aid and Food
Security Policy Paper, USAID/Peru's food aid programs were refocused
during fiscal year 1996 and generally redirected to Peru's Sierra region
where the majority of the extremely poor live.
The Division of Performance Audits audited USAID/Peru's management of
nonemergency Title II food aid as part of a worldwide audit requested by
USAID/Washlngton's Bureau for Humanitarian Response. The Bureau's
basic concern was whether food aid programs In the field are well managed
and adequately staffed. To address this concern, we determined whether
(1) the Mission and Its private voluntary organization (PVO) cooperating
sponsors had an adequate management structure to ensure that food aid
IS targeted to the most needy people. (2) the structure ensured that the aid
reached the Intended beneficiaries, and (3) the Mission had progressed
toward achieving the Intended results of food aid activities.
The following summarizes the results of our audit:
USAID/Peru and the cooperating sponsors did not yet have an
adequate management structure to ensure that the food aid Is
targeted to the most food-needy people. The Mission was In the
process of Implementing such a structure. However, Improvements
could be made In mplementing and monitoring the programs to
better target the food aid (page 5). Further, the cooperating sponsors
followed divergent policies for how long to continue beneficiaries In
nutrition programs and significant efficiencies could be achieved by
following the practices of the most efficient sponsor (page I1).
Although our linted tests did not detect any major food losses from
certain weaknesses in the management structure, Improvements
were needed to better ensure that the food ald.the food,
monetization proceeds and program Income--is not stolen or wasted.
and to administer the aid more efficiently. For instance, USAID/Peru
and the cooperating sponsors needed to Increase their oversight over
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the food acUvities (page 16).
The cooperating sponsors were
Inconsistent In controlling the food through their financial
accounting records and in subjecting the accountability for the food
to financial audit (page 20). Signi.cant eficlencles could be achieved
by standardizing the size of food rations for similar activities and
beneficiaries (page 23). Similarly, the efficiency and Impact of the
program could be improved by establshing work standards for food.
for-work activlUes, giving food rations in proportion to the work done
and lidting beneficiaries to the minimum needed (page 29). With
respect to the monetization program. the cooperating sponsors
needed to collaborate to obtain the best prices for transporting food
and shift as much of the cost as possible to other sources of funds
(page 33). Further Inconsistencies existed between the amounts of
food that cooperating sponsors requested and the amounts that their
program documents Indicated was needed (page 36). Finally, there
was an opportunity to save funds by having the cooperating sponsors
apply for an exemption from Peru's 18 percent value-added tax on
the food aid (page 38).
It was too early to measure the results of the cooperating sponsors'
recently approved fiscal year 1996 programs. which constituted a
major reorientation from their earlier programs. Also, late In the
audit the Mission decided to change the Integration of Its food aid
activities within its strategic framework. The framework It was
following during the audit had a number of shortcomings which need
to be remedied in the new integration: (I) the cooperating sponsors
were not aware of the specifics contained in the Mission's framework;
(2) the Mission lacked a documented analysis to support the
plausibility of accomplishing higher level targets based on achieving
lower level targets; (3) the intermediate result Indicators were more
process- than Impact.oriented: (4)the strategic framework's baselines
were not well supported: and (5) the targets did not agree with the
cooperating sponsors' program documents (page 40). Further. the
cooperating sponsors' systems to manage for results had various
weaknesses regarding the support. collection, review and reporting
of information on program progress and impact (page 44). Finally.
although the Mission expected to phase out food aid activities in Peru
over the next several years. it had not explicitly defined the
Indicators, targets and tImeframes for doing so (page 47).
While agreeing with most of the report's findings and recommendations.
USAD/Peru officials disagreed with our conclusion that the Mission and
cooperating sponsors did not yet have an adequate management structure
to ensure food aid Is targeted to the most needy people and they requested
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that several recommendations be eliminated. Appendix 11contains the
complete text of the Mission's comments. We considered the Mission's
comments and separate comments received from the Misslon's four PVO
Title 11 cooperaUng sponsors In preparing this final report.An evaluation
of management's comments on specific findings is Included in the report
following'each finding.
office of the Inspector General
September 20, 1996
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INTRO DUCTION

Background
The Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954 (more
commonly referred to as Public Law 480). as amended, Is the statutory
authority for the Title II Food for Peace Program. The Intent of the
legislation is to promote food security In the developing world through
humanitarian and developmental uses of food assistance. Food security is
satisfied when a nation's people have sufficient food to meet their dietary
needs for a productive and healthy life. USAID Is responsible for
implementing food aid programs under Titles II and III of the Act.
At the beginning of the 1990s Peru was at an economic low point. Inflation

rose to 7600 percent and per capita income levels fell to the levels of the
1950s. The ranks of the poor swelled and consumption per capita by the
poorest 20 percent of the population declined by 60 percent. On top of this
was an ongoing terrorist threat which kept Peru's countryside and some of
its most economically disadvantaged zones in conditions of civil strife.
By one estimate, In 1990 the amount of food per person per day that was
available for consumption in Peru was 1837 calories compared to the
standard of 2300 calories used as one of the cutoff points for eligibility
under the Title Ill program. A survey in 1992 showed that for Peru's
children under five years of age the rate of global malnutrition (inadequate
weight for age) was 10.8 percent. the rate of acute malnutrition (inadequate
weight for height) was 1.4 percent, and the rate of chronic malnutrition
(inadequate height for age) was 36.5 percent. While conditions have
improved, In 1994, about 18 percent of Peru's population of about 23
million still lived in extreme poverty--too poor to afford a basic food basket
meeting International requirements for energy and protein. An estimated
806,000 of these extremely poor people were children under five years of

age.
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For the fiscal year 1992-1996 period, the amount of Tide II food aid
received or authorized for Peru was as follows":

f

FY 92

FY 93

FY 94

FY 95

$68.8

$68.6

$73. I

$46.2

S51.C

151.2MT

146.9MT

138.8MT

89.5MT

142.3MT

J

FY c

1..orIM amounts in millions. metric tons (M1 n tho"uandsa,...s

Four private voluntary organizations (PVOs) implemented the above food aid
programs: ADRA/OFASA. CARE. Caritas del Peru and PRJSMA 2.
The cooperatijig sponsors programs were considerably refocused in fiscal
year 1996 as a result of two documents: (1) a December 1994 Food
Security Strategy for Peru sponssored by USAID/Peru which led to a greater
emphasis on moving food aid programs to the more needy areas of the
country, and (2) USAID's new Food Aid and Food Security Policy Paper
issued February 1995. The Policy Paper affords highest priority to food aid
programs seeking to: (1) increase agricultural productivity, particularly for
small farmers and the poor: and (2) improve household nutrition, especially
of poor children and mothers.

Not reflected in the table are other U.S. food assistance not Included in the scc-e of
our audit. These other sources included Title IIsupported food aid activities of the
World Food Program. USAID's Title III program and the U.S. Department of
Agriculture's Secuon 416 program The source of the data in this table and in the
table on page 3 comes from USAID's P.L. 480 Title IIFY 1996 Approved Quantaies
report. This data was not audited.
The fuU names of the four PVO cooperaung sponsors are as follows:
(1)ADRA/OFASA • Adventist Development and Relief Agency/Obra Filantropica y
Asistencla Social AdvenUsta. In English. the acronym OFASA translates roughly as
philanthropic work and Adventist social assistance. ADRA/OFASA is the Advenust
Development & ReliefAgency Internationa's local affiliate in Peru.
(2) CARE- CooperatUve for American Relief Everywhere, Inc.
(3) Carltas del Peru - Caritas is roughly the Peruvian equivalent of the U.S.
organization Catholic Relief Services and/or Catholic CharlUes.
(4) PRISMA - Asoclaclon [enefica PRISA. PRISMA stands for Proyectos en
Iriformatica SaJud Medicina y Agricultura. In English this would roughly translate
to Benencial Assoclauon, Projects In Medical Health mWormation and Agriculture.
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Prebently, ADRA, CARE and Caritas conduct both food-for-work and
nutrition projects, while PRISMA specializes in nutrition projects. A major
portion of the overall commodity amounts Is sold (monetized) when it
reaces Peru to generate cash for the cooperating sponsors' administrative
expenses, in country transportation of commodities, and for local purchase
of rood commodities for certain subprograms. The table below shows a
breakdown of the cooperating sponsors' approved fiscal year 1996
programs':

J

PRISMA

ADRA

CARE

Caritas

Food-for-Work

$2.9

$3.4

$5.9

NutriUon

$2.9

$5.8

$5.0

$5.9

MoneUzation

$3.4

$7.3

$4.4

$4.2

Program

Idolar amounts In milions

For fiscal years 1990 to 1995, food aid varied between 80 and 45 percent
of USAID/Peru's overall assistance program. To manage its Title If food aid
program, the Mission assigned one U.S. direct hire Food for Peace Officer
and two foreign national technical supervisors.
Audit Objectives
The Division of Performance Audits audited USAID/Peru's non-emergency
Title Ii food aid programs as part of a worldwide audit of such programs.
The worldwide audit was requested by USAD/Washington's Bureau for
Humanitarian Response which basically wanted to know whether the
programs are adequately managed and, if not, whether the problems are
due to inadequate staffing. The specific audit objectives were:
*

Did USAD/Peru, together with Its cooperating sponsors, have an
adequate management structure to ensure that food aid is targeted
to the most needy people? -

*

Did USAD/Peru, together with Its cooperating sponsors, have an
adequate management structure to ensure that food aid reaches the
intended beneficiaries?

*

Has USAID/Peru progressed toward achieving the results of food aid
activities as intended in Mission and cooperating sponsor planning
documents?
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AUDIT FINDINGS

iRPOTO

Did USAID/Peru, together with Its cooperating sponsors,
have an adequate management structure to ensure that
food aid Is targeted to the most needy people?
USAJD/Peru and the cooperating sponsors did not yet have an adequate
management structure to ensure that food aid is targeted to the most needy
people. However. the Mission was in the process of implementing such a
management structure.
Basically, the structure was to have the cooperating sponsors consider
nationwide statistics on poverty and malnutrition in locating their projects
and to select beneficiaries within the communities served based on their
indicated need. Additonally, the Mission planned to monitor where Its food
aid programs were located. While the concept was good. it was only
partially implemented at the time of the audit and the Mission was still
deciding on how best to proceed. In a related matter, the review akto noted
there was a wide variation among the cooperating sponsors regarding how
long beneficiaries remained In their nutrition programs before being
graduated.
There has been a substantial improvement In the targeting of the Mission's
food aid programs in the last year or two. In past years, the cooperating
sponsors were allowed to pursue programs with less restrictive geographical
and beneficiary targeting criteria than presently. A reduction in terrorist
activity together with the Mission-supported Food Security Plan for Peru
have led to a general redirection of food resources to the more needy Sierra
region of Peru. Also, the Agency's new Food Aid and Food Security Policy
Paper's emphasis to focus food aid on the most needy. and on agricultural
production and household nutrition, resulted in closing some food
programs. For example. preschool feeding programs were dropped, and
support to community :Jtchen operations servicing the general public was
directed to be phased out.
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Also. in formulating their new program proposals for the fiscal year 1996.
2000 period, the cooperating sponsors adopted procedures to Identify
geographical areas of need and, for their nutrition programs, specified
need-based criteria for selecting Individual beneficiaries. Further, the
Mission coordinated its food aid program with the Government of Peru and
other donors, although not on a detailed level, and the Mission had begun
compiling recent census Information on child malnutrition rates and
unsatisfied basic needs for the purpose of monitoring the cooperating
sponsors' geographical targeting.
The actions taken by the Mission to assure food aid is targeted to the most
food-needy people are positive. However. we did note two areas where
improvements could be made.
Geograohlcal Targeting Procedures Could Be trengthened
Public Law 480 and Agency policy support programming food aid resources
to address the greatest needs in terms of hunger and malnutrition.
Cooperating sponsors did not always locate their food aid projects in the
areas of greatest need and in some nstances operated In close proximity
to each other or the food aid projects of other organizations. The Mission
was not monitoring the cooperating sponsors' targeting practices because
it was not yet organized to do so and was still considering alternate
approaches. As a result, the Mission had reduced assurance that its food
aid program was targeted optimally.
Recommendation No. 1: We recommend that USAID/Peru:
1.1

monitor on an annual basis whether each cooperating
sponsor has followed a reasonable process and followed the
Mission's direction in selecting the communities within
which they wiU conduct USAID-supported food aid projects:

1.2

expand the Mission's database of district-level Information
on rates of child malnutrition and unsatisfied basic needs
to include child malnutrition rates by individual
community, provide the database to the cooperating
sponsors to guide them in their community selection
process, and use it to monitor whether cooperating
sponsors select the most food-needy communities. Also
include in the database the community locations of the
cooperating sponsors' food aid projects and, to the extent
practical, the locations of food aid Interventions of the
Government of Peru and other donors; and
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1.3

during the Mission's field visits, evaluate whether the
cooperating sponsors have followed their approved program
criteria for selecting food aid program beneficiaries.

Among the multiple purposes of Title II assistance Is to combat
malnutrition and hunger. Public Law 480 states that to ensure agricultural
commodities made available under Title II are used effectively and in the
areas of greatest need. organizations through which such commodities are
distributed shall assess and take Into account nutritional and other needs
of the beneficiary groups. Also, USAID's Food Aid and Food Security Policy
Paper states that for all types of food aid programs USAID will allocate
resources and manage programs to increase the impact U.S. food aid has
in reducing hunger.
There are two censuses that the Mission usually refers to in the
geographical targeting of its food aid program. The first is a Ministry of
Education census sponsored by UNICEF of the malnutrition status of first
graders throughout Peru. The UNICEF study Includes statistics both at the
district level and at the level of Individual schools within communities. It
therefore could be used In decisions to target specific communities for food
aid projects.
The second census is of unsatisfied basic needs (necesidades basicas
Insatisfechas - NBI) which serves as a proxy to Identify poverty levels.
Extreme poverty is considered to relate direc "lyto being food insecure. The
NBI ratings. which are available by district, did not correlate well with the
degree of malnutrition indicated by the UNICEF census. For this reason.
we used the UNICEF statistics to assess whether food aid projects were
located in the most food-needy areas.
During fiscal year 1995, the Mission worked with the cooperating sponsors
to reorient their programs in line with the FoodAid and Food Security
Policy Paper's emphasis that food aid be given to the most needy and the
Food Security Strategy for Pent hat emphasized the Sierra region. As part
of this process, the cooperating sponsors indicated In their program
proposals that they would consider the UNICEF and NBI censuses in
determining where to locate their food aid projects.
However, while these were positive accomplishments on the Mission's part,
we found the Mission had not yet followed through to ensure that the
cooperating sponsors were locating their projects in the most food-needy
communities In their operating areas. Specifically, we noted that:
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a.

Certain cooperating sponsors did not consider malnutrition
information In locating communiUes for their food-for-work
projects. Also, although malnutrition information was
considered for nutrition projects, for certain cooperating
sponsors it was referred to only in a very general way and had
no effect on where they chose to locate their operations. For
instance, personnel at the Cusco regional office of ADRA stated
they had considered the UNICEF information at the province
level (the next level above districts) but it did not drive the
decision on which provinces they would operate in. They
stated their choice to operate In the area immediately
surrounding their regional office was mainly based on ease of
access and operating cost.

b.

The Mission did not monitor the cooperating sponsors'
community selection process nor. for that matter, did it have
information to assess whether the most food-needy
communities had been selected.
It did not have Information on which communities the
cooperating sponsors had located their food aid projects In.
However, it requested the cooperating sponsors to submit an
annual workplan for fiscal year 1996 including information on
which districts the sponsors were working in.
It did not have Information on the rates of child malnutrition
within communities. It compiled Information from the UNICEF
census on the child malnutrition rates of Peru's districts, but
not for indildual communities.

C.

The Mission had no information on w!hcre the food aid projects
of other donors or the Government of Peru were located, so it
was In no position to assess whether there might be a
duplication of coverage between USAID and non-USAID
supported projects. It did meet with some of the donors
periodically but those meetings did not provide information on
specific project locations.

In our field visits, using as a guide the district level information from the
UNICEF census compiled by the Mission, we noted instances where
projects were located In some of the relatively less needy districts. Also. we
noted certain Instances where the cooperating sponsors were operating
projects in close proximity to each other, and instances where the
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cooperating sponsors and the Government of Peru's main food agency were
in the same community. (See Appendix I11 for examples.)
We attribute the above conditions to the fact that the Mission was in the
first year of a major reorientation of its food aid program and was still
deciding how best to manage the targeting of food aid. For instance, the
Mission was reticent to direct the cooperating sponsors to use a given set
of information or follow a set procedure for selecting communities to have
food aid projects. The rationale was that the cooperating sponsors. being
closer to the beneficiary level, have a better idea of where the needs are and
other operational considerations.
While we do not disagree with the above rationale, we see a need for the
Mission to guide and monitor the overall process so as to encourage the
cooperating sponsors to move their operations to the most needy
geographical areas.
As an alternative to monitoring cooperating sponsors' geographical targeting
practices, the Mission's Food for Peace Officer proposed monitoring instead
whether the cooperating sponsors were following their approved program
criteria for selecting beneficiaries. His argument was that the location of
the project was not as important as the selection of the beneficiaries. As
long as the beneficiary is part of that relatively small subgroup of Peru's
total population that the food aid program is directed at then, by virtue of
tht size of the food aid program, the Mission considers that it will have a
significant Impact.
We had no basis to evaluate whether the Mission's food aid program would
meet its program results targets if the food aid was given to beneficiaries
throughout the country without a scheme to concentrate the resources in
a particular region. However, we note that the Mission's results framework
at the time of the audit in March 1996 held the Mission responsible for
achieving reductions in child malnutrition rates In Peru's Sierra region.
Therefore, not directing all the food aid resources there would reduce the
potential for achieving maximum impact.
We believe that the Mission needs to do something more than Just
monitoring whether the cooperating sponsors are following their beneflcia y
selection criteria. To start with, the Mission was not even monitoring the
sponsors' compliance with their own beneficiary selection criteria. Second,
certain cooperating sponsors did not use malnutrition data for selecting
beneficiaries for their food-for-work programs. Third, only one of the
cooperating sponsors had validated its beneficlaryselection criteria to prove
that its program was directed at the right people.
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Further. monitoring whether the sponsors follow the approved selec:on
criteria for beneficiaries would not highlight situations where there :sa
potential duplication or an over concentration of program coverage in cne
area at the expense of not meeting more critical needs elsewhere.
We also believe that locating projects In more food-needy communities des
have the potential to result In greater impacts. For instance. assuming
equal population sizes, a community with a 75 percent child malnutrlton
rate would have a greater food aid need than a community %kith a 45
percent rate. Logically. locating a project in the community with the higher
rate would have greater potential for reducing hunger. This is particula-ly
true for food-for-work projects directed at increasing agricultural
production.
in order to maximize the impact on reducing hunger. the Mission should
assure that its food aid resources are. to the extent practical. directed to
the most severe food need locations. The present system established by the
Mission to target food aid resources needs to be tightened considerably to
assure the most food-needy areas and beneficiaries are targeted. Part of
the Mission's system to achieve this end should include tracking the
locations of the Mission's and other organizations' food aid projects to avoid
duplication or over concentration of coverage.
lanafgement Comments and Our valugtlon
The Mission stated that it believes it and the cooperating sponsors have a
management structure that ensures food aid is targeted to the most needy
people. While agreeing with part 1.4 of the recommendation, the Mission
stated that parts 1.1. 1.2 and 1.3 should be eliminated because of serious
shortcomings with geographical targeting mechanisms. (Note: Based on the
Mission's comments to the draft report we eliminated the original
recommendation for part 1.1 and have renumbered the other parts of the
recommendation correspondingly. Hence the recommendation In this
report contains only three subparts.)
The Mission's preferred alternative is to require the cooperating sponsors
to adopt beneficiary selection criteria to ensure that beneficiaries are
extremely poor". "food insecure", malnourished, or at risk of
malnourishment and then give the cooperating sponsors flexibility on where
to locate their projects taking into account cost, the cooperating sponsors'
technical, logistical or Institutional advantages, and where a critical mais
of needy beneficiaries justify a presence.
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The Mission further stated that. by and large. the cooperating sponsors
avoid operations In areas where other food aid Institutions are operating.
but jhat this criteria should and will be made an explicit selection criterion
for Title ii projects.
Lastly. the Mission stated that its new strategic plan no longer contains a
performance indicator to reduce malnutrition in the Sierra region of Peru.
so that Indicator cannot be used as an argument for concentrating
resources in the Sierra.
As stated in the audit finding, the auditors are aware that the Mission's
preferred alternative is to simply monitor whether the cooperating sponsors
are following their beneficiary selection criteria. However, there are certain
shortcomings with simply following such an approach.
Notwithstanding the Mission's statement that, by and large. the cooperating
sponsors avoid operations in areas where other food aid Institutions are
operating. the Mission did not have a means for monitoring whether this
was actually the case. Should. as It appears to be the case. the Mission
abandon its approach of compiling Information centrally on the locations
of the cooperating sponsors' food aid projects and to the extent practical the
locations of food aid interventions of the Government of Peru and other
donors. then an alternative mechanism would be needed for monitoring
potential duplication.
A possible alternative mechanism would be to require the regional offices
of the cooperating sponsors to contact other food aid organizations in their
regions to determine the specific locations of their projects. The regional
offices could document their efforts and results and this documentation
could be reviewed and considered during Mission field visits.
The Mission's preferred alternative also suggests that the Mission Is not
trying to show an impact for any partcular regional area within Peru and
that it Is not concerned about whether available food aid is spread equitably
across a given geographic area to address overall needs. If'this is the case,
then there certainly could be a savings in logistics costs if the Title IIfood
aid program was retracted back to the major cities around Peru's ports
where the food aid is brought in. We doubt, however, whether such a
strategy would be acceptable to either the Mission or USAID/Washington's
Food for Peace Office, since the emphasis in the 1995 round of cooperating
sponsor program approvals for Peru was to reorient the programs to the
rural Sierra region of the country. We believe the Mission needs to make
very clear what Its trying to accomplish and then try to do that as cost
effectively as possible.
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Given that cooperating sponsors are required to establish baselines on
community malnutrition rates for their food aid projects, we have
eliminated that part of the recommendation (the original part j. 1) that the
Mission direct the cooperating sponsors to use malnutrition information at
the community level as available in the UNICEF study In their processes of
selecting communities within which to operate.
Also. if the Mission proposes an alternative to establishing a central
database as a methodology for monitoring whether cooperating sponsors
have located their projects to avoid duplication of effort, such alternative
methodology would be acceptable for addressing part 1.2 of the
recommendation (previously part 1.3).
However, we believe there is a need for the Mission to monitor the
cooperating sponsors practices for locating their projects. Hence, part 1.1
of the recommendation (previously part 1.2) is retained.
Wide Variations In the Graduation
Rate EfficlencIes of Nutrition Programs
USAID's goal is to use food aid resources effectively and efficiently, One
cooperating sponsor had a very effective nutrition program with welldefined graduation criteria and targets that could serve as a model of the
graduation rates achievable under nutrition programs. The other three
cooperaUng sponsors had not precisely defined the total set of activities and
changes they were trying to accomplish and the end point a beneficial
should reach to be graduated from a project. i.e. rations discontinued. Nor
had they set percentage graduation targets to drive the efficiency and
effectiveness of their programs. The emphasis of these cooperating
sponsors was more relief- than development-oriented and they had different
program approaches and philosophies.
Providing food rations to
beneficiaries longer than necessary converts the programs from
development back to reliefor, worse. dependence. The resources could be
used to address the development needs of other beneficiaries. For instance.
two cooperating sponsors could save commodities costing about $2.5
million annually by fooling the model.
Recommendation N,-.2:
perform the following:
2.1

We recommend that USAID/Peru

require the cooperating sponsors to precisely define
graduation criteria and tlmeframes for their nutrition
programs and estabUsh management information systems
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and policies and procedures to assure beneficiaries are
graduated once they reach that level;
2.2

require the cooperating sponsors to set percentage
graduation rate targets that the hIssion can use to directly
assess the efficiency of the four programs, and have the
cooperating sponsors report their accomplishments against
these targets semiannually;

2.3

once the cooperating sponsors have precisely defined the
activities involved in their nutrition interventions and the
end point to be reached to graduate beneficiaries, and set
their graduation rate targets, the Mission should compare
the various nutrition programs to Identify significant
differences which reduce the graduation rate efficiency
relative to the rates achieved under the most efficient
program and work with the cooperating sponsors to
improve their graduation rate efficiency and

2.4

determine whether the alternative approaches to
conducting the nutrition programs found to be relatively
less efficient can be Justified based on objective evidence
of their superior effectiveness. If not, support to the less
efficient programs should be reduced.

USAID's food policy paper states that the Agency's and cooperating
sponsors' goal must be the effective and effclient use of food aid resources.
Also, the Mission's proposed strategic plan Included an intermediate result
indicator and target for the graduation rate from the cooperating sponsors'
nutrition programs. The graduation rate is defined as the rate the
beneficiaries have fulfiled the necessary criteria (e.g. nutritional
recuperation, etc.) and leave the program. This Indicator is extremely
Important as It is one of the few that indicates progress in program
coverage.
One cooperating sponsor had a very effective nutrition program (PRISMA's
Program of Feeding and Nutrition to the High Risk Family. PANFAR) that
could serve as a model of the graduation rates achievable under nutrition
programs.
The PANFAR program, implemented through Governme it of Peru health
posts, has the following graduation criteria: children haA not been acutely
malnourished in the last three months, children havt completed their
vaccination schedules, pregnant mothers are receiving pre-natal care,
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mothers have received family planning counseling or are using a modern
contraceptive method, and mothers have attended at least three education
workshops. PRISMA considers that the basic needs to be addressed by
nutrition programs are considered In the PANFAR program-the initial
nutritional recuperation, the medical inputs such as vaccinations, and the
training of the mothers on health, nutrition. family planning. etc.
Despite establishing Impact targets and indicators fo- their overall nutrition
programs. the other three cooperating sponsors had not precisely defined
the total set of activities and changes they were trying to accomplish and
the end point a bnefciary should reach to graduate from a project, i.e.
rations discontinued. These cooperating sponsors additionally had not
developed (or modified) their management information systems to the extent
needed to allow their headquarters to monitor compliance i,.h
the
graduation policy. Also, they had not set percentage graduation targets to
drive the efficiency and effectiveness of their programs. Details on several
of the cooperating sponsors' nutrition programs follow:
Programs directed at the family level:
ERSMAs PANFAR roam
45 percent graduation rate target In six months. (Actual graduation
rate reported for fisral year 1995 was 40 percent after six months.)
Itall the gradua~ion criteria are not met, the families can stay
another six months. The graduation criteria are defined. (This
program is the moiel because It uses a smaller ration size and takes
a shorter period o[' Ume to achieve this result.)
ptJSMA6's llagpn Community (Kusiavllul nroram
65 percent graduation rate target In six months. (Actual graduation
rate reported for fiscal year 1995 was 53 percent after six months.)
Although only acutely malnourished children enter the program. the
graduation criteria are the same as PANFAR. (This program is not
the model since it uses double the ration size of the PANFAR
program. However, it does have superior results in a short period of
time.)
Carltas' Mother-Child proram
No graduaUon rate targets or detailed defniUon of what constitutes
the completion of the planned program. Expectation is that families
will remain In the program a minimum of one year and a maximum
of two years.
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ADRA's Infant Nu trUon prourm
No graduation rate targets or detailed definition of what constitutes
the completion of the planned program. Plan Is to keep the
beneficiaries in the program for 20 months. Nutritional rehabilitation
of the children and training of the mothers Is completed much
sooner. Ration sze Is one of the largest, on a par with PRISMA's
Kuslayllu program.
Programs directed at the Individual child level:
CARE NutrItional morovement suborolect
No graduation rate targets or detailed definition of what constitutes
the completion of the planned program. CARE indicated that it
Intended to follow the PANFAR model.
Carltas' ChldrCn-at-Rlsk orosram
No graduation rate targets or detailed definition of what constitutes
the completion of the planned program. Expectation Is an average
of one year. Child Is supposed to be graduated when nutritionally
recuperated, but Caritas did not have this policy In writing and did
not enforce this policy.
Three of the four cooperating sponsors had not established precise
graduation criteria and targets for their nutrition programs because the
programs' emphasis was more relief- than development-oriented. Also. the
different cooperating sponsors had different program approaches and
philosophies. For instance, the main reason ADRA's projects last so long
was that It attempts to create a self-sustaining entity to continue the work
ofthe project after support Is discontinued. However, ADRA did not provide
evidence that It had been successful In establishing such self-sustaining
entities or that they were even needed considering that Peru's established
health post structure operates the PANFAR program in some of the same
areas where ADRA also operates. Also, ADRA did not have evidence that
the establishment of such entitles required continuing rations to
beneficiaries beyond the point of their nutritional rehabitation.
While different approaches and philosophies can be supported as long as
objective evidence can be obtained to show that they are comparatively as
cost effective as the model program, providing food rations to beneficiaries
beyond the point of nutritional recuperation and completion of planned
training converts the programs from development back to relief or, worse,
dependence. The resources could be used to address the development
needs of other beneficiaries. For Instance, If Caritas and ADRA used the
PANFAR model and had a similar graduation rate of 40 percent after six
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months, their programs would save commodities costing approximately
$2.5 million annually.
Manaement Com9mIents and Our EZvaluatIl
Even though the Mission stated that Recommendation No. 2 (parts 2.A,2 2.
2.3 and 2.4) regarding graduation criteria and tlmeframes should be
eliminated, its comments indicate that it has taken action to Implement the
recommendations. Its new performance and monitoring plan will use a
series of more revealing indicators, across the four cooperating sponsors.
to monitor the effectiveness of program coverage. When these minimum
,graduation" indicators are met, the cooperating sponsors will cease food
rations to beneficiaries. Moreover, variations In the percentages between
cooperating sponsors will indicate "efficiency" or the opposite. and the need
to modify or improve sponsor Interventions.
We consider that the Mission's planned actions satisfy the Intent of the
recommendation.

Did USAID/Peru, together with its cooperating sponsors,
have an adequate management structure to ensure that
food aid reaches the intended Oeneflclaries?
0

For the Items tested, the Mission and cooperating sponsors had
management structures in place to ensure that food aid reaches the
intended beneficiaries. However, our review was too limited to provide
reasonable assurance that no major losses are occurring throughout the
total program.
The Mission's management structure involved reviews of cooperating
sponsor reporting, field visits, and a contracted 100 percent financial review
of the cooperating sponsors' monetization expenditures. The cooperating
sponsors had detailed operations and accounting systems. A paper trail of
documentation was generated as commodities and cash moved through
these systems from their receipt to their final expenditure. Supervision was
an essential part of the cooperating sponsors' management structure,
Including regional office reporting to headquarters. headquarters'
supervisory visits to regional offices and project sites, and regional office
oversight of individual project sites.
While the design of the management structures was generally sound.
varic us areas needed improvement. Chief among them was the adequacy
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of Mission and cooperating sponsor management oversight over the food aid
programs. Additionally. there were a number of opportunities to increase
the $(fmclency of the programs and save money. The problems and
opportunities are detailed below.
Management Overslht Should bg Strengthened
USAID policies and Regulation I I require missions and cooperating
sponsors to manage all aspects of Title I1 programs in their respective
countries. As noted throughout this report. there were multiple areas
where management oversight could be improved. Inadequacies at the
Mission. cooperating sponsor headquarters and regional levels included the
frequency and scope of supervisory visits, commodity and monetization
funds management, and review of reported information for accuracy and
completeness. The deficiencies may be partially the result of limited
personnel and resources at the Mission as wvell as at the cooperating
sponsors. Adequate management oversight at all levels is needed to assure
food aid resources are adequately controlled and directed in the most
effective and efficient manner.
RecomMendation No. 3: We recommend that USAJD/Peru:
3.1

establish a plan on the minimum cycle of Mission
supervisory visit coverage of the functional areas within
the cooperating sponsors' headquarters and all of the
cooperating sponsors' fleld offices. This plan should
specify the areas to be covered during such visits and
require documentation of the proper functioning of the
sponsors' systems for controlling commodities,
monetization funds and program Income, and for managing
for results:

3.2

monitor and assess tho adequacy of the field supervisions
by the cooperating sponsors' headquarters. As part of this
monitoring, the Mission shouP routinely obtain copies and
review the cooperating sponsors' trip reports and
evaluations, and documentation of follow up done by the
cooperating sponsors to assure noted problem areas have
been corrected;

3.3

stop the practice of reviewing monetization expenditures
on a 100 percent basis. Instead, contract with a firm or
firms to perform a risk assessment to determine which
types of transactions are more susceptible to fraud
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considering the functioning of each cooperating sponsor's
internal control systems, and have the firms propose a
reduced level of surveillance folowing sampling
The savings from not reviewing every
procedures.
transaction should be used to either increase the depth of
review in areas assessed to have higher risk or make other
monitoring improvements. and
3.4

discuss with USAX/Washington's Food for Peace Office
and the cooperating sponsors the possibility of using
nmonetization funds to contract for additional staff within
the Mission and cooperating sponsors to oversee the
programs.

Handbook 9. Chapter 6" states that USAID missions have the responsibility
for U.S. Government oversight of Title II programs in-country, and must
submit a FoodAid Management Plan before any Title II programs will be
approved. The Mission's July 1995 Food Aid Management Plan specified
its many responsibilities, including reviewing cooperating sponsors'
program proposals. tracking commodity shipments and arrTivals, and
monitoring the cooperating sponsors' management of commodities and use
of sales proceeds.
Also. USAID Regulation I1 states that cooperating sponsors shall provide
adequate supervisory personnel for the efficient operation of the program.
including personnel to (1) plan. organize, implement. control, and evaluate
programs involving distribution of commodities or use of monetized
proceeds and program income, (2) make warehouse inspections, physical
inventories, and end-use checks of food or funds, and (3) review books ind
records maintained by recipient agencies that receive monetized proceeds
md/or program income.
The Mission and cooperating sponsor management systems provided the
necessary oversight in certain respects. At the Mission level, the Food for
Development Division performed the above-mentioned responsibilities to
the extent possible given its fimted staff. In addition, the Controller's
Office conducted reviews of the cooperating sponsors' administrative and
financial systems. and also reviewed audit reports. Also. the cooperating
sponsors' headquarters and regional offices adequately managed the
programs in many respects. Nevertheless. the audit discovered certain

As of May 1996. BHR/FFP had not fOnished incorporating Handbook 9 Into the new
Automated Direcuves S)ystem.
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problems in the management structures at the Mission level and the
cooperating sponsor headquarters and regional levels as follows:
Misson Oversight of CoooeraUng Soonsors
Mission staffing to manage food aid programs was relatively
speaking less than the staffing assigned to non-food aid
projects. Each of the cooperating sponsors' food aid programs
involved $9-16 million per year and was fairly complex and
sprawling. Mission staffing directly overseeing these programs
was the Food for Peace Officer, and two foreign national staff
who oversaw two programs each. Previously, there were four
foreign national staff in this area, one for each cooperating
sponsor, which would be more reasonable. Other Mission
technical offices had separate foreign national staff'supervising
Considering the tight
projects of smaller dollar value.
constraints on the Mission's operating expense funds, this
report does not include a recommendation to increase staff.
However, that would obviously be desirable.
The Mission needed to make more field visits and have more
contact time with cooperating sponsor headquarters, The two
foreign nationals and the Food for Peace Officer made a total
of 12 field trips during fiscal year 1995 to supervise the food
aid program. Given that there are thousands of individual food
project sites in most of Peru's 25 departments and many of the
nearly 1,800 districts, the number of supervisory visits made
was not enough. For example., our audit field visits to two
Caritas diocese offices Identified numerous problems and the
Mission's foreign national supervisor for that cooperating
sponsor said he had not visited either location since they had
established their food aid programs. The Mission did not have
a written plan specifying the minimum cycle of supervisory
visit coverage of all the cooperating sponsor field offices, nor a
workplan for reviewing the various aspects of the programs
when performing such visits.
During the past several years. the Mission and cooperating
sponsors contracted with a local accounting firm to do a
financial review of the support for all expenditures of
monetization funds. These reviews, paid with monetization
funds, consisted of examining such documentation as
purchase requests and invoices. Reviewing all expenditures no
matter how small (sometimes less than $1) and no matter what
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the level of risk. was not an efficient use of this control
function and raised the cost of this review, which for fiscal year
1996 was initially projected to cost $264,000.
.ggoperatng Soonsor HeadQuaters Oversight of Regional Ofes and
Rtgion Offices Monitoriln of EndIUse and Results
Cooperating sponsor headquarters in some cases needed to:
(1) make more supervisory visits. (2) improve their monitoring
to ensure that problems noted during field visits were
corrected. (3) ensure that they had adequate staffing in the
field, and (4) analyze information and reports being submitted
by the field.
Cooperating sponsors' regional offices In some cases needed to:
(1) perform end-use checks to ensure that the intended
beneficiaries received the correct food rations, and (2) ensure
that projects were progressing satisfactorily.
(For examples see Appendix IV.)
The above deficiencies, as well as other problem areas discussed
throughout this report. to some degree may be the result of limited
personnel and resources at the Mission as well as at the cooperating
sponsors. However, the Mission and cooperating sponsors can make some
improvements without increasing staffs, and moneUzaUon funds might be
used to contract for further monitoring support.
In addition to monitoring to assure that commodities and monetization
funds are protected and reach the Intended beneficiaries, close
management attention Is needed to assure resources are used as efficiently
as possible and results are maximized.
mansement Comments and OurEvaluation
The Mission found Recommendation No. 3 to be acceptable except for part
3.3 to stop the practice of reviewing monetizaUon expenditures on a 100
percent basis. The Mission stated that part 3.3 should be eliminated.
The Mission listed a number of points why it felt a continued 100 percent
review was Justified-the cost relative to the amount of funds being
controlled was relatively minor, the same degree of review Is done on the
Mission's non food aid projects. the Mission uses the information to
monitor whether a cooperating sponsor's expenditures exceed the approved
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budget by more than 10 percent, the Mission relies upon the review when

cerUtfng that the cooperating sponsors are accounting fully for
monetization proceeds. not much additional work Is required to do the
review on a 100 percent basis versus a sample, and the review serves to
verify the documentation necessary for the recuperation of sales tax from
the Government of Peru.
The intent of the recommendation n this case Is to save costs without
undermining the positive control aspects that the Mission uses the financial
review for. In this light, we expect the Mission to obtain and evaluate
proposals for a risk-based surveillance scheme, and regarding the points
mentioned to assess what. if anything. would be lost under such a scheme
versus what would be gained in terms of reduced costs.
If, after obtaining the Information on the tradeoffs, the Mission determines
that the lost benefits outweigh the costs. we would be agreeable to
maintaining the 100 percent financial review. However. please note that
reviews are normally done on a sample basis and that the objectives of the
control benefits mentioned above appear as though they could be met
without reviewing every transaction.
Controls over Commodities Could be Improved
by Incluion In the ACC0Unt44 Records
Accounting principles applicable to Title II programs call for including the
value of commodities in the financial statements and hence controlling
commodities through a cooperating sponsor's financial accounting records.
Nevertheless. three of the four cooperating sponsors controlled food
commodities only through specialized logistics systems. As a result. there
was a lack of cross checking of information between departments that
would lead to better controls. Also, the value o(the food commodities was
not properly included in two of the cooperating sponsors' financial
statements and therefore the commodities would not be subjected to the
required financial audit. Inadequate controls over commodities leave open
the potential for loss of commodities without detection.
Recommendation No.4: We recommend that U&AZD/Peru:
4.1

require cooperating sponsors to control Title IU
commodities through their accounting records and prepare
a separate commodity accountabilty statement a part of
their financial statements;
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4.2

coordinate with the four cooperating sponsors to develop
procedures and select appropriate software programs for
the valuation of the commodities; and

4.3

require that audits of the cooperating sponsors include a
separate opinion on the commodity accountability
statement for their Title 12!programs in Peru with related
reports on the internal controls over commodIties and
compliance with laws and regulations.

USAID Regulation I I requires cooperating sponsors to have audits of their
Tide II food aid programs In accordance with OMB Circular A-133.
Financial auditors doing A.133 audits are required to determine whether
the financial statements of the Institution being audited are presented fairly
In accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP.
Regulation I I also permits cooperating sponsors to use for their Title IIfood
commodity accounting Generally Accepted Commodity Accounting
Principles (GACAP) developed by an association of cooperating sponsors.
GACAP states that In terms of accounting the cooperating sponsor shall
treat commodities In the same manner as other financial resources.
Further. the Gui0elines for Financial Audits Contracted by Foreign
dated March 1993. and issued by USAID's Office of the
Regli1egn.
Inspector General, directs contracted financial auditors to determine
whether any commodities directly procured by USAID are unaccounted for
and/or have not been used for their intended purposes in accordance with
should be questioned.
the agreements. If so. the cost of such commodities
I
Only one of the four cooperating sponsors (CARE) controlled food
commodities through its financial accounting records. The other three
(ADRA. Caritas and PRISMA) controlled their food commodities only
through the records of their food or logistics departments. Further. only
CARE and PRISMA Included the value of their commodities in their
financial statements. while ADRA Included partial Information and Caritas
none.
ADRA partially Included the value of the commodities In Its financial
statements by including it In Its revenue and expense statement. but not
as an asset in Its balance sheet. Apart from Its financial statements. ADRA
prepared a commodity accountability statement using commodity value
information provided by the Mssion.
The reason for ADRA. Caritas and PRISMA not controlling the value of
commodities through their financial accounting records was that doing so
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would require a greater level of effort and possibly additional staff. Instead
of controlling both the number of units and the value of commodities
through the financial accounting records, these cooperating sponsors
established systems which control only the units.
Caritas also stated that its Independent financial auditor interpreted certain
standard accounting practices as not requiring the inclusion of
commodities In Carltas' financial accounting records because the
commodities were meant to be Immediately transferred to other entities.
However, the entities to which the commodities were transferred were
diocese Caritas offices, and consequently there was no transfer of control
or responsibility from Caritas as an overall organization.
As a result of not controlling commod'ties through their financial
accounting records, the cooperating sponsors did not establish a separation
of duties between their accounting and food/logistics departments which
would strengthen controls over the accountability for the commodities by
creating Internal cross checks between the departments. Further, since
certain cooperating sponsors did not fully incorporate the value of the
commodities in their financial statements, the commodities would not have
been subjected to the full range of financial audit procedures.
Inadequate controls over commodities leave open the potential for loss of
commodities without detection. While the audit did not identify material
losses of commodities, with distribution systems as massive and extensive
as those of the cooperating sponsors, it would be prudent to maintain
financial accounting control wer the commodities to a reasonable level
within the distribution ch .;n and to subject the accountability for
commodities to financial audit.
We believe that financial accounting control over commodities should
extend to the regional warehouse level or such lower level from which the
commodities are transferred to the beneficiary communities. Existing
control systems over commodity quantities should also remain In place to
provide evidence that the commodities reached the approved beneficiaries.
The accountability of the Title I1commodities would be increased If the
financial auditors were required to include a separate opinion on a
cooperating sponsor's commodity accountability statement for the Title I1
commodities in Peru, with associated reports on the Internal control system
over commodities, and on whether they are managed in accordance with
laws and regulations. Since the cooperating sponsors will be doing OMB
Circular A-133 audits in any case, such audits, or audits separately
required by the Mission for compelling reasons, are a potential vehicle. for
22
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the Mission to improve its monitoring of commodity accountability in view
of the Mission's limited staff available for monitoring.
Discussions with Mission Controller personnel Identified potential problems
resulting from the Inclusion of the value of commodities in the balance
sheets of the cooperating sponsors. Essentially, they considered that there
would be a change In the capital structure of a cooperating sponsor and
this would require complicated and unnecessary filing requirements with
the Government of Peru.
We are not aware of what sorts of problems the two cooperating sponsors
who already Include the value of the commodlUes in their balance sheets
face in this regard. Mission Controller penronnel indicated that this
potential problem can be avoided by using financial statement footnotes to
disclose the value of the commodities. Under this presentation the Mission
could still require the cooperating sponsors to include audited commodity
accountability statements to support such footnotes.
For the cooperating sponsors that are not presently controlling Title II
commodities through their financial records, additional effort will needed.
In order to minimize costs and standardize procedures, the four cooperating
sponsors and the Mission should collaborate in the selection of appropriate
software programs and development of accounting procedures.

Management Comments and Our Evaluation
The Mission stated that it found Recommendation No. 4 to be acceptable,
thus indicating that It agrees to take the recommended actions.

Ration Sizes on Similar Prolams Varied Substantally
It is Agency policy to use food aid resources efficiently and effectively. The
food ration sizes used by the four cooperating sponsors varied substantially
although the beneficiaries served and the activities done were basically the
same. Increasing the ration size did not necessarily lead to greater results.
The varying ration sizes were largely the result of the different program
approaches used by the cooperating sponsors as well as using different
information bases and assumptions in the calculation of the appropriate
size. If all the cooperating sponsors adopted the more efficient ration sizes
used by certain cooperating sponsors. about $8.2 million worth of
commodities would be freed up annually which could be applied to achieve
greater program Impact.
Recommendation No. 5: We recommend that USA/Peru:.
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5.1

form a joint committee of the cooperating sponsors to do
a comparative inalysli of the energy value of the rations
used by each of them yen their various programs;

5.2

require the cooperating sponsors to use a ration size, in
terms of energy value, comparable to the most efficient
interventions used by the various cooperating sponsors;
and

5.3

require cooperating sponsors to include in their program
documents the Justifications for their ration sizes. Such
information should be presented in a standard format to
facilitate comparative analyses across programs and should
include Information on the beneficiaries' nutritional
requirements and their normal food consumption without
food aid.

The Food Aid and Food Security Policy Paper states that USAID's goal-and
that of the PVO cooperating spontiors-must be the effective and efficient
use of food aid resources. The Commodities Reference Guide suggests
procedures for determining the ration sizes on various types of food aid
projects.
The basic guidance is that the ration chosen should be
appropriate for helping the project reach its objectives. Among the
Information normally considered In determining the appropriate ration size
are the nutritional requirements of the intended beneficiaries and their
normal consumption levels without food aid.
Ve reviewed the ration sizes used by the cooperating sponsors on their
food-for-work and nutrition programs directed at the family level and noted
significant differences as shown below4 :
The ration siaes used by the different cooperating sponsors are shown In terms of
their nutriUonal energy value to make them directly comparable. The raUon sim
in terms of weight wore as ollows:
Food-for-work. per day of work:

CARE. i.8s5 gs.
Carltas-regu ar • 4.0 4s,.

Caritao-jungle - 4.9 kgs
ADRA - 5.5 ki

Nutrluon proPlm aimed at family, monthly ration:
Caritas-regular - 11.5 kV.
CariLas.Jungle - 32.3 ks.
PRJSMA.PANFAR- 12.5 k$L
PRISMA-Kusayllu - 25 kV.
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Food-for-work ration, per day of work:
CARE - 7.095 kcals'
Caritas-regular - 15.570 kcals
Caritas-jungle - 12.709 kcals
ADRA - 22,331 kcals
Nutrition program aimed at the family, monthly ration:
Caritas Mother-Child program, regular - 43,140 kcals
Carltas Mother-Child program. jungle - 83,880 kcals
PRISMA High Risk Family (PANFAR) program - 55,260 kcals
PRISMA Happy Community (Kusiayilu) program
- 110.520 kcals
ADRA Infant Nutrition program- 105.211 kcals
The reasons for the differences were as follows:
Food-for-work Drograms
For food-for-work programs. the basic difference was the number of days
each cooperating sponsor expected benefclaries to work to earn enough
rauons to satisfy their nutritional needs. CARE based its ration size on
what it found was suffmcient to get people to work. Each person who
worked got a ration commensurate with the work done that day. If more
than one family member worked, each member received a separate ration.
The ration for each worker met most of the nutritional requirements for a
whole family, but only for that day. Beneficiaries could earn more rations
by doing more work I.e. getting more done.
ADRA and Caritas on the other hand provided rations for their food-forwork projects as if they were nutrition projects. That is. the ration needed
ADRA -25k.
.
KcJs stands (or kilocalorles (or in aymen. terms caJories). It Is used to vress
the energy yaJue o( (ood.
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for adequate nutrition of a family for a month was the main premise for the
ration size. Thereafter, there was the expectation that the head of
household of a family would work a certain number of days per month to
earn the ration. However, there was confusion within the cooperating
sponsors about Just how many days and how long each day people were
expected to work to earn the ration. Also, rations were not given based on
actual work progress. The food-for-work figures above for ADRA and
Caritas are adjusted to a daily basis based upon the number of days
beneficiaries worked".
NVe considered CARE's program philosophy to be superior because it was
tied to getting the work done and a greater amount of work was required
vis-a-vis the other cooperating sponsors for a given level of rations.
Although CARE was more demanding, Its beneficiaries could still earn
sufficient rations to make up their nutrition shortfalls by having more than
one member of a family work or by working more days.
NutrlUon programs
The reasons for the differences In the nutrition programs were related to
program design and differing assumptions on beneficiaries' other food
sources. ADRA. Caritas and PRISMA considered the beneficiaries' regular
consumption levels without food aid In determining their ration sizes, CARE
did not. Although all the cooperating sponsors dealt ulth the same general
population of beneficiaries, they used different sources of information and
therefore had differing assumptions on the beneficiaries' regular
consumption levels. We believe the cooperating sponsors should use the
same information if they are dealing with the same beneficiary populations.
An even more significant reason for the larger ration sizes used in some
cooperating sponsors' nutrition programs was program design. For
instance, except for ADRA, all the cooperating sponsors' nutrition programs
shown above assumed the beneficiaries to be a mother and two children
under five years of age. ADRA's program assumed a mother, father, and
InformaUon on days actually being worked under the Cantas and ADRA programs
was baued on limited fleld rvlew. revewtng records in the field where they existed.
Where such records did not exist the review was based on interviews. and the
relability of the informaUon is correspondjnly reduced. For example. in Caltas'
Jungle program. for the single locaUon vsted, the local technical supervisor stated
that the people worked I I days durlng the month preceding our visit. This
contrasts to the four days per month we were told people worked under Caritas"
regular program, which covers the rest of the country. it is as a result of the
presumed greater number of days worked that the Caruas-.jungle food-for.tiork
monthly ration is shown to be reativey ellcient on a per.workday basis.
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three children, which led to a significantly higher base nutritional
requirement compared to the others. And on top of that, ADRA's ration was
increased about 24 percent to provide for various allowances intended to
assure that the target children would recuperate their nutritional status
quickly. Despite a ration size designed to ensure the target children
recuperate quickly. the entire family remains in the program for 20 months.
ADRA's program design appeared very inefficient compared to the others
(See the comparison at pages 13 and 14).
PRISMA's Kuslayllu program similarly has a large ration size compared to
most of the other nutrition programs. The program. which is directed only
at the most severely malnourished children, originally used the smaller
ration size of PRJSMA's PANFAR program, but the children's rate of recovery
was less than PANFAR's. Therefore. PRISMA doubled the ration. The
Kuslayllu program now has the highest graduation rate of any of the
cooperating sponsors' nutrition programs (53 percent per six month period
compared to 40 percent for the PANFAR program).
Cartas" Jungle program had the third largest ration in terms of energy
value. The reason was that the ration calculation assumed a low level of
consumption from the beneficiaries' normal food sources. Also, the
nutritional requirement used in the calculation of the ration was for three
adults rather than a mother and two children. Caritas did this for ease of
program administration, that is, it used a standard ration size per person
and provided that amount regardless of whether the person was a child or
an adult. Using a ration sufficient for two adults rather than three would
make the Caritas Jungle ration more comparable to the rations used in
Caritas' regular program.
The use of more resources than necessary to accomplish a given level of
results is inefficient. Requiring the cooperating sponsors to be competitive
from an efficiency standpoint would free up resources that could be applied
to achieve greater program impact. For instance, there does not appear to
be any significant difference between the beneficiaries served by three of the
above nutrition programs-ADRA. Caritas. and the PRISMA-PANFAR
Of these programs. PRISMA's PANFAR program has
program.
demonstrated the best results in terms of graduation rates. Therefore, the
ration size used by the PANFAR program should be sufficient for any of
those programs to achieve the same level of results. If Caritas' Jungle
program and ADRAs program were to use rations sizes with an energy
equivalence to the PANFAR ration, then Caritas Jungle program could
expand by 52 percent and ADRA by 90 percent.
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Similarly. for food-for-work projects. If Caritas and ADRA adopted the
energy equivalent of CARE's ration size, then Caritas could expand its
regular program by about 120 percent and its jungle program by about 80
percent. ADRA could expand Its program by 215 percent.
Using the more efficient ration sizes mentioned above for the Caritas and
ADRA programs In fiscal year 1996 would have resulted in savings of $6.2
mIlion, which could be used to serve more people.
Manem

Lnt
Comments and Qur MaluatIon

The Mission found Recommendation No. 5. parts 5.1 and 5.3 to be
acceptable but stated that part 5.2, regarding requiring the cooperating
sponsors to use comparable ration sizes, should be eliminated.
Regarding part 5.2. the Mission found as too simplistic the audit logic that
if one cooperating sponsor could achieve an acceptable level of results with
a given ration size, then the others could also. It also noted that the *Jury
Is out" on which ration size Is the most efficient because "efficiency" is Illdefined. For Instance, it noted CARE's food-for-work ration size Is very
"efficient" in getting the work done at a competitive rate, but in geographic
areas with caloric deficiencies there might be Jusuflcation for hybrid foodfor-work/direct feeding program projects. Further, it stated that the
"efficiency" and "effectiveness" of ration sizes can only be evaluated after
measurements of impact and results are available. However, the Mission
stated that. among other certifications. the cooperating sponsors now must
certify that their rations are as standardized as possible.
While we agree that the "Jury Is still out" regarding the most efficient ration
size until all the various situations are studied (as recommended in part
5. 1), there appear to be clear opportunities for greater efficiencies. If one
cooperating sponsor is able to accomplish a superior result with a given
ration size, the challenge Is for the others to match that performance. This
transformation would probably have to take place gradually because the
different cooperating sponsors have grown accustomed to a certain level of
rations.
CARE's ration size and approach to food-for-work projects clearly appears
to be the most efficient, The example offered by the Mission is not
necessarily different from the situation faced by CARE. In a food deficit
area CARE's beneficiaries could do more work to earn more food.
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The Mission needs to exert continuing pressure to bring up the efficiency
level of less efficient cooperating sponsors. Part 5.2 of Recommendation No.
5 is retained.
Some Cooperating Sponsors Should Develop More Ambitious Work
Standards and Give Rtlons Bsed on Work Actually A9comnlished
USAID policy states that the Agency's goal and that of the cooperating
sponsors must be the effecUve and efficient use of food aid resources. Of
the three cooperating sponsors that had food-for-work projects. only two
used formal written work standards to estimate the number of days work
Involved In a project. and only one gave out rations based on the work
Also, one sponsor's work standards were
actually accomplished.
significantly more ambitious than the other. These differences occurred
because no comparative analysis had been done of the work standards
used by the cooperating sponsors and other organizations. Also, the
sponsors did not have the same efficiency approach i.e. giving out rations
in direct proportion to the amount of work actually accomplished. Using
the most ambitious work standards, giving rations in direct proportion to
work done, and limiting beneficiaries to the minimum needed would
increase program efficiency and thereby permit increasing results for a
given level of commodities.
Recommendation No. 6: We recommend that USAID/Peru:
6.1

coordinate with the three cooperating sponsors doing foodfor-work projects to analyze and compare their existing
work standards and methodologies used in establishing
their work standards and additionally review the work
standards used by the World Food Program and any other
organizations the Mission may be aware of that use such
standards in their food-for-work projects;

6.2

once the different work standards and methodologies have
been analyzed, direct the cooperating sponsors to establish
or revise their food-for-work standards to raise the
expected level of the work to be accomplished per workday
along the lines of the highest efficiency levels noted for the
organizations analyzed. The work standards should be
detailed to the subtask level;

6.3

direct ADRA to discontinue the practice of providing
rations for work activities that the beneficiaries would
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otherwise be doing in the absence of ADRA's food-for-work
projects;
6.4

direct ADRA and Caritas to give rations for food-for-work
projects based on the amount earned i.e. based on the work
standards and measurement of the amount of work
actually accomplished. The cooperating sponsors could
follow the system used by CARE In this respect; and

6.5

direct its cooperating sponsors that have food-for-work
projects to provide the necessary training to their field
level individuals responsible for properly applying the work
standards to determine the amount of food earned.

The Food Aid and Food Security Policy Paper states that USAID's goal and
that of the cooperating sponsors must be the effective and efficient use of
food aid resources.
ADRA. Caritas and CARE had food-for-work projects covering a range of
acUvities such as Irrigation canals, agricultural production, soil
conservation, reforestation and road work. Only CARE and Caritas used
formal written work standards to estimate the number of days of work
involved In a project. and only CARE gave out rations based on the work
actually accomplished. Also. CARE's work standards were significantly
more ambitious than those used by Caritas. ADRA did not have written
work standards or use such standards In determining beneficiary levels.
Although the World Food Prcgram was not included in the audit, for
comparison purposes we also reviewed the food-for-work standards used
by that organization' Details follow:

CARE's system was the best In that the amount of food given to the
beneficiaries was based on work done.
For example, CARE
established a work standard for slow.formation terracing, a soil
conservation activity, of .04 workdays per square meter. Therefore.
with CARE's food-for-work ration of 1.85 kilograms per workday. If
farmers completed 200 square meters of slow-formation terraces,
they would earn a total of 14.8 kilograms of food (200 square meters
x .04 workdays per square meter x 1.85 kilograms per workday).
Th fopd.for.work work standards used by the World food Program were very good
in terms of defining work expectstlUons by project subtasks. and thus, the lssion
and cooperating sponsors could benefit from review" them.
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In comparing some of the work standards used by CARE, Caritas and
the World Food Program. CARE's standards were the most ambitious
(see Table at Appendix W4 However, CARE's standards were not
always being adhered to In the field because some of the CARE and
Ministry of Agriculture regional Individuals responsible for
monitoring the amount of work accomplished and calculating the
amount of food earned did not fuly understand this system. in
addition, CARE did not have standards for the various subtasks for
certain types of projects (e.g. road work).

Caritas had work standards which It used for estimating the number
of workdays involved in a project. Nevertheless, having used the
standards to set the number of workers on a project. It gave out food
based on the programmed number of workers rather than the actual
work accomplished.
Also. Caritas headquarters did not review the reasonableness of the
regional (diocese) oflfces esumates of the number of workers needed
for projects and for similar projects in different regions there were
wide variations In the estimated number of workers needed. Further.
the headquarters was unable to explain the assumptions used in
applying the work standards but stated that the technical personnel
in the field knew what the assumptions were. However, the field
omces in some cases improperly applied or did not use the
standards.
Although Caritas had many more types offood-for-work projects than
CARE. we did a comparison of the work standards for similar
projects and noted that Caritas' standards were much less ambitious
than CARE's (Appendix W}
For example, while CARE used a
standard of .04 workdays to perform a square meter of slowformation terracing, Caritas used a standard or .0833 workdays.
more than twice the tone for apparently the same work.

ADRA did not have written work standards. It did not even limit
beneficiary levels to the minimum needed to accomplish the work
acuity.
For example. one food-for-work project consisted of 184 community
members that did not have jobs outside their community..The
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project concept was to Increase agricultural production by
demonstrating to the community on small demonstration plots how
much production Increase they could obtain on their own plots by
following proper agriculture techniques and using Improved seeds.
fertilzer and pesticides. However. 184 workers were not needed to
tend to the demonstration plots. Therefore, the workers received
rations for doing work. such as maintaining IrigaUon ditches and
community roads, that they would have done anyway In the absence
of the project. And even In those activities no work standards were
applied. Rather. ADRA allowed Its Individual technical supervisors
In the feld to judge what was a reasonable amount of work per day
for each benedclaiy.
ADRA should establish food-for.work beneficiary levels at the
minimum numbers needed to accomplish the activities that directly
lead to the expected productivity Increases from the project and
should not give food for work that the community Is doing anyway in
the absence of the project.
The above differences In the cooperating sponsors' food.for.work projects
occurred because no comparative analysis had been done of the work
standards used by the cooperating sponsors or by other organizations.
Also, Caitas and ADRA did not have the same efficiency approach as
CARE, i.e. giving out rations in direct proportion to the amount of work
actually accomplished.
Using the most ambitious work standards, giving rations In direct
proportion to work done, and limiting beneficiaries to the minimum needed
would Increase program eficiency and thereby permit Increasing results for
a given level of commodities. For Instance, If the worker productivity
expectations for ADRA and Carltas are half those of CARE, then if they
raised their standards and expectations to CARE's level, they could double
their food.for.work activities with the same level of commodities. ADRA and
Caritas' food.for.work budgets for fscal year 1996 were 88.8 million.
Also. CARE's system of supplying rations based on work actually
accomplished would overcome various problems noted for the other
cooperating sponsors. These problems include overestimating the number
of beneficiaries needed to do a project and keeping a set number of
benefclaries within a project for the length of the project even though the
work requirements were known to vary considerably over time.
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Manaemnt Comments ana
dl.Ou

ution

The Mission stated It found Recommendation No. 6 to be acceptable. thus
Indicating that It agrees to take the recommended actions.
In.Countr TranspoRatlon Costs Ca

Rejedggg

USAID aspires to use commercially reasonable practices In purchasing
goods and services and promotes the effective and efficient use of food aid
resources. The cooperating sponsors did not share their cost data for
contracted transportation from the port of entry to their regional
warehouses. Also, some cooperating sponsors required beneflclaries to pay
for the transportation costs from their regional warehouses to the
beneficiaries' communities while others did not. The Mission did not
monitor transportation services closely. Consequently, opportunities to
negotiate lower rates and pass costs on to other parties were lost.
lBeconMmendation No, 7: We recommend that USAID/Peru:
7.1

establish a Joint cooperating sponsor committee, with
Mission representation, to share Information on the rates
the cooperating sponsors have been able to negotiate with
their transport agents to move Title II commodities, and to
coordinate efforts to negotiate for the best rates and

7.2

require Caritas to establish and Implement a transparent
system for procuring transport services with Title It
monetization funds.
This system should Include
procedures for: a competitive bidding system based on
price quotes from a reasonable number of f rms
appropriate consideration and weight given to
qualificatlons and experience of firms; an Independent,
committee-based proposal review process: and a contract
file system which documents selection decisions.

7.3

require all the cooperating sponsors to adopt a policy
requiring beneficiaries or the host government to pay for
the costs of transportation from the regional warehouse (or
temporary subregional storage location) to the beneficiary
communities.

The Food Aid and Food Security Policy Paper states that USAD's goal-and
that of the cooperating sponsors-must be the effective and efficient use of
food aid resources. In addition. USAID Regulation I I. requires cooperating
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sponsors to use commercially reasonable practices in purchasing goods and
services with monetized proceeds or program Income.
Each cooperating sponsor used Title II monetization funds to move food
commodities from the port to its central and regional warehouses. While
each followed a competitive bidding process to contract for such
transportation. they did not share their cost data, which varied significantly
(see Appendix VI).
One cooperating sponsor. Caritas. did not have bids on file for all the
trucking companies it used: and in some cases, for those companies that
It did have bids on file. it paid more than the bid price. In addition, Caritas
usually received cash "donations" from the trucking companies it does
business -%Ith which tied to the Individual shipments of the commodities.
Caritas be.leved the "donations" were completely legitimate. Independent of
the Title II program and available for its own purposes. These "donations"
could alternatively be viewed as price reductions which should be credited
to the Title Ii monetization account.
Regarding secondary transportation. that Is. transport of the commodities
from a regional warehouse (or subregional locations in the case of CARE)
to the beneficiary conmunities, different practices were followed by the
cooperating sponsors. CARE required the beneficiaries to pay for these
costs. ADRA and Caritas sometimes required the beneficiaries to pay these
costs. For PRISMA, these costs were usually paid by the Government of
Peru's Ministry of Health or with monetization proceeds.
The above situations existed because the Mission did not monitor the
cooperating sponsors' transportation practices and cost closely.
A
comparative analysis had not been done of the varlot cooperating
sponsors' in.country transportation costs and their policies .egarding who
should pay for the costs of transportation from the regional warehouses to
the beneficiaries.
If all the cooperating sponsors collaborated to obtain the lowest rates
quoted to any cooperating sponsor. there would be significant cost savings.
For instance, price differences for the same routes for different cooperating
sponsors ranged from 4 percent to as high as 165 percent. A 10 percent
savings from the budgeted transportation costs of $3.3 million for the four
cooperating sponsors for fiscal year 1996 would amount to $330,000.
Additionally, if the cooperating sponsors establish a Joint coiunttee. with
Mission representation. to share Information and negotiate for the best
rates, then the process would be transparent. This would likely resolve
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what we consider to be an appearance problem regarding the *donations
received by Caitas.
Having beneficiaries or Government of Peru partners pay for the costs cf
secondary transportation is another potential way to conserve Title II
monetization funds. Since CARE and. in many cases. ADRA. Caritas and
PRISMA had either the beneficiaries or the Government of Peru pay for
such costs. it appears feasible to establish this practice as the policy for all
the cooperating sponsors.
Management Comments and Our Evaiuation
The Mission accepted Recommendation No. 7, part 7.1 and requested that
we include a further recommendation to ensure that the contracting
procedures used by Caritas del Peru are transparent and competitive. The
Mission stated that part 7.2 of the recommendation (now part 7.3:
regarding host government and beneficiary payments of secondary"
transportation costs, should be eliminated.
We have added a new part 7.2 to the recommendation as requested by the
Mission.
Regarding the part of the recommendation to require cooperating sponsors
to adopt a policy that beneficiaries or the Government of Peru (GOP) pay for
secondary transportation costs. The Mission stated that the GOP does in
fact support transport in some cases. However, requiring additional
outlays from the GOP would be "impolitic". USAJD/Peru also expressed the
concern that this could impose a constraint on sponsor programs if the
GOP does not or cannot cover transportation costs. Furthermore, the
Mission believes the recommendation that beneficlaries cover the transport
costs does not consider the beneficiaries' ability to pay.
We agree with the Mission that there would be situations where it would
not be practical or feasible to require beneflclaries or the host government
to pay for secondary transport costs. However. the cooperating sponsors
could adopt policies to. as a general rule. have the beneficiaries or host
government pay. but allow exceptions in specific situations where it would
not be practical or feasible. We therefore consider part 7.3 of the
recommendation to be reasonable and practical and it is retained.
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Commodity Requests Did Not Reconcile

with ProlrAm PILnnini Documenrts
USAID Regulation I I requires cooperating sponsors to submit an annual
commodity request estimating the quantities required for each program.
In reviewing the cooperating sponsors' approved commodity requests for
fiscal year 1996. we found that (1) the requested levels did not agree with
the amounts indicated as needed In their program documents, and (2) the
program documents In some cases did not contain the information needed
to validate the levels requested. The above problems occurred because the
Mission did not require the cooperating sponsors to support their
commodity requests with a reconciliation to their program documents. As
a result. USAID approved 2,386 metric tons of food, with an estimated cost
of $761.000, more than the cooperating sponsors' program requirements
justified.
Recommgydatlon No. 8: We recommend that USAID/Peru
require each of Its cooperating sponsors to:
8.1

support each annual commodity request submitted to the
Mission with a reconciliation to its program documents.
These reconcllations should show the amounts for each
subprogram and include separate line items for the
promoters of each subprogram; and

8.2

Include in its program documents an annual breakout of
number of beneficiaries and promoters for each
subprogram.

USAID Regulation I I requires cooperating sponsors to submit an annual
commodity request estimating the quantities required for each program.
The commodity request. when approved by USAID. sets the amount of
commodities authorized for a cooperating sponsor's country program.
In reviewing the cooperating sponsors' approved commodity request for
fiscal year 1996. we found that (1) the levels requested exceeded the levels
indicated as needed In the cooperating sponsors' program proposals and
annual workplans by a total of 104.611 beneflcIaries and 2.386 metric tons
(see Appendix VII). and (2) the commodity requests and program documents
were dimcult to reconcile because of differences in format and the
presentation of counts between the two and lack of Information in the
program documents needed to do such reconciliations. The following is
illustrative:
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C
- Since CARE's program proposal did not Include breakouts by fiscal
year of its planned number of beneficiaries under each program, no
reconciliation between the program proposal and the conunodity request
could be done.
As an alternative procedure. we compared the commodity request with the
annual workplan that CARE provided to the Mission and noted certain
differences. While the June 1995 version of the commodity request (which
was ultimately approved) agreed in total with the annual workplan. the
number of beneficiaries Included in each program was significantly)
different. There was no difference in total tonnage required because the
increases in one program were traded off against decreases in the other
program.
M- The approved commodity request Included 12,316 metric tons of
food commodities for the infant nutrition and agriculture income generation
programs. The amount required in the program proposal for these
programs was only 11.870 metric tons. The difference of 446 metric tons
equates to 3.8 percent. ADRA stated that the Mission Instructed it to
include a provision for emergency beneficiaries.
Caltas - The approved commodity request overstated the number of foodfor-work beneficiaries as indicated in the program proposal by about
50.000. As a result of this overstatement. USAID approved 1.945 metric
tons more of food commodities than were required to execute the program
described in the proposal. Caritas did not know when the error occurred
but believed the commodity request became out of synch with the program
proposal sometime during the process of modifying the proposal prior to its
submission to Washington.
PRISM A - The program proposal showed 75.000 families in the High Risk
Family (PANFAR) program and 3.000 In the Happy Community (Kusiayllu)
program. whereas the approved commodity request showed 73.166 for High
Risk Family program (2.4 percent less) and 3.900 for the Happy Community
program (30 percent more).
The above problems occurred because the Mission did not require the
cooperating sponsors to support their annual commodity requests with a
reconciliation to their program documents.
As a result. USAID approved 2.386 metric tons of food, with an estimated
cost of $761.000. more than the cooperating sponsors' program
requirements Justified. Excess resources potentially would be more at risk
of being misappropriated since they are not for any particular project.and
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there would be no beneficiaries expecting to receive them. Also, missions
should not request more commodities than needed due to worldwide
limitations in the amount of Tide ii resources.
Management Comments and Our. !luatlon
The Mission stated that it found Recommendation No. 8 to be acceptable.
thus indicating that it agrees to take the recommended actions.
Value-Added Tog Fxemotion
One of USAID's goals is the effective and efficient use of food aid resources.
The Government of Peru (GOP) has a value-added tax of 18 percent. In
prior years. one of the four cooperating sponsors received an exemption
from this tax; the other three did not. Because of recent changes in certain
Peruvian laws, the opportunity now exists for all the cooperating sponsors
to be exempt from the tax. However, the Mission did not closely monitor
the process to see if the cooperating sponsors submitted the required
information to the GOP. The savings from a value-added tax refund would
be about $2.1 million for fiscal year 1996.
Recommendation No. 9 We recommend that USAID/Peru:
9.1

9.2

ensure that all four cooperating sponsors have submitted
the necessary documentation to the appropriate ministry
of the Government of Peru to obtain a refund of valueadded taxes. Specifically, verify that cooperating sponsors:
(a)

register themselves with the Ministry of the
Presidency's Executive Secretariat for International
Technical Cooperation, and

(b)

register their new Title U1 programs with and submit
their fiscal year 1998 budgets to either the Ministry
of the Presidency's Executive Secretariat for
International Technical Cooperation (for ADRA.
Caritas and PRISMA) or the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs (for CARE); and

require the cooperating sponsors to account for program
expenses net of the value-added tax by recording the tax
paid as a receivable from the Government of Peru.
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The Food Aid and Food Security Policy Paper states that USAID's goal-and
that of the cooperating sponsors-must be the effective and efficient use of
food aid resources.
The 18 percent value-added tax is a general sales tax of the Government of
Peru (GOP). All providers of services (e.g. hotels, transport agents, etc.) are
required to collect this tax and remit the collections to the GOP. If an
exemption from the tax is granted. the procedure would be to pay the tax
at the time of purchase. with the GOP refunding the amount paid annually.
In prior years. CARE received an exemption from the tax because CARE is
an "offshore" or foreign FVO. The other three cooperating sponsors could
not receive an exemption from the tax because they were indigenous PVOs s.
In 1993 and 1994. the GOP enacted three pieces of legislation affecting the
value-added tax for indigenous cooperating sponsors. As a result. starting
uvth their fiscal year 1996 programs it will be possible for all four
cooperating sponsors to receive value-added tax exemptions/refunds for
their current Title IIprogram expenses providing appropriate application is
made.
Based on discussions with Mission Controller's Offmce personnel and review
of the laws. there are three requirements: (1) each sponsor must register
with Peru's Ministry of the Presidency. (2) each sponsor must register Its
current Title II program. In the present case, Its fiscal year 1996-2000
program as described in its program proposal. with either the Ministry of
the Presidency. for the cooperating sponsors registered as indigenous PVOs.
or with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, for the cooperating sponsors
registered as foreign PVOs, and (3) each cooperating sponsor must submit
its current year budget to either the Ministry of the Presidency, if it is an
Indigenous PVO, or to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. If it is a foreign PVO.
It is our understanding that at least two of the four cooperating sponsors
had applied for exemption from the value-added tax as of the end of
February 1996. Although the Mission has generally encouraged its
grantees to apply for a tax exemption, the Mission did not have information
on whether all four had applied.
Considering the potential refund amounts, the Mission should ensure that
all the cooperating sponsors have made appropriate application for
While ADRA is a U.S. PvO. Its atfilate in Peru is registered as an Indigenous PO
under the name ADRA/OFASA. Therefore. in the past ADRA/OFASA was unable to
apply for an exemption from 'alueadded txes under the procedures followed by
CARE.
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exemption from this tax and have submitted the necessary documentation
to support their eligibility. Furthermore. it should Instruct the cooperating
sponsors on a simple and consistent method of recording the potential
recovery of taxes paid. The Controller's Office suggested that purchases be
recorded with a debit to the appropriate expense and to a receivable from
the GOP for the amount of the tax. The offsetting credit would be to
accounts payable or cash.
The savings from refunds of the value-added tax would be substantial. The
fiscal year 1996 commodities approved for monetization for the four
cooperating sponsors is about $19.3 million. If one subtracts the $7.5
million budgeted for salaries, the difference of approximately $11.8 million
would be subject to the tax. Therefore. the approximate value of the refund
for the fiscal year 1996 program would be about $2.1 million.
Management Commrents and Our Evaluation
The Mission stated that it found Recommendation No. 9 to be acceptable.
thus Indicating that it agrees to take the recommended actions.
Has USAID/Peru progressed toward achieving the results of
food aid activities as intended in Mission and cooperating
sponsor planning documents?
While at the time of our audit it was too early to measure results for the
recently approved fiscal year 1996 food aid program, which constituted a
major reorientation from the earlier program. the Mission was progressing
in terms of assuring the execution of the cooperating sponsors' new
programs and Its strategic framework was designed to reflect the expected
results from those programs.
However, the framework the Mission was following needed certain
improvements. Also, the cooperating sponsors needed to Improve their
management information systems to accurately report progress and impact.
Finally, although the Mission expects to phase out food aid activities in
Peru over the next few years. it had not explicitly defined and quantified the
parameters It considered would need to be reached before ending food aid.
Imirgvements Needed In Food Aid Framew9rk
USAID directives require missions to develop strategic plans that will
measure performance for all programs. including food aid programs.
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Moreover. Agency policy Is to focus Title 11 programs on Improving
household nutrition and Increasing agricultural productivity. Although the
Mission was following a proposed strategic framework for food aid directed
to the Agency's priority focus areas, certain Improvements were needed to
make the framework more useful in measuring and reporting results.
Specifically: (1) the cooperating sponsor individuals responsible for
collecting and reporting information on their food aid programs were not
aware of the framework's indicators or their definitions. (2) the plausibility
of accomplishing the targets for strategic level indicators was not supported
by a specific documented analysis. (3) the intermediate result indicators
were more process- than Impact-oriented. (4) the intermediate result
baselines were not well supported, and (5) the targets did not reconcile to
the cooperating sponsors' approved program documents. These problems
were the result of the difficulty faced by the Mission of simultaneously
implementing both the Agency's new expectations on managing for results
and the new food aid policy. Unless USAD/Peru takes action to ensure
that the problem areas noted above do not carry over into the framework
ultimately adopted by the Mission. It will be unable to accurately assess the
progress and Impact of its food aid programs.
He commendation No. 10: We recommend that USAID/Peru:
10.1 decide on how food aid will be Integrated Into the Mission's
strategic framework.. As part of this process, the Mission
should meet with the cooperating sponsors and attempt to
reach consensus on the indicators, targets, and methods of
data collection;
10.2 include In its strategic framework Intermediate results and
performance indicators that will explicitly measure
progress and impact of Its food aid programs on household
nutrition and agricultural productivity;
10.3 document its analysis of the expected effects of Its food aid
program at the strategic objective level, and make
adjustments to the strategic framework as warranted: and
10.4 with the assistance of the cooperating sponsors, develop
new baseline Information consistent with the indicator
definitions, and develop new annual targets consistent
with the cooperating sponsors' approved programs.
Based on such legislation as the Government Performance and Results Act
of 1993. the Agency issued guidance to missions on developing strategic
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plans that will measure performance for all programs. including food aid
programs. Additionally. the Agency's Food Aid and Food Security Policy
Paper prioritizes the focus of Title I! programs on improving household
nutrition, especially in children and mothers. and on alleviating the causes
of hunger, especially by increasing agricultural productivity.
In April 1995, as part of Its Fiscal Year 1996-1997 Action Plan,
USAID/Peru proposed a separate strategic objective for food aid to improve
the food security of Peru's extremely poor. However, the proposal was not
approved by Washington. The Mission explained that there was no
disagreement with the details of what it was proposing below the strategic
objective level, but that In the Washington review process some considered
theft achieving food security was beyond the Mission's manageable interest.
As a result, the Mission was directed to consider the review comments and
Agency policy In deciding whether to present a separate food security
strategic objective in the following year.
At the start of the audit, the Mission indicated that it was considering
proposing a strategic objective for food security to Washington again. Near
the end of our review, however, the Mission stated It had decided to include
food. aid activities under a reformulated strategic objective for economic
growth which It had begun working on and would be presenting to
Washington.
We considered that the framework for the proposed strategic objective for
food security which was presented in the Mission's Fiscal Year 1996-1997
Action Plan was an improvement over the framework used previously.
Nevertheless, there were a number of areas where the proposed strategic
framework needed to be improved to make it more useful in measuring and
reporting results.
First, the personnel at the cooperating sponsor organizations that were
responsible for implementing the managing for results systems were not
aware of the specifics of the Mission's framework. These individuals had
not seen the proposed strategic framework, including the various
intermediate result Indicators and definitions. Such a situation can lead
to confusion as well as inconsistent reporting of results across the
cooperating sponsors.
Second, there was no documented analysis to support the plausibility of
accomplishing the targets for strategic objective level indicators based on
achieving the Intermediate result targets and other assumptions. For
instance, one strategic objective indicator was daily per capita food
a%-ailability for the whole country. However, the increases expected were
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much greater than could be accounted for simply on the amount of food aid
delivered and there was no analysis to support the feasibility of achieving
the strategic level target.
Third, the Intermediate result Indicators were more process- than impactoriented. That is, the Indicators measured such things as the number of
extremely poor households adopting improved technology and hectarage
under intensifled management rather than changes In agricultural
productivity and production.
Fourth. the Intermediate result baselines In the Mission's strategic
framework were not well supported. The baselines were largely taken from
the cooperating sponsors' fiscal year 1994 annual reports. These reports
did not Include consistent staUsUcs across all cooperating sponsors nor
was their information necessarily directly comparable to the fiscal year
1996 programs they were being used as a baseline for.
Fifth, the Intermediate results targets in most cases did not reconcile to the
cooperating sponsors' approved program documents. For several fiscal year
1996 targets the cooperating sponsor program documents projected much
better results. e.g. the target for number of high risk children participating
in Title IInutritional programs was 60.000 while the cooperating sponsors'
program documents reflected on the order of 250.000.
(See Appendix VIII for a detailed analysis of the last two problem areas.)
WVe attribute the above problems to the difficulty faced by Mission food aid
staff of simultaneously Implementing both the Agency's new expectations
on managing for results and USAID's new Food Aid and Food Security
Policy Paper. Also, the Mission needed to spend more time with the
cooperating sponsors to fully bring them into the process of formulating the
Mission's plan.
Even though the Mission was considering a different integration of food aid
Into Its strategic framework, Mission officials stated that the cooperating
sponsors' food aid programs will continue as they have before. and most of
the indicators, targets and timeframes will remain the same. Therefore, the
observations noted above remain valid and need to be addressed by the
Mission.
In summary. unless USAD/Peru corrects the problem areas noted above
In the final framework, the Mission will be unable to accurately assess the
progress and impact of Its food aid programs.
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Management Comments and Our Evaluation
The Mission stated that it found Recommendation No. 10 to be acceptable.
thus ndicaUng that it agrees to take the recommended acUons.
The Cooperating Sponsors' Management
Information Systems Need Improvement
USAID Regulation II requires cooperating sponsors to maintain
information systems for collecting data on the progress and Impact of their
programs and to periodically report this data to USAID. The cooperaung
sponsors' management information systems had weaknesses in the areas
of support, collection, review and reporting of information on program
progress and impact. These weaknesses occurred because the managing
for results systems of the cooperating sponsors were still evolving and
controls over the accuracy and completeness of information were weak.
More effort was needed to resolve the noted problem areas to ensure
complete and reliable reporting on the results of food aid programs.
Recommendation No. 11: We recommend that USAID/Peru:
11.1 fInaUze its work with the cooperating sponsors to
Implement management information systems that will
include targets for all the Intermediate result Indicators to
be tracked by the Mission, and will report reUable
Information on the progress toward the targets;
11.2 obtain evidence from e cooperating sponsors that their
programs' numerical -&s for agricultural productivity
improvements and reduction In malnutrition are
analytically supportable from the detail of the projects
they in:end to support, and, further, that the expected
results of the various types of projects are supported with
research or other information showing those expectations
are reasonable:
11.3 require the cooperating sponsors to provide plans of action
Informing the Mission when they Intend to complete the
collection of baseline information for their projects and
indicating whether such baseline Information wili be for
each project or some broader basis, e.g. for a microbasin;
11.4 ensure that the headquarters of each cooperating sponsor
establishes procedures to check the reliability and
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timeliness of the data reported by their regional units and
host country counterparts;
11.5 require each cooperating sponsor to develop operating
guidelines to ensure that their regional offices maintain
the detailed documentation supporting individual food aid
projects; and
11.6 based on a risk assessment and resource constraints.
develop a system that the Mission will follow for
periodically verifying the results Information reported by
the cooperating sponsors.
USAID Regulation II requires cooperating sponsors to maintain
information systems for collecting data on the progress and impact of their
programs and to periodically report this data to USAID. In addition, the
Mission's strategic plan stated the Mission would obtain data on the
achievement of Its intermediate result targets from the cooperating
sponsors.
The cooperating sponsors' management Information systems had
weaknesses in the areas of support. collection. review and reporting of
Information on program progress and Impact. There were Instances where
information was not readily available for review, was not collected at all. or
was submitted without controls to ensure its accuracy and completeness.
Also. various aspects of the structure for managing for results were not in
place or not well thought out. Some examples follow:
(1) Several cooperating sponsors could not explain their basis for
projecting that the overall agricultural productivity goals in their
program proposals would be reached. Cooperating sponsors did not
have standards on impacts expected from the various types of
projects.
(2) The cooperating sponsors did not have baseline data for their
food-for-work projects.
(3) Progress reported under food-for-work projects was often
unreliable for some cooperating sponsors. which makes reported
progress towards program impacts unreliable. For example. reported
progress on projects for a regional office at one cooperating sponsor
was based on the programmed level of work rather than the actual,
and it did not correlate consistently with the indicated number of
beneficiaries. Headquarters personnel mentioned that In their
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reporting of progress to USAD/Peru they compiled Information
received from their regional offices without verifying its
reasonableness or accuracy.

(4)One cooperating sponsor's fiscal year 1995 progress report to the

Mission contained very little or no data for 9 of the 29 regions having
nutrition programs. This situation occurred because the host
country entities involved In the program did not report the
information and the cooperating sponsor did not check the reliability
of the information reported. Therefore. data such as the graduation
rate, percentage of families receiving training, and the percentage of
families receiving all rations was not available for these regions.
(5) One cooperating sponsor did not maintain complete records of
project activities in its regional offices. Most of the detailed records
were held by field supervisors and therefore such records were not
readily available for review.
We attributed many of the above problems to the fact that cooperating
sponsors until recently have not been challenged to document program
impact. Therefore. their reporting systems are still
weak in this area.
although they are strengthening their systems to meet the demands.
Other more specific reasons were that the Mission had been working with
the cooperating sponsors to implement a computerized information system.
called SISEPAD, which would sum up the Impacts of the thousands of
Individual food aid projects. But, the integration and Implementation of the
SISEPAD was still in the preliminary stages, in some cases because the
,',operating sponsors' existing information systems did not yet produce the
data required to determine progress and outputs. Furthermore, officials
from one cooperating sponsor mentioned that because the SISEPAD system
was developed before an analysis of each cooperating sponsor's needs was
done and before all cooperating sponsors agreed on the performance
Indicators to use. they were not sure if the system would work. These
omcials also mentioned that the SISEPAD system seemed too involved and
complex to implement and that it might be better to make any adjustments
needed to the cooperating sponsor's existing information system rather
than go ahead with the implementation of the SISEPAD system.
Also, as mentioned In the previous finding in this section, cooperating
sponsor personnel were not aware of which intermediate result indicators
the Mission selected for its strategic framework. Therefore, they did not
know what information needed to be collected and reported to the Mission.
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Finally, the Mission did not verify the accuracy of the data reported by the
cooperating sponsors.
Without improvements in the cooperating sponsors' management
information systems, the cooperating sponsors and thus the Mission %kill
be unable to accurately assess and report on the progress and impact of
the food aid programs In Peru.

ManagementComments and Our valuatlon
The Mission stated that it found Recommendation No. I I to be acceptable,
thus indicating that it agrees to take the recommended actions.
Develop Indicators. Targets and Timeframes for
the Potgntial-phaseout of Food Ajd Activities
USAID/Peru Indicated in certain planning documents that it expects to
phase out its food activities by the year 2000 or 2001. However, the
Mission had not explicity defined and quantified the parameters it
considers would need to be reached to discontinue food aid. This situation
happened because the Mission had been concentrating its attention on
addressing the food security problems in Peru rather than developing a
quantified vision of the end point which when reached should lead to the
phaseout of the food aid program. Without establishing indicators, targets
and timeframes for the phaseout of food acUtltes. USAID/Peru will not
have an objective measure to judge when its food aid acUvities should be
curtailed in Peru. USAID/Peru may also miss the opportunity to take the
actions necessary that would allow It to discontinue food aid activities.
Recommendation No, 12: We recommend that USMID/Peru:
12.1 coordinate with the cooperating sponsors In establishing
Indicators, targets and timetrames for the phaseout of food
aid activities in Peru: and
12.2 incorporate these Indicators, targets and timeframes in the
Mission's strategic plan so that progress towards phaseout
can be monitored and meaured.
In USAID/Peru's Fiscal Year 1997 Budget Planning Document, dated June
1995. the Mission states that tt will withdraw the bulk of its food aid at the
end of fiscal year 2001 and that local partners will assume the
responsibility for addressing ongoing and emergency food security
concerns. In addition, in response to a Department of Agriculture (USDA)
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Economic Research Service report. dated October 1995. titled "Food Aid
Needs and Availabilities. Projections for 2005". the Mission stated that it
expects that Peru will not need food aid after the year 2000 as its economic
condition continues to improve. The USDA study used the approach of
analyzing Peru's combined food production and its assumed import
capability based on assumed economic growth rates.
Further, the Mission's described its general strategy of how to achieve food
security in its Fiscal Year 1996-1997 Action Plan. The Action Plan stated
for the strategy to be effective, it assumed that Peru's overall economic
growth would absorb segments of its extremely poor populations. In this
way. the targeted food aid programs would reach a strategically more
important segment of the remaining disadvantaged groups.
The strategy assumed that Peru's reliance on donor food assistance would
diminish if: the Government of Peru's economic policies and outward
growth strategy are maintained over a 5-8 year time frame: there is success
in targeting a greater level of social and economic investments to extremely
poor zones: and social, economic and financial Institutions develop and
offer reliable support services to a larger portion of the general population.
The Action Plan also set targets for the Government of Peru's social
expenditures as a percentage of gross domestic product.
The Action Plan also detailed some general measures the Mission
considered clearly manifest food Insecurity in Peru. i.e. 18.3 percent of the
population is extremely poor and there are low levels of per capita caloric
availability and high incidence of chronic malnutrition.
Although the Mission envisioned the potential phaseout of food aid
activities in the near future, and had adequately described its general vision
of how to achieve food security. it had not explicitly defined and quantified
the parameters it considered would need to be reached to discontinue food
aid. !n addition, the Mission did not explicitly include phaseout indicators.
targets and timeframes In Its strategic plan. The reason for this was that
the Mission had concentrated Its attention on defining the nature of the
food security problem and was pursuing different tracks under multiple
strategic objectives to address that problem. Since the expected success In
solving the food security problem was some time off. the Mission had not
yet taken the time to develop an explicit phaseout plan.
The types of improvements the Mission believed are necessary to solve the
food security problem in Peru are adequately defined in Its Fiscal Year
1996-1997 Action Plan, so a practical approach would be to simply specify
targets and timeframes for those things. Also, in tune with the USDA
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methodology, targets should include measures of economic growth and the
country's financial ability to Import food to satisfy Its food needs.
The Mission should also use planned periodic censuses of malnutrition
rates of first graders nationwide. This Infornation can be used as a proxy
for child malnutrition rates In individual communities which will allow
monitoring whether pockets of unaddressed needs continue to exist.
Since the above-mentioned Mission budget document indicates that the
bulk of the food aid program will be discontinued around fiscal year 200 1.
the Mission also needs to establish interim targets which would measure
the public and private sector Institutions' progress and capabilities to
address food security concerns.
Without establishing indicators, targets and timeframes for the phaseout
of food activities, the Mission will not have an objective measure to Judge
when its food aid activities should be curtailed in Peru. The Mission may
also miss the opportunity to take the actions necessary which would allow
it to discontinue food aid activities.
Management Comments and Our ;valuation
USAID/Peru stated that Recommendation No. 12. regarding phaseout
targets. indicators. and timeframes, should be eliminated. The Mission
stated that this recommendation should be directed towards
USAID/Washington offices responsible for the food aid programming and
approvals. Specifically. USAID/Peru stated that (1) "phaseout" of food aid
is not a specific objective of the Mission. nor Is It mandated by
USAID/Washlngton, or any other authority. (2) the 1996 Farm Bill
prohibits USAID from denying cooperating sponsor requests for
commodities either because the activity is in a country where USAID does
not have a presence or where P.L. 480 assistance Is not a part of USAID's
development plan, and (3) the role of the Kaslon in food aid programming
decisions is limited.
As stated in the finding, the Mission has already reflected the phaseout of
food aid in its budget documents and responded to a USDA analysis that
it expects food aid to Peru will not be needed beyond the next few years.
If the Mission does not establish a phaseout plan, including indicators.
targets and Umeframes, It will not have an objective measure tojudge when
food aid activities should be curtailed in Peru and may not take the actions
necessary to permit an orderly phaseout of food aid. Furthermore, without
a plan which monitors the host county's progress and capabilities to
address food security concerns, the Mission may not ensure that. the
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necessary actions are taken to sustain the food aid activities In the event
Title II food aid is discontinued in Peru.
We acknowledge that USAID/Washington offices have the final authority to
program food aid, However. the Mission has the best knowledge of the food
security problems for Peru so one expects that USAID/Washington would
defer to the Mission's judgment on the conditions to be met so that Peru
can handle Its food security problems on its own. We will also consider
addressing a similar finding to USAID/Washington in our audit of the Office
of Food for Peace. but this does not negate the need for the
recommendation to USAID/Peru.
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SCOPE AND
METHODOLOGY

Scope
We audited USAID/Peru's non-emergency Title 11 food aid programs
implemented through private voluntary organizations (PVOs) and non
governmental organizations In accordance with generally accepted
government auditing standards. Our fieldwork was conducted from
October 1995 through March 1996 and was performed at USAID/Peru and
the Mission's four PVO cooperating sponsors: ADRA. CARE, Caritas and
PRISMA (see page 2). For fiscal year 1996. these four cooperating sponsors
were authorized to receive 89.500 metric tons of Title 11food commodlUes
valued at $51.0 million.
Our audit was limited to the operations and management of Title If program
activities of the Mission and the four cooperating sponsors noted above and
focused on program activities that occurred primarily in fiscal year 1996.
The review of the cooperating sponsors' practices for targeting food aid to
geographical areas was done on a limited judgmental sample basis. Also,
we did not audit specific dollar amounts of commodities or monetized
funds. The extent of our work was too limited to provide reasonable
assurance that the Mission's targeting principles for food aid were being
met and that no major losses were occurring.
Although there are many documents and guidelines for the management
of Tite il programs. we conducted our audit primarily utilizing the following
three: (1) USAID Regulation I1 (May 7. 1992). (2) USAID Food Aid and Food
Security Policy Paper (February 27, 1995). and (3) the program proposals
of the four cooperating sponsors for fiscal years 1996-2001.
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Methodology
Audit Oblective No. 1
To determine if food aid was targeted to the most needy people.' we
performed analyses of demographic survey Information gathered by
Independent sources. We then reviewed the cooperating sponsors' program
documents and activities to evaluate their strategies. the appropriateness
of intervention locations and the method of beneficiary selection. We also
reviewed the Mission-sponsored Food Security Strategy for Peru and the
Mission's strategic framework related to food aid.
Additionally. we reviewed the cooperating sponsors' support for their
selected ration sizes, number of beneficiaries to be served, and criteria for
beneficiary graduation. We also assessed what Information the Mission had
on the locations of the Government of Peru's and other donors' food aid
projects.
Audit Oblective Nj, 2
To determine If food aid reached the intended beneficiaries, we reviewed
and tested the Internal control systems of the four cooperating sponsors.
To obtain an understanding of the internal controls, we reviewed operations
manuals, interviewed responsible personnel, and performed limited testing.
We analyzed the controls over commodities, monetized funds, and program
income. In performing our review we were alert to opportunities to improve
the efficiency and effectiveness of the programs.
The interviews and tests were performed at the headquarters omces of the
four cooperating sponsors located in Lima. Peru as well as some of their
regional offices located in other cities within Peru. We also made site visits
to several of the project locations in rural parts of the country.
ud t Obective No. 3
To determine the progress toward achieving intended results, we reviewed
the Mission's strategic framework for food aid and certain aspects of the
cooperating sponsors' program documents and reporting systems.
Specifically we reviewed baseline information, assessed the methods of data
collection and tested the accuracy of reported information.
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MANAGEMENT COMMENTS

MEMORANDUM

DATE:

September 16. 1996

TO:

Henry Barrett. Acting Director, JO/A/PA

FROM:

Donald Boyd. Acting Director, USAJD/Peru

SUBJECT:

Audit of USAD/Peru's Management of Non-Emergency
Title II Food Aid Programs

REFERENCE:

Draft Audit Report dated August 8. 1996

Per your request, please Ond attached USAID/Peru's comments on the draft
report on USAD/Peru's management of Title II food aid programs. In
previous correspondence from the Mission, comments on the draft report
from the four cooperating sponsor agencies were forwarded to you.
The comments contain editorial suggestions, additional background
Information, clarifications of Mission and cooperating sponsor actions that
may have been overlooked by the auditors, and discussions of
recommendations that the Mission feels need to be modified.
Of the 12 recommendations made regarding program management, the
Mission suggests that several be eliminated. It makes comments. and/or
suggests changes. In full or in part. to several others.
We look forward to reviewing the corrected version of the audit report.
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Thank you and your staff for all the efforts devoted towards Improving the
management of the Title I! program in Peru.
cc:

BHR/FFP. JPaz-CastlUo
Clearance:
HWlng, ORD4Id
TFalIon.CONTJ_...
JLombardoA/D/DIRI..
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ATTACHMENT:

USAID/PERU COMMENTS ON IG/A/PA AUDIT OF'
PERU TITLE U, 9/13/96

1. Recommendation Nos. 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 should be eliminated because
of serious shortcomings with geographical targeting mechanisms and
the preferred alternative mechanism proposed by the Mission. The
audit finding that the Mission did not yet have an adequate
management structure to ensure that the food aid is targeted to the
most food-needy people should be eliminated.
The conclusion made In the audit that "USAID/Peru did not yet have
an adequate management structure to ensure that food aid is
targeted to the most needy people" largely is based on the argument
that more strict geographic targeting will ensure that the "most
needy" will receive food aid. The argument follows that if the Mission
and its Title 1 cooperating sponsors were to target food aid to the
communities having the highest rates of chronic malnutrition and
unsatisfied basic needs. the potential for Impact would be Increased.
The Mission and Its cooperating sponsors feel that there are serious
shortcomings in this argument. Even if the strictest geographic
targeting were utilized, and the most desperately poor and badly
nourished communities were selected, the effectiveness In reaching
the "most needy" still would depend upon mechanisms for individual
beneficiary selection, or mechanisms for limiting the participation of
relatively well.off beneficiaries In those communities.
Second, strict geographic targeting may not be the most cost effective
way of achieving results. Given the cost and difficulty of moving food
and providing services to extremely needy yet Isolated communities,
it might make better economic sense to work with the neediest
individuals in relatively more accessible communities. For example,
although rates of "extreme poverty* in Lima are estimated at a
relatively low 10 percent, this needy population is estimated at
several hundred thousand. The cost of reaching several hundred
thousand beneficiaries in isolated communities with lower population
densities obviously would be higher. With higher beneficiary costs
and fewer beneficlarIes in the program. the program's potential
Impact will be reduced.
Third. effectiveness In reaching the neediest beneficiaries may be
more a function of what kinds of projects are executed. rather than
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the geographic selection mechanisms employed. The Title 11focus on
Interventions related to childhood nutrition and agricultural
production effectively.linmt the opportunity for the general population
to participate in food aid programs, especially urban populations.
The management structure being Implemented by the Mission In
conjunction with its cooperating sponsors ensures that the most
needy Peruvians participate In and benefit from Title 11programs
through a combination of mechanisms indicated above. The
structure requires recipients to be "extremely poor". "foc' insecure",
malnourished, or at risk of becoming malnourishe 4 . All the
cooperating sponsors are adopting beneficiary selection criteria. for
both nutrition and food.for.work beneficiaries, that reflect the need
for better food availability, access, and utilization, consistent w1th
Title If policies.
While geographic targeting Information Is available for the
programming of sponsor activities, It is not viewed as an end In Itself.
Cooperating sponsors have the flexibility to program resources where
they have technical, logistical or Institutional advantages, and where
a critical mass of needy beneficiaries justify a presence. By and
large. the sponsors avoid operations in areas where other food aid
institutions are operating and could result in unnecessary
duplication. This criteria should and will be made an explclt
selection criterion for Title If projects.
The Mission and its cooperating sponsors also are Implementing the
policy of limiting project interventions to those related to nutrition

and agricultural production.

A large. general canteen feeding

program for urban slums and shanty towns, greatly expanded in the
early 1990's when the Peruvian economy was going through a severe

restructuring, Is being terminated.

Generalized fonxd-forwork

activities also are being terminated in lieu of those that contribute to
the infrastructural base for agricultural production and marketing.
In 1996. the first year of a new multyear program period. there Is a
requirement that the cooperating sponsors establish, at a minimum.
baseline Impact indicators for malnutrition, agricultural production.
and unsatisfied basic needs. In addition, sponsors have adopted
common "process" Indicators for measuring the progress, and
coverage of sponsor activities. Baselines are established In assisted
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communities, so that there is an explicit link between the activities
of the cooperating sponsors and the results.
In summary. the Mission and its cooperating sponsors have a
management structure that ensures that food aid Is targeted to the
most needy people. This structure is based on beneficiary selection
criteria, flexibility In selecting target zones, and compliance with Title
If policies regarding the types of project interventions and monitoring
for results. This structure effectively eliminates general. broad,
diffuse, or otherwise non.targeted food assistance, and ensures a
focsued targeting that Is consistent with USAID food aid policies.
One additional point of clarification: The statement made in the last
paragraph of page 9, that states "we had no basis to evaluate
whether the Mission's food aid program would meet its targets if the
food aid was given to beneficiaries throughout the country without
a scheme to concentrate the resources in a particular region" should
be reconsidered. Common sense and experience tells us that the
most appropriate basis on which to evaluate whether a program
reaches the most needy Is not geographic criteria, but rather
beneficiary criteria, as explained above. In addition, the Mission's
new strategic and performance measurement plans no longer contain
the indicator for malnutrition In the Sierra region of Peru. The
Indicator therefore can not be used as the argument for
concentrating resources in the Sierra.
2. Recommendation No. 1.4 - Acceptable
3. Recommendation No. 2, regarding 'graduation" criteria and
timeframes should be eliminated. The Performance and Monitoring
Plans for each Title 11 program have established indicators for
monitoring and measuring Title n cooperating sponsor effectiveness
in achieving results with the target population. The cooperating
sponsor programs also include time limits for food aid benefits.
In the monitoring and performance plans of the Title II cooperating
sponsors. as well as the plan of the Mission, *graduation" defined as
nutritional recuperation of no longer appears as a "process"
indicator. The flaw Inherent in this Indicator Is that most programs
can achieve this quite rapidly and directly with the sole use of food.
Recuperation rates are close to 100 percent
The new plan will use a series of more revealing indlcators,
commonly measured across the four cooperating sponsor programs.
These are:
program coverage.
to monitor effectiveness of
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recuperation and maintenance of normal weight for age over the
latest three.month period; percentages of children with complete
vaccinations by the age of one year; percentage of mothers
completing the sponsor's cycle of nutrition and health training.
Cooperating sponsors will cease food rations to beneficiaries when
Moreover,
these minimum 'graduation' indicators are met.
variations In the percentages between cooperating sponsors will
Indicate eficiency* or the opposite, and the need to modify or
improve sponsor Interventions.
Regarding the subject of "graduation". it should be noted that In the
years prior to the audit, no 'graduation' criteria were In effect, much
less discussed. In fact, there were many cases of open-ended
programs, lasting several years, which may have contributed to food
aid dependency. The management structure now limits participation
In food aid programs to a maximum of two years, and Incorporates
the further limiting features of ending food rations to beneficiaries
when specific criteria are met.
4. Recommendation Nos. 3.1, 3.2, and 3.4- Acceptable.
5. Recommendation No. 3.3, regarding stopping the review of
monetization expenditures, should be eliminated.
USAID/Peru disagrees with this recommendation to discontinue the
full review of monetization transactions for the following reasons.

First, the size of the program and the amount of resources spent
merit this relatively minor expense for Independently controlling
expenditures. The actual cost of$187.565 (not $264,000 as cited In
the report) Is relatively minor when compared to the over
820.000,000 that annually are spent under the monetization
program.
Second. the Independent review provides the same degree of
oversight that other USAID projects receive. Under other USAID
projects, the project officer Is required to review the expenditures

against a pre.approved budget. and provide administrative clearance.
Later. voucher examiners review expenditures against the budget.

In lieu of a project officer and voucher examiner for each program, a
firm is hired to do this function.
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Third, It further ensures USAID that Regulation 11 requirements
regarding budget modifications and approvals are followed.
Expenditures that exceed budf-t line items by 10 percent must be
approved by USAID.
Fourth. It enables USND/Peru to certify that the cooperating
sponsors are accounting MuWy for the use of monetization proceeds.
Fifth. It does not Imply much additional work for the firm if the
documentation for the transactions Is In order. The cost of the
review can actually fall If the cooperating sponsors have their
expenditure documentation In order, as they should.
Sixth. the process serves as a means to verity the documentation
necessary for recuperation of the sales tax. The review process
actually assists the cooperating sponsor.
6. Recommendation Na. 4.1,4.2s and 4.3. Acceptable.
7. Rcommendatlon Noe. 6.1 and 8.3. Acceptable.
8. Recommendation No. 6.2, regarding requiring the cooperating
sponsors to use comparable ration slses, should be eliminated.
The audit report should not imply nor create misleading or quite
possibly Inaccurate expectations o savings resulting from the
adoption of more eMclent ration sizes. The Implication of this
statement Is that millions of dollars could be cut from the program
without a negative effect This Is not true. for It follows a simplistic
logic. One might Just as easily argue that one can save 50 percent
of the resources by reducing all rations by half; when reducing the
rations may reduce program participation, nutritional recuperation.
and may not be advisable given the particular beneficiary conditions.
This mistake is repeated in discussions on potential food-for.work
savings (p.20) and transport savings (p.31).
"Requlirn the cooperating sponsors to adopt the same ration size
Is inappropriate. First of all, the Jury is out on which ration size Is
most efMcient - CARE Nlno-PRISMA Panfar. PRISMA Kuslayilu,
CARE FFW. CARITAS Jungle FlW. because "ellciency is I.deflned.
CARE's FW ration clearly is designed to offer a food wage for work,
and Is very "effient In getting the work done at a competitive rate.
However. in areas where there are serious caloric deficiencies, there
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may be eMciencles and justification In providing a family ration that
adequately supplements caloric Intake, while productive FFW,
Infrastructure Is being constructed, rehabilitated, etc. (something of
a hybrid FFW/direct feeding program). Since reductions in chronic
malnutrition Is the ultimate Impact Indicator for both FFW and direct
feeding programs. there would seem to be a rationale for different
ration sizes, depending on the nutritional and soco.economlc status
of the beneficiaries, and the type of project Implemented. 'Efficiency"
and 'effectiveness* of ration sizes can only be evaluated after
measurements of impact and results are available. In conclusion.
not all project costs can be standardized due to different
Implementational conditions.
We would agree that all assumptions, formulas. work rates.
Justifncations for ration sizes, etc. need to be declared and followed.
We also would agree that no food for work should be provided for
work that would ordinarily be done in the absence of food. However.
the Mission has gone even further by requiring certification from Its
cooperating sponsors that: a) food for work should not discourage
other employment. Ie.. that it should be valued sufficiently below the
going wage rates In the locales: b) that It be used only temporarily.
i.e. that time limits be placed on food aid benefits: and c) that rations
of the cooperating sponsors be standardized as much as possible.
9. Recommendation Nos. 6.1, 6.2 6.3, 64, and 6.5 - Acceptable.
10. Recommendation No. 7.1 - Acceptable.
11. Recommendation No. 7.2, regarding host government and
beneficiary payments of transportation costs, should be eliminated.
Neither USAID nor the cooperating sponsors can *require" the
government or the beneficiaries to assume additional transport costs
for several reasons. First. the GOP does In fact support transport
where the program is directly related to one of Its own programs. has
been adopted as a Ode facto" GOP program, or there exdsts an explicit
agreement to support transport costs. Second. requiring the GOP to
make additional outlays is Impolitic, especially since the Title II
donation Is made to the cooperating sponsors, and not the GOP.
Requiring the GOP to cover transport costs also would place a
potential constraint on the Independence of the sponsor programs.
What happens If the GOP does not or cannot cover transportation
costs? Furthermore. the recommendation that benefciaries cover the
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transport costs Is made without consideration of the ability to pay.
Given the fact that the targeted program beneficiary is classified as
"extremely poor*. the Mission and the cooperating sponsors cannot
require the beneficiaries to pay. Lastly. there is no statutory or
Regulation II requirement that the cooperating sponsor programs
obtain financial commitments from the host government.
No. 7 should Include an explicit
12.
Recommendation
recommendation that CARITAS establish and Implement a transparent
system for procuring transport services with Title I1 proceeds.
This system should include procedures for: a competitive bidding
system based on price quotes from a reasonable number of firms;
appropriate consideration and weight given to qualifications and
experience of firms; an independent. committee-based proposal
review process; and a contract file system which documents selection
decisions. In addition to the joint cooperating sponsor committee on
transport rates (7.1). the Mission believes that a 'transparent" and
"competitive" transport procurement system for CARITAS will
eliminate concerns over contributionss" received by CARITAS from
transport contractors.
13. Recommendation Nos. 8.9, 10, and

-I.acceptable.

14. Recommendation No. 12, regarding phase-out targets. Indicators.
and timeframes, should be eliminated. Phase-out recommendations
should be directed towards AID/W offices responsible for the food aid
programming and approvals.
First, the "phase out" of food aid Is not a specific objective of the
Mission. nor Is it mandated by USAID/W. or any other authority.
The audit recommendation is made without regard to any official
policy, mandate, or requirement. and plays on USAD/Peru's Interest
and good will In objectively evaluating the role of food aid as a
development resource. The recommendation turns what should be
seen as a positive Initiative Into an unwarranted criticism.
USAID/Peru has gone beyond what is required to define the
conditions that it considers necessary for higher degrees of food
security and a future reduction In food aid: ability to finance food
Imports: more resources programmed for social sector needs; higher
levels of investment In needy areas; greater control and capabilities
in the targeting of GOP resources. and Improvements In the overall
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levels of malnutrition and poverty. It considers the ongoing food aic
program, among other development efforts, as a critical contributor
towards the realization of these conditions, and hopes to demonstrat
that these conditions are Indeed plausible for the country as a whole
because they can be satisfied on a program level, by cooperating
sponsor agencies with Tile 11 resources. At the end of the current
five.year program period (year 2000). the program should be Judged
on Its own achievements In the areas of nutrition and production.
Any decision to continue supporting food aid activities In Peru should
take Into account these achievements. the food security conditions
that exist in the country at that time. the feasibility of any proposal.
and the probability of food security related results.
Second. the 1996 Farm Bill prohibits USAID from denying requests
for commodities either because the activity Is In a country where
USAID does not have a presence or where PL 480 assistance is not
a part of USAID's development plan. Even if USAID were to take the
position that food security conditions In Peru did not warrant
additional food aid. and methodically presented Indicators to support
such a position. It cannot deny requests for commodities that could.
In theory. be based on compelling support of their own, and need not
have the support of the Mission to be considered.
Third, the role of the Mission In food aid programming decisions Is
limited. Its role Includes the following: analyze. review, and concur
with cooperating sponsor food aid proposals. storage and disincentive
analyses. budgets. commodity requests. and work plans; certify
systems for financial and commodity accountability; coordinate the
activities of the cooperating'sponsors with other Mission sponsored
activities and other donors; oversee and monitor compliance with
approved plans and food aid policies: report to the Mission and
USAID/W regarding program problems. Issues. performance and
results. AID/W. and specflcally BHR. In conjunction with the
regional bureaus, ultimately is responsible for food aid programming
decisions and approvals. The recommendation mistakenly places
responsibility for establishing indicators. criteria for 'graduation*
from food aid. and targets for phasing out food aid with the Mission.
Rather. this responsibility might more appropriately be placed with
AID/W. Recommendation No. 12 should be directed toward AID/W
In a separate report; not toward the Mission.
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EXAMPLES OF PROJECTS LOCATED IN RELATIVELY LESS NEEDY
DISTRICTS OR OPERATING IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO EACH OTHER
projects located in relatively less needy districts:
All of the 60 child nutrition projects of ADRA's Cusco regional office
were operating in the following districts with the indicated percentage
child malnutrition rates: Cusco - 37.7. San Jeronimo - 55.5. and
San Sebastin - 45.5. These districts were not in the rural Sierra.
The
Rather, they are on the outskirts of the city of Cusco.
malnutrition rates generally were on the low end of the need
spectrum within the department of Cusco, although ADRA stated
that the local health posts had estimated the child malnutrition rates
for the selected communities to range from 50 to 68 percent.
Similarly, we noted that ADRA's Huancayo regional office had some
of its nutrition projects around the city of Huancayo In the districts
of Huancayo. San Jeronimo, and El Tambo. which relatively speaking
had less severe child malnutrition rates (44.8 to 48.6 percent)
compared to districts away from the city. The majority of the
remaining projects for ADRA-Huancayo were in districts having child
malnutrition rates of 60 percent or more, although there were
projects in certain districts with low percentage rates I.e. Matahuasi
- 47.0, Mito - 32.4, and Chambara - 20.0.
Most of the projects of the Caritas Huancayo diocese were planned
in districts with malnutrition rates in excess of 60 percent. However.
there were a number of projects in districts indicated to be. relatively
speaking. near the low end of the need spectrum e.g. Chambara 20.0 percent, La Oroya - 35.5 percent. Concepcion - 43.2 percent.
and Huay-Huay - 38.8 percent.
CARE's program documents showed that 28 percent of CARE's foodfor-work project locations were in districts with malnutrition rates
below 60 percent and seven percent were located in districts with
rates less than 50 percent.
CARE's program documents also showed that It continued nutrition
programs in Lima in districts which for the most part were in the 20
percent malnutrition rate range. The department of Lima is one of
a handful of departments in the country rated as having the lowest
average malnutrition rates. Further. the Mission provided us %%ith
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Information that all tL cooperating sponsors continue with food aid
projects In Lima, although at a reduced level from previous years.
Food aid projects operating in close proximity to each other:
For the Caritas Huancayo diocese, the Santa Rosa de Lima child
feeding center supported by Title II also ran a kitchen for the
community supported by PRONAA. the Government of Peru's main
food aid agency. The kitchen provided one meal per day. 20 days per
month, to some 260 children (most of the children in the
community), including the children participating in the Caritas
project. We understand that Caritas was going to discontinue Title
II support to that community In 1996.
ADRA-Cusco child nutrition projects were In some cases located in
the general vicinity of PRISMA. PRONAA and Caritas projects. For
instance. PRISMA's PANFAR program was operating in the same
districts as ADRA. and within walking distance to the two ADRA
nutrition projects that we visited, according to the ADRA
beneficiaries.
For CARE, in the Trujillo area, for one of three community kitchens
visited, there were other food aid programs (Caritas and PRISMA)
A Government of Peru
operating within several blocks.
representative told us that there could possibly be a few Individuals
receiving rations under more than one of the food aid programs. The
other two kitchens did not have other food aid kitchens In the
immediate neighborhood, but relatively near.
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EXAMPLES OF MONITORING PROBLEMS NOTED DURING OUR WORK
AT COOPERATING SPONSORS
Cartas headquarters reported Information to the Mission on planned
beneficiary levels for projects and progress on food-for-work projects
based on information being reported to it by the Carltas diocese
organizations. However, headquarters personnel stated they did not
re'lew the information for reasonableness and disclaimed
responsibility for Its accuracy. During our field visits, we noted
various problems with the Information. For example, the project
Information being reported to the Mission in an annual workplan for
the Iquitos diocese bore little resemblance to the project plan that
Iquitos showed us during our field visit. We also noted big variations
in berneficiary levels from diocese to diocese on like projects (e.g. two
kilometer long Irrigation canals) and found inflated beneficiary
estimates for certain projects.
Commodity control problems were identified at some of the regional
warehouses maintained by the cooperating sponsors and hostcountry entities (i.e. lack of segregation of duties, quantity differences
between stock cards and our physical counts, lack of stock cards,
inadequate storage facilities. etc.).
For example, during our visit to ADRAs regional warehouse in
Huancayo, we noted a lack of segregation of duties in that the per-ion
in charge of the warehouse also accounts for the commodl.ies.
Moreover, the warehouse was not large enough to store all the
commodities. Alternative warehouse space in a larger warehousing
area was obtained. The site did not have walls, and there were other
clients who used the warehouse and would have access to USAID
commodities. Therefore. security was compromised.
*The Huancayo diocese office of Caritas was giving commodities to
certain unauthorized projects. The unauthorized projects were
missing a code identifying the distribution center, so Caritas'
headquarters should have been able to detect them had they been
checking the diocese reporting. which they admitted they had not.
Although ADRA's goal was for headquarters personnel in Lima to.isit
regional offices once each quarter, this was not happening. There
were r.o visits to agricultural projects in 1995 because all attention
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was on the preparation of ADRA's new program proposal. -For the
infant nutrition program, the nutritionist made only one visit to three
regional offices In 1995.
At Caritas-Iquitos, we noted that the ration being followed had been
changed from the level specified in Caritas' approved program
without obtaining approval from Caritas headquarters. Further, we
noted that the beneficiary levels in all the communities served had
been adjusted upward from the approved program. According to
Caritas-Iquitos, the reason for this was that it had purchased the
commodities at a lower price than estimated in its budget so it
bought a greater amount of commodities and was distributing them
to the communities it was supporting.
Adequate staffing at the regional level was sometimes lacking. For
example. PRISMA's program coordinator for the Junin and
Huancavelica departments was responsible for: (1) supervising and
making site visits to 230 health establishments in these two
departments, (2 performing physical inventories at 14 regional
warehouses twice a year, and (3) assisting in training, among other
duties. Because other workload, she was only able to visit about 35
percent of the health posts in 1995. In visiting some of these health
posts, problems were noted in the implementation of the programs
such as incorrectly applying the graduation criteria.
PRISMA's fiscal year 1995 progress report to the Mission contained
very little or no data for 9 of the 29 regions (31 percent) having
nutrition programs. Therefore, data such as the graduation rate,
percentage of families receiving family planning counseling and other
training, and the percentage of families receiving all rations was not
available for these regions.
Clit&s-lquitos did not maintain a kardex system for all the
commodities in its warehouse (purchased with funds from multiple
donors).
A kardex was established only for USAID-funded
commodities but in the second year of the USAID program, which
kardex showed negative balances for various commodities as of the
end of fiscal year 1995. [Note that negative physical inventory
balances are not possible.) Before reviewing the kardex records, we
had done a walk through of the warehouse and were shown stacks
of commodities that Iquitos personnel stated were purchased Ivith
USAID funds. When questioned to explain why the kardex reflected
negative balances while actual balances remained, Iquitos personnel
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stated that they had been mistaken and the commodities were not
purchased with USAID funds after all. The Iquitos warehouseman
also Indicated that he did not have complete records on issues from
the warehouse. As a result. It did not appear that the USAID-funded
commodities over the life of the program could be fully accounted for.
The monetization funds transferred to PRISMA's regional program
coordinators to conduct regional activities were In the coordinators'
personal savings accounts rather than In the name of the cooperating
sponsor. Further, the cooperating sponsor headquarters did not
receive bank statements for monitoring purposes. The accounts
should be in the name of the cooperating sponsor and PRISMA's
director should name the Individuals authorized to withdraw from
the accounts.
Regional offices for CARE Peru did not maintain separate accounts
for the monetization funds received from headquarters. [USAID
Regulation I I states that monetization proceeds should be deposited
In a special Interest-bearing account.i Instead, the funds were
commingled with funds from other sources. As a result, It was not
possible to determine whether the monetization funds were used for
approved purposes.
For example. in reviewing the bank
reconciliation for the bank account of the Cajamarca regional omce
along with monetization advances given to CARE-Cajamarca and the
reported monetization expenditures for the months of July and
August 1995. It appeared that monetization funds were used for
unapproved purposes. The excess amount of monetization advances
to expenditures for July and August were 3.458 and 16.805 Peruvian
Soles, respectively, when the ending Adjusted bank balances were
zero. Also. the CARE regional accounts were not interest-bearing.
USAID monetization funds at Cartas-lqultos were commingled with
European Community funds In a savings account. From this savings
account and another checking account maintained solely for USAID
funds, transfers were being made to and from other donors' accounts
and in a few cases to and from undetermined accounts. The
General Secretary for Cartas-lqultos explained this was due to
making loans between accounts. We told the General Secretary she
would have to cease the practice and additionally develop a record to
show the loans between accounts together with supporting
documentation and cumulative amounts loaned and repaid to date.
Several months before our visit. Caritas headquarters had done a
supervision isit and noted some of the same problems and sent a
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letter to the diocese urging It to correct the problems. However, there
was no follow-up to ensure the problems were corrected.
Cartas-lquitos was not performing bank reconcWatons.
We
suggested to the Secretary General that she have her accountant do
monthly bank reconciliations on at least the three checking accounts
corresponding to her major donors. Reconcilations of the other
accounts could be done periodically depending on the movements
within those accounts.
Under CARE Peru's food-for-work program, the two regional offices
visited were not correctly using the work standards as set by
headquarters. Therefore, the workers received more food than they
should have received.
Statistics on the number of beneficiaries receiving food rations were
sometimes based on programmed levels as opposed to the actual
number of beneficiaries receiving food rations. For example. the
statistics provided by CARE on the number of beneficiaries fed under
its community kitchens project were based on the number of food
rations given to the community kitchens rather than the number of
beneficiaries fed rations. There were sometimes wide fluctuations
between the number of rations programmed versus actual rations
prepared.
Caritas similarly reported programmed levels of
beneficiaries when rations were often shared with additional
beneficiaries that entered a project after the approved beneficiary
levels had been set.
Under one of ADRA's food-for-work projects, beneficiaries were
getting rations for doing work maintaining the community'snirrigation
canals and roads. These were things that they would have been
doing anyway, so we question the need for giving rations for these
activities. Further, there was no expectation that such work would
result In an increase In agricultural production.
Until about April 1995, Caritas-Huancayo food-for-work projects were
not adequately supervised as evidenced by the diocese finding 21
projects that were not progressing satisfactorily. Carltas-Huancayo
sald It was withholding further rations on these projects until the
problems were resolved.
At the two ADRA's regional offices visited, detailed information; on
each project was held by the project's technical supervisor away from
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the regional office. The ffles were disorganized and missing in many
cases. This makes a review based on documentation as opposed to
interview nearly Impossible. This is a weak link in being able to
monitor the operations and results of ADRA's projects. The regional
offices should maintain the files with supervisors working with copies
in the field.
Not all Caritas diocese offices were using the standard accounting
systems developed by Caritas headquarters. All were using the
liquidation system (required by the headquarters to receive funds).
However, only an estimated 30 to 40 percent were using the treasury
system, and about 60 percent used the standard accounting system.
Further. the dioceses participating in Caritas' Jungle program were
not required to follow Caritas' standard systems for control of
commodities and for project planning.
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DIFFERENCES IN THE COOPERATING SPONSORS'
COMMODITY REQUESTS AND THEIR PROGRAM DOCUMENTS

COOPERATING SPONSOR/
PROGRAM

COMMODITY REQUEST
NO. OF
METRIC
BENEFICIARIES
TONS

PROGRAM DOCUMENT
METRIC
NO. OF
BENEFICIARIES
TONS

MORE
COMMODITY REQUEST
(LESS)ThAN PROGRAM DOCUMENT
NO. OF
METRIC
BENEFICIARIES
TONS

CARE PERU
-NUTRITION PROGRAM
-FOODFOR-VORK PROGRAM

IIi.s20
54.950

5.647
4352

45.900
7S,000

4.621
5.378

65.620
(0A0O)

1.02
(1.026)

ADRA
-TOTAL PROGRAM

195.750

12.316

186.408

11.870

9.342

446

CARITAS
-*OOD-FOR-WORK PROGRAM
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EXAMPLES OF DIFFERENCES IN TRANSPORTATION
RATES
OBTAINED BY THE COOPERATING SPONSORS
ON UKE ROUTES
FROM

ADRA
LTO

Calia
iUma
Uma
Lima
Lima
Lima
Matarani
Mataranl
Matarar-A

17

158

EHucayo~c
Huara73
CUSCO

PERCENT

FROM LOW

CARrTAS

31%
32%
100%

15

152

25%
15%
5%

98
52
98

LOW
LOW
LOW

172

83%
33%

22%
94

LOW

1231
42

10%

65

LOW
LOW

PERCENT

FROM LOW CARE

PERCENT PRSMA

FROM LOW
46%
120
1 741 ALLOW
85%
105
6%
72
38%

LOW

125

28%

129
169

-

a rate exceeds the LOW rate.
Rates are in Penman soles per metric ton and
do not kxilde IGV tax of 18%.
A dash (-) Indicates the absence of the route or a Predetermined
rate.
Shipmntoriginating in Calo or Uma were considered
I" her was more han one rate for a route. he lowest ratethesame orgin.
was used.
tArkas rates from Salaverry we acaly shaped from Lma
CARE tes w ee sled 0nU.S. dollars and were conveyed to sole ($1.00.
2.3 shoes.
PRISMA rates are from 1996cost 1996
budget. or 1995 cost nomWtKo in that order.

L13%
80%

LOW

Salav-W

NOTE

32%

59

45

represent me ao

34%

21

55%

165%
60
105%
25%
Pkira
127%
81
Twvm
17%
MET OD OF CALCULATK t Tm bwed rate for each
r or rote Is lbeled .Ow.
Th pecetges

PERCENT

13
167
40

LOW

60

LOW
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EXAMPLES OF DIFFERENT PRODUCTIVITY EXPECTATIONS,
FOOD-FOR-WORK
STANDARDS USED BY CARE, CARITAS AND THE WORLD FOOD PROGRAM
NUBROCARE uNWr OF
ACTIVrlY

WORKDAYSMESR

SOL.CO SBERVATON:
SLOW-FAATONTERRACES
-WITH ROCKS. 20% SLOPS
-WITH ROCKS. 30% SLOPE
-WITH ROCKS. 40% SLOPE

Hectare (.)
HA.
I,'A.

LAM~ERS

0.5

RESTORAflON OF MA TERRACES

50

[NFWLTRATION DITCHES

250

H{A.

100 1o 170

l.000 p'

HA.

NUMBER OF UNIT OF
WORKDAYS

(SEE NOTE 1)
833
HA.
833
833

HA.
HA.

600

833

HA.

600

833

HA

HA.

1,ooI

l

REFORESTATION:

PLANTING (NOTE 2)

(SEE NOTE 3)

1121o211

ROAD Worn(:

REHASIUTATION OF ROADS

400to60O

oce (KM.)

(SEE NOTE 3)

1.000 ploft

520 to I.oe

NOTE 1: For some of the acivtles below, Carias' work
kncled estimates comrn ing Mrww, aea
and vouns measurements. In these cmswe used onlystandards
the area standard. WhieOisleads towundermemrj
of Ow nunbw of woddays omPwared to %Wit should be, we wd te
rumber noewelessam nevv e a
of workdays needed using CwaskWstandards
.
NOTE: The plnring of trefs
nvoves
man sbasks including the clearing and preaon of
go area. transporting
fte pls.diggingh hole, and the actua
plplatng. The datisled Isthe ,otworkdaysfor
al t h e btasl .
NTE 3: We were unable to determine the totalstaindardbecau.
notmassub-tasks were listed- However. menyf Ow
sr6.asks lded byQawrea have the same work standards as the World
Food Program
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Mission Food Security Objective Proposed In FY 1996-1997 Action Plan
ANALYSIS OF SUPPORT FOR BASELINES
AND
ANALYSIS OF WHETHER MISSION'S
FY 1996 INTERMEDIATE RESULTS TARGETS
ARE SUPPORTED BY COOPERATING SPONSORS'
APPROVED PROGRAM DOCUMENTS
Strategic objective 3: Improved Food Security of the Extremely Poor
Strategic oblective level Indicators:
Indicator No. 1: Rates of chronic malnutrition in children (height for
age more than two standard deviations below NCHS
standard) In extremely poor departments
IUnit:

Percent of children in "Sierra" region of Peru

Source:

Encuesta Demograflca y de Salud Familiar 1991/1992
(Demographic and Health Survey)

Baseline:

1992, 51.6 percent In the Sierra Region of Peru

Baseline
Supported?:

Yes. 51.6 percent for children in the Sierra less than five
years old

Indicator No. 2: Rates of global malnutrition In childr';, 'weight for
age more than two standard deviation 'low NCHS
standard) in extremely poor departments
Unit:

Percent of children in "Sierra" region of Peru

Source:

Encuesta Demografica y de Salud Familiar
(Demographic and Health Survey)

Baseline:

1992. 14.6 percent in the Sierra Region of Peru

Baseline

1991/1992
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Yes, 14.6 percent for children in the Sierra less than f.
years old

Indicator No. 3:

Per capita food availability In Peru

Unit:

Calories per day

Source:

FAO/Ministry of Agriculture 1991/96

Baseline:

1991. 1829 calories per day

Baseline
Supported ?:

Yes, but not directly from the cited source and It's a
three-year average rather than a figure only for 199 1.
The 1829 per capita calories per day figure comes from
statistics included in the Agency's 1994 World Food Day
Report. Speclflcally Annex B of that report shows the
three-year average for 1990-1992 and was complied by
USAID's Economic and Social Data Service (ESDS) In
1994. The ESDS used a data base from the Food and
Agricultural Organization (FAO) In coming up with the
figure.
Various sources of per capita food availability in Peru
showed different numbers. We did not determine what
information sources and adjustments were used by
either the FAO or ESDS.
A note Is that the FAO information isn't available until
a year or two after the fact. Therefore, when the Mission
gets to the end of the period and needs to demonstrate
that the targets were met, the Information may not be
available from the cited source.

Indicator No. 4: Primary education rates for men and women (6 years
and older) In extremely poor areas.
Note: The baseline for this Indicator and its Intermediate result indlcajors
were not included in the audit since they relate to a program
implemented by the World Food Program.
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InterMediate result Indicators:
Nutritional rehabilitation of children
under five in program households

Intermediate result No. 1:

Indicator No. 1: Number of high risk children participating in Title It
nutritional programs
Definition: High risk is defined by a set of socio-economic, physical and
biological characteristics (e.g. employment, education level.presence of malnourished children, incidence of
diarrhea/respiratory infections, births spacing, number of
children in family) which indicate presence or high risk of
malnutriuon In children under 36 months old.
Unit: Children aged 0,5 years
Source:

PVO project records

Baseline:

1994. 218,000

Baseline
Supported ?:

Not the specific number. Mission supplied a range of
numbers which it took out of the cooperating sponsors'
1994 annual reports as follows:
CARE
Caritas
ADRA
PRISMA

Planned target for FY 1996:

Planned target supported
by program documents ?:

3,953
111,276 or 429,465
12.535 or 43,197
10Q.24M or 119.716 or 162.Z83
596.a31 , 639,398
2_3§.008
60.000

No. The cooperating sponsors' FY 1996
program documentation indicates .the
following:
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30.600
33.615 children at risk
45,303 mother child
16.400
CARE
120.000 PANFAR
PRISMA
87Kuslallyu
248.793"
Total
ADRA
Caritas

Cartas' program proposal did not include a breakout of the child
beneficiaries under itsJungle program so this total does not include
these children.
Indicator No. 2: Rate of graduation of high-risk children
program with positIve growth tendencies

from

Defirltion:

Proportion of children entering program who demonstrate
positive growth and compliance with health milestones within
6-20 month participation limits

Unit:

Percent

Source:

PVO project records

Baseline:

1994, 36 percent

Baseline
Supported ?:

No. The supporting information shows that PRISMA had
a graduation rate of 37 percent over a six-month period
for its PANFAR program and a 56 percent graduation
rate over a six-month period for its Kuslayllu program.
Note that the Kuslayllu program is very small compared
The
to the numbers in the PANFAR program.
graduation rate would be much higher if the percentage
was calculated using how many people left the program
within one year after entering versus the graduation
The Mission
experience In the last six months.
framework is asking for a percentage over a one-year
period but for its baseline it's using a percentage over a
six-month period.
The other cooperating sponsors did not report
graduation rates, although for all of them, one way or
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another. people leave the program and thus might be
considered to be graduated.
Caritas reported a 27 percent recuperation rate (children
recovering from malnourished to a normal status).
However. C:aritas did not *graduate" people from the
program In the sense that If the children were
nutritionally recuperated and their mothers had received
the planned training then rations would be
discontinued. Instead Caritas projects usually lasted a
year. maintaining the beneficiaries in the project
throughout that time regardless of the child's nutritional
status.
AJRA's projects lasted 20 months and. like Caritas, all
the beneficiaries were kept In the project the whole time
and dropped at the end.
CARE's MENU program was Intending to follow the
PRISMA's model but was just beginning at the time of
the audit and not well thought out yet. CARE's NINOS
project provided training to mothers over an 18-month
period, after which the mothers were to leave the
program.
Mission comment:

Rate of 36 percent is a conservative estimate.

Auditor comment:

The actual rate apparently was something other
than 36 percent on an annual basit.

Planned target for FY 1996:

Planned target supported
by program documents ?:

50 percent

No. The Mission's rationale for setting the
FY 1996 target was not specified.
PRISMAs fiscal year 1995 accomplishments
(six-month period) for its PANFAR pknd
Kusialyu programs were 40 and 53
percent. respectively. PANFAR. being the
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much larger program. would tend to drive
the combined number to the low 40s. Of
course, this analysis Is aside from matters
discussed previously, I.e. PRISMA's
percentages would be higher on an annual
basis, and the other cooperating sponsors
programs need to be factored in.
Intermediate result No. 2:

Increased Incomes available for food
extremely poor
consumption in
households

Indicator No. 1: Number oft extremely poor households adopting
improved technology
Deflnlton: Farmer households adopting new practices (improved seed,
inputs. etc.) on individual holdings
Unit:

Cumulative number of farmers

Source:

PVO project records

Baseline:

1994. 59.688

Baseline
Supported ?:

No. The information provided by the Mission from the
cooperating sponsors' 1994 annual reports to support
the above figure was as follows:
CARE
Caritas

ADRA

24,033
39.296

-31

CARE's number is the total number of families benefited
by the Altura program. CARE's only food-for-work
program. The types of activities the benefiting families
were involved in was soil conservation, agroforestry
systems. reforestation. and crop production on improved
soils. It's not clear that all (or any) of these activiUes
strictly meet the definJtion for the indicator.
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Caritas' number comes from a subset of its food-forwork activities, specifically from Caritas' Program of
Support to the Production of Food. The number is the
families involved in planting campaigns. The number is
a subset of the 162,830 families involved in all of
Caritas' food-for-work program in that year. Based on
the 58 percent that the number of hours spent on
agricultural projects was to the total number of hours on
all food-for-work projects, to be consistent with the
number used for CARE. the number used for Caritas
would be more like 58 percent times 162,830 = 94.441.
However, as with the number used for CARE, it is not
clear that all (or any) of these activities strictly meet the
definition for the indicator.
ADRA's number is the number of hectares reported by
ADRA as being under agricultural production through
what it termed Family Agricultural Unit of Production.
ADR,'s intervention involves the beneficiaries adopting
new technologies. However the Indicator calls for a
count of the number of farmers-not hectares.
Mission comment to auditors: The baseline of 59,688 is a conservative
calculation that shows the relative size and
extent of the program In 1994.
Auditor observation:

The Mission is attempting to draw baseline
Information out of statistics that may not have
met the indicator definition.

Planned target for FY 1996:
Planned target supported
by program documents ?:

15.000

No. ADRA is the only cooperating sponsor
whose program documents include a direct
measure of this indicator. ADRA plans for
14,483 families to adopt new agricultural
technology starting in FY 1996.
PRISM/Vs CEATS program also is planning
to provide agricultural inputs. i.e.. seeds,
fertilizer, and pesticides in the form of
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credits to 552 familles during FY 1996 to
alow those families to Improve their
agricultural production and therefore
increase their Incomes&
The program documents for both CARE and
Caritas do not specifcally discuss a number
that corresponds to the Mission's indicator.
However. as noted previously, one would
expect that some of the partcipants In both
CARVe and Caritas' agricultural programs
to adopt Improved technologies on their own
land. For FY 1996, CARE to planning
38.250 participants In its Altura program
and Caritas isplanning 51.200 participants
in its agriculturally oriented food-for-work
programs.
Therefe the number of

participants who adopt Improved te-hnologr

on their own holdings likely will greatly
exeed the Mission's targets.
The Mission needs to come to a consensus
on what results should be reported under
this indicator, and the cooperating sponsors
need to collect the Information and state
within their program documents their
targets.
Indicator No. 2: Hetarage under Intensified management
Defwntion:

Hectarage under intensified management through program
Intervention (e.g.. IrrigaUon. improved seeds. Improved

technology.
Unit:

Hectares

Source:

PVO project records

BaselIne:

1994. 19,917

Baseline
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Supported?:

Not the specific number. The Mission provided the
following information from the cooperating sponsors'
1994 annual reports to support the baseline:
CARE
Caritas
ADRA

7,477
10.631 or 18,828
371

J8,479 or 26.§7

CARE's number is the total number of hectares in the
Altura program. The types of interventions were soil
conservation. agroforestry systems. reforestation, and
crop production onrimproved soils.
Caritas' number is the number of hectares involved in
the 93/94 (18,828) or 94/95 (10.631) planting campaign
under Caritas' Program of Support to the Production of
Food. These numbers do not Include other Interventions
beyond the planting campaigns. Caritas had other foodfor-work projects whose effects would lead to more
hectares under intensified management. For instance.
Caritas reported 513 Irrigation infrastructure projects
which, if they were new construction, would place
additional hectares under irrigation. This isn't counted.
Also, the were other projects such as 124 soil
conservation projects, 162 reforestation projects, 382
community livestock projects and 9 fish farms which
would not have been counted in the planting campaigns
but would have placed hectarage under intensified
managemenL
The number of hectares used for ADRA was its
agricultural production under what it termed Family
Agricultural Unit of Production. In addition to those
hectares. ADRA also had 224 hectares planted in
demonstrative plots, and completed work of three
kilometers of canals which, if new construction, would
have brought more hectares under intensified
management.
Mission comment to auditors: Baseline is conservative estimate.
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Auditor observation:

The Mission pulled some numbers together to
support the baseline but it's not clear that the
numbers used were consistent from sponsor to
sponsor.
Also, this example demonstrates the need to
spend some time with the cooperating sponsors
sorting through the different project Interventions
to decide what should be counted and what
should not.

Planned target for FY 1996:
Planned target supported
by program documents ?:

10.000 hectares
No. Just part of the planned InterventJons
for Caritas in FY 1996 exceed the planned
When CARE and ADRA are
target.
considered the numbers should be higher.
The problem. as explained previously, is
reaching a common understanding on what
should be counted under this Indicator.
Caritas' approved program proposal shows
7.335 hectares withImproved Irrigatlon and
3,390 hectares protected by soil
conservation practices, and this does not
Include all of Caritas' Interventions.
ADRA's approved program proposal shows
1.645 hectares under various types of
improved management. The proposal also
shows 160 kilometers of Irrigation canals
constructed. We did not determine whether
ADRA's hectarage figures included land
brought into production as a result of new
rrLgaUon canals.
PRISMA's CEATS program plans to put 690
hectares under intensified management
during FY 1996.
We requested that CARE provide a number
for its program. but CARE personnel stated
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that they did not know what the indicator
means. As noted previously, the CARE
figures supplied to the auditors to support
the Mission's baseline include the total
hectarage from CARE's Altura program. To
be consistent the hectarage under the
Altura program would also need to be
included.
Indicator No. 3: Number of mlcroenterprises assisted in extremely
poor areas
Deflniton:

Non-farm economic activities confined to individuals or groups
of less than 10 persons in program areas, which have received
technical assistance. training or credit in the reference year.

Unit:

Number of women- and men-led enterprises

Source:

PVO project records

Baseline:

1994, 2.091

Baseline
Supported ?:

Not the specifl\ number. The Mission provided the
following nform]tion from the cooperating sponsors'
1994 annual reports to support the baseline:
ADRA

CARE

739

739

170 or 1.22

2.479 or 2Za
The number used for ADRA Is what ADRA reported as
production units established as microenterprtses. ADRA
also reported another number (188) as microenterprises
established, which, If it is something separate, is not
included in the ADRA count.
The two alternative numbers used for CARE refer to two
separate CARE projects and therefore appear as though
they should be added together rather than used as
alternatives. The 1.740 figure Is for CARE's Wonn's
Income Generation Project, while the 1.992 figure Is
from its Small Enterprise Development Project.
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Mission comment to auditors: The Mission acknowledged that the baseline
should be higher.

Auditor observation:

The baseline should be higher than the Mission
reported.
From this and other examples, it
appears that the Mission came up with baseline
figures without knowing whether the Information
it was using fully met the indicator definition and
whether it was complete. It would have been
better to have had the cooperating sponsors
provide the information from their records after
the Mission explained the indicator definition and
discussed with the cooperating sponsors the
various project situations to decide what should
be included in The counts.

Planned target for FY 1996:
Planned target supported
by program documents ?:

2,000 nmicroenterprlses assisted
No. CARE's program documents Indicate
that the owners of 19.100 microenterprses
in total under the MIFA. MuJer. and
Ingresso programs, will receive technical
assistance, Uraing or credit over a fiveyear period (average 3,820 per year).
(CARE's approved program proposal did not
give an annual breakout.) So depending
upon how this indicator is Intended to be
interpreted, and the number to receive such
assistance In FY 1996, CARE's
interventions alone might exceed the
planned target.
Caritas' PROGEIN program supports income
generation projects. which for the most part
involved with the processing and trading of
agricultural products. as opposed to
growing the products. The auditors do not
know whether the "non-farn" aspect of the
Indicator definition was meant to exclude
such enterprises. or whether "non-frn"
simply was meant to exclude enterprises
which actually produce the crops. We did
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not determine how many projects and
mlcroenterprises were Involved in the
PROGEIN program. However, rations for
5,645 families were planned for FY 1996.
PRISMA's PASA program was planning to
assist 7,200 non-farm microenterprises over
five years (1.440 per year average.)
Indicator No. 4: Rate of loan/revolving fund repayment (male/female)
Definition:

Proportion of loans made in farm and non-farm credit schemes
not in arrears in reference year.

Unit:

Percent

Source:

PVO project records

Baseline:

1994. 62 percent

Baseline
Supported?:

No. No support was provided for the baseline figure
other than the Mission's statement that CARE's annual
report indicates that their Women's Income Generation
Project had a default rate of five percent.
Further, ADRA used revolving fund loans in both its
agricultural and microenterprtse interventions, and the
experience on these programs was not taken into
account.

Mission comment to auditors: 62 percent is a very conservative estimate
Auditor observation:

Since the baseline's purpose Is to measure the
extent of subsequent improvements, setting the
baseline low overstates the extent of subsequent
improvements. if any. In the present case, If the
baseline is a 95 percent repayment rate, then the
Mission's planned target of 80 percent for FY 1996
would be worse performance than the baseline.
Also, the interventions of other cooperating
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sponsors were not taken Into account in setting
the baseline.
Planned target for FY 1996:

80 percent repayment rate

Planned target supported
by program documents ?:

No. CARE's repayment rate of 95 percent
under its Women's Income Generation
Project already exceeds the FY 1996 target
(as wel as the end of project target of 90
percent). PRISMA's CATS and PASA
programs are also expecting a 95 percent or
better repayment rate.
The approved
program proposal for ADRA did not specify
the planned repayment rates, but we are
not aware that there are any significant
problems.

Indicator No. 5: Food-for-work temporary employment
Definition:

Number of food-for-work participants during reference year

Unit:

Number of persons

Source:

PVO project records

Baseline:

1994, 209.098

Baseline
Supported ?:

Not the specific number. The cooperating sponsors'
annual reports for 1994 Indicated the following number
of food-for-work participants:
CARE
ADRA

24,033
43.437

Carltas

~20,22
Auditor observation:

The auditors do not know the ba.is for the
Mission's count.

Planned target for FY 1996:

120.000 work partIcipants
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Planned target supported
by program documents ?:

Yes. The program documents for CARE,
Caritas and ADRA indicated the planned
number of food-for-work participants for FY
1996 wil be 122.223.
This is not a
significant difference from the Mission's
planned target.
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